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1.1 Introduction
On a foggy day, the pilots of a commercial airplane prepared for the final descent.

While approaching the landing strip, they performed all the necessary checks, such

as the elevation level of the airplane and the current speed projected on the wind-
shield's head-up display. However, even though both pilots were looking in the

direction of the runway, they did not see the airplane emerging on their runway

until it was too late to avoid a crash..........

Fortunately, the crash took place in a flight simulator in an experimental set-up,

but the results were nevertheless shocking. In reality, this scenario would have led

to major injury and possible death of passengers and crew. The pilots that partici-
pated in this study were not aware that the unexpected event was carefully planned

(Haines, 1991). The most striking finding was not the fact that people do not see

everything there is to see, but rather that they did not detect information that was in
their central freld of view, that was large, that was in the direction of their gaze and

that was crucial for their own safety and the safety of their passengers.

While observing the world, people generally experience a richly detailed and struc-

tured representation of the world around them. The visual environment continuously

confronts people with visual information, although not ail information is useful or
informative for our task at hand. For instance, when walking a street, there is no

need to act upon all details in the surroundings in order to be able to keep walking.
Nor are all colours or the tlpes of cars that drive by relevant even though they could
easily be identifred if necessary. In these cases it seems only logical that an observer

is not aware of all available information and does not feel the need to respond to it.
However, in the example just provided, peopÌe fail to respond to information that is
highly relevant for their task and which is considered to be clearly visible.

Unfortunatel¡ this example is not unique in its kind. Reports of people involved
in traffic accidents show that d¡ivers claim that they did not see the other vehicle
until they were so close that a collision was unavoidable. In the context of vehicle
accidents this phenomenon has been called 'look-but-fail-to-see' {a.o. Staughton &
Storie, 1977; Herslund, 1993, 2001; Jørgensen & Jørgensen, 1994). Even when the
driver specifically looks for other trafflc (for example when {s)he does not have the

right of way) and other traffic is indeed present, drivers may simply fail to see it
{Herslund & Jørgensen, 2003). The typical scenario of these 'look-but-fail-to-see'
accidents is that a car driver approaches the intersection at a low speed and even

often stops. The driver then decides to start driving again without having realised

that other trafftc, for instance a bicycle, is very close. Suddenly the bicycle is either
right in front of the driver's car or runs into the car just when the car starts to
move. According to the police, the car drivers are surprised and shocked since they



really feel they properly looked for the presence of other traffic (Herslund, 1993,

20OL; Jørgensen & Jørgensen, 1994; Summala et aI., 1996; Räsänen, Summala &
Pasanen, 1998). Cairney and Catchpole (1996) claim that 7O to 80Vo of all inter-
section accidents results from these 'look-but-fail-to-see' accidents. A striking finding
of these studies is that drivers not only 'fail to see' smaller objects such as bicycles,

but also vehicles that one might expect to be easily detected, such as railway engines

(Leibowitz, 1985) and buses (Draskoczy, I9B9l.

Similar examples are found in railway accidents. During a time period of 8 years,

three severe railway accidents occurred in the Netherlands (described in Quist,
1988). The circumstances under which these accidents took place were com-

parable and they aiso happened on the exact same location. Because the trains passed

this location with a speed that was far above the speed allowed, the trains became

derailed, resulting in the three accidents. The conclusion from the accident analyses

by the Dutch Railways was that there were no technical or mechanical failures. They

claimed that the accidents were all caused by human error. Even though there were
several indications that train drivers needed to reduce their speed, they did not do

so. Apparently the drivers had failed to see the signal notifying them to reduce the

speed of their trains to 40 km/h, which was the highest permissible speed at that
point {crossing with other tracks). The failure to reduce speed resulted in severe

material damage, one person was wounded and one person was killed.

The current thesis focuses on the phenomenon of 'the failure to apprehend'. The

deflnition of this phenomenon is: Observers do not respond to information that

is clearly visible and that is relevant for the task they are performing. This thesis

studies the mechanisms underlying 'the failure to apprehend'. Chapter 1 through

6 wiÌl discuss literature related to this phenomenon and will illustrate the general

principles of visual information processing to set a framework for the experimental

studies. Chapter 7 through 12 will discuss the experiments that have been conducted

in order to assess this phenomenon in more detail.

In the basic literature, there are two phenomena that are highly related to 'the failure
to apprehend'; Inattentional Blindness and Change Blindness-

L.2 Inattentional Blindness
Inattentional Blindness refers to the tendency not to see unattended objects (Mack &

Rock, 1998). In this defrnition the term unattended is essential. It indicates that one

may look at an object without attending to it, as was the case in the flight simulator

study. Hochberg (2007) claims that the term 'Inattentional Disregard' is more

appropriate than Inattentional Blindness. Even though one may argue whether the
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term 'blindness' is correct here, we will use this term since this is what is mostly
used in the literature.

Most studies of Inattentional Blindness explore what type of information does or
does not capture attention when observers do not expect the information to be

present {Mack & Rock, 1998; Newby & Rock, 1998; Rock, Linnett, Grant & Mack,
1992). The example of the pilots that 'overlooked' the airplane blocking the runway
is a clear example of Inattentional Blindness. Unfortunately, the sometimes dramatic
results of Inattentional Blindness are not limited to the laboratory environment, as

the following real life accounts demonstrate:

'A nurse pulls a vial from a cabinet. She looks at the label, fills the syringe and then
injects the patient. The patient receives the wrong drug and dies." (Green, ZOO4\.

'An Eastern airline pilot and his fellow oflcers see a bulb flashing on the control
panel. They become so concerned with the cause, that they do not notice the
plane approaching the ground or hear the alarms. The crash kills over 100 people."

lGreen,2O04l.

"Road workers fail to see a dead deer on the road and actually pave over the deer.

When fined by the police for this state felony, it turns out they did not even see the
deer." {Most, Scholl, Clifford & Simons, 2005).

"Even though the commander of an American naval submarine claims to have looked
into the periscope, he fails to notice a Japanese frshing vessel. Due to the collision,
9 Japanese people are killed." (Sciolino, 2001).

"In road accidents, drivers (sometimes) fail to see obvious obstacles in their way with
dramatic consequences." (Mclay, Anderson, Sidaway & Wilder, 1997).

All of these examples have one striking element in common: people fail to respond to
information that is ciearly visible and of utmost importance for them to respond to.
In case of the nurse, she even specifrcally checked the label. Since the crucial infor-
mation is ciearly visible and of high importance, it is hard to imagine that someone
can make such a huge mistake. However, 'the failure to apprehend' occurs more
often than one may think.

Inattentional Blindness may happen to all people. Experiments show that most
of our perceptual processing occurs without conscious awareness and Inatten-
tional Blindness is simply part of how people process visual information. In a classic



experiment/ Neisser and Becklen {1975) showed participants videos of two ongoing
events simultaneously, each partially transparent and one superimposed on top of
the other. By superimposing the two video images, the researchers guaranteed that
the two scenes were presented at the same spatial location on the display and thus at
the same location on the retina of the participants (for more details about the eye see

Chapter 2). The two ongoing events showed different scenes. One scene represented

two persons involved in a hand-slapping game, one player trying to slap the hands
of the other player at irregular time intervals. The other scene involved three people

throwing a basketball from one person to the other while moving around irregularly.
The participants were divided in two groups: one group was asked to respond to
every attacking stroke in the hand-slapping scene and a second group was asked to
respond every time the ball was thrown from one person to the other in the basket-

ball scene. After showing several regular trials, the researchers introduced an un-
expected event in the scene that the participants were not specifically attending. For

the hand slapping game this could be that the two persons stopped slapping hands

and started to shake hands or that they started throwing a ball. For the basketball
game it could either be that the ball disappeared and the players started to make fake

throwing movements or that one by one the male players were replaced by female
players. Most of the participants failed to notice these events, even though they were
presented at the same spatial location as the attended scene. Only a few participants
spontaneously mentioned seeing something odd, but even their reports were vague

and incomplete. Even after being told what happened, half of the participants did not
notice anything: the most common response was incredulity.

In order to further explore this phenomenon, Becklen and Cervone {1983) also con-

fronted participants with two superimposed video scenes and with an unexpected

event. In this case one of the scenes showed a basketball game with the players

wearing white shirts, the other scene showing a basketball game with players

wearing black shirts. Participants were either instructed to monitor the white team

or the black team. Unexpectedly, a woman carrying an open umbrella walked
slowly across the scene during 5 seconds, occupying the same spatial location as

the other scenes. Quite a few participants did not notice this. In a similar type of
experiment, participantswereagaininstructedtomonitoreitherthe'white'orthe'black'
basketball team {Simons & Chabris, 1999). Unexpectedly, a third superimposed scene

would either show a woman carrying an open umbrella or a person wearing a black
gorilla suit. More than half of the participants never saw either event. After being

explained what actually happened, participants watched the superimposed video
images one more time- Most participants could not believe that they had not noticed

this'conspicuous' event.
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In some studies of Inattentional Blindness researchers have turned to more control-

led computer-based tasks in order to have a better control over the experimental

condition (e.g., Mack & Rock, 1998; Most, Simons, Scholl & Chabris, 2000; Most,

Simons, Scholl, Jimenez, Clifford & Chabris, 2001; Newby & Rock, 1998; Rock,

Linnett, Grant & Mack, 1992). A number of studies used static scenes and brief
presentations of simple shapes (e.g., Mack & Rock, 1998; Newby & Rock, 1998) in
order to study Inattentional Blindness. In a typical experiment using a static display,

Mack and Rock (1998) presented a cross to their participants. After a brief presen-

tation only, the cross was replaced by a neutral masking stimulus. Participants had

to indicate what was longer; the horizontal or the vertical line segment of the cross.

After a few trials, an additional unexpected item appeared simultaneously with the

cross in one of the cross's quadrants. Participants were asked whether they had seen

anything else on that trial other than the cross. Abouf 25Vo of the participants could

not report seeing anything else, regardless ofwhether the unexpected item contained

a unique colour, orientation, or motion signal. Howeverr some meaningful stimuli,
such as the participant's own name or a smiley were detected with greater frequency.

Interestingiy and counter-intuitively, higher rates of Inattentional Blindness (75%)

were found when the cross was presented peripherally and the unexpected item was

presentation at frxation.

In addition to static tasks researchers have also developed dynamic computerised
tasks for studying Inattentional Blindness (Most, Simons et al., 2000, 200I; Scholl,

Noles, Pasheva & Sussman, 2003). In a typical dynamic task, participants viewed
a display with four black circles and squares and four white circles and squares

moving randomly over, or even bouncing off the display. Participants were instructed
to count the number of bounces of either the white or the black circles and squares.

For the frrst two trials, this was all that happened. On the third trial, a red cross

(different colour and shape than the original stimuli) entered the display. During
5 seconds, it horizontalÌy moved from the right to the left side. Despite the discri-
minating characteristics of form and colour, almost 30Vo of participants failed to

detect it (Most et a1., 200Il.In a study using letters rather than geometric shapes,

Most et a\. (2000) had participants count the number of times target letters came

in contact with a line, while unexpectedly another stimulus {not being part of the

stimulus set) moved horizontally across the entire line. More than half of the partici-
pants failed to detect this.

The studies cited above clearly point out that people are less aware of their visual
surroundings than they think they are. The strength of this conviction is highlighted
by the fact that most participants in the studies cannot believe having failed to detect

the unexpected events when the event is explicitly pointed out. As Mack (2003)

claims:



'(") the pervasive assumption that the eye functions like a camera and the subjective
impression of a coherent and richly detailed world leads most people to assume that
they see what there is to be seen by merely opening their eyes and looking,,.

Mack assumes that this is aiso why people were so shocked to read about the virtual
airplane crash in Haines' flight simulator study. They are not aware of the fact that
there are numerous examples in every day live that demonstrate human limitations
in visual perception.

1.3 Change Blindness
An interesting phenomenon that is related to Inattentional Blindness is Change
Blindness (e.g. Mack & Rock, 1998; O'Regan, Rensink & Clark, 1999; Simons &
Chabris, 1999; Simons, Franconeri & Reimer, 2000; Rensink, O,Regan & Clark,
1997; Rensink, 2000a; Hollingworth & Henderson, 2002, Rensink, 2002; Simons,
2000). change Blindness has been defrned as: the inability to spot changes to objects,
photographs and motion pictures from one instant to the next (for a review see

simons & Levin, 1997). Although Inattentional Blindness and change Blindness are
related, they are distinct phenomena. Both phenomena involve the inability to report,
detect or see visual stimuli that are obvious once they are attended to or pointed out.
However, Inattentional Blindness deals primarily with frrst-order aspects of visual
input {presence) while change Blindness deals entirely to second-order aspects
(transitions or changes).

In classical Change Blindness tasks, participants view a scene, followed by a

disruption. This disruption can be an eye movement (e.g. Grimes, 1996; Henderson
& Hollingworth, 1999a, 20o3bl, a blink {e.g. O'Regan, Deubel, Clark & Rensink,
2OOO), a blank screen (e.g. Simons, 1996; Rensink, O'Regan & Clark, l997l , a sudden
'mudsplash' on the screen (comparable to a sudden mudsplash on a car windshield)
(e.g. O'Regan, Rensink & Clark, 1996), motion picture cuts {e.g. Levin & Simons,

1997; Simons, 1996) or a physical occluder (e.g. Simons & Levin, 1998). After the
disruption, a modified version of the scene is shown, in which something has

been changed. Participants are instructed to look for the change. change Blindness
experiments have shown that participants are surprisingly bad at detecting small and
large changes to photographs or displays after brief interruption (Simons & Mitroff,
2001). When there is no disruption and the modified scene immediately follows the
original, observers readily detect the change.

An alternative paradigm to study Change Blindness is the 'flicker' paradigm
(e.g. Rensink, O'Regan & Clark, 1997). Here, the original and the modifred scene

are quickly alternated (e.g. 100-800 msec), separated by a brief blank interval.
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This is repeated until the observer notices the change. The difficulty in detecting

the change is measured by the number of repetitions before the change is identified:

a high number of alternations indicates that the change was difficult to detect. Change

Blindness has also been demonstrated in studies using longer intervals between the

changes in scenes. For example: if one looks at the hands of a watch, seeing a change

in position can only be done by attributing a new code or classifrcation to the current

position {O'Regan, 2001). The same also holds true for the situation in which one

suddenly realises that the flowers on the table have wilted even though they wilted

slowly all the time. Change Blindness in scenes that change extremely gradually

(e.g. with grass in a picture growing very slowly) is not the focus of this chapter. In

case of extremely gradual changes, the rate of change is assumed to be below the

threshold of perception (Simons, Franconeri & Reimer, 2000), whereas this chapter

focuses on change blindness items that are above threshold.

Where the phenomenon of Inattentional Blindness demonstrated that people may

not always have an accurate representation of the visual world, the phenomenon of

Change Blindness shows that even if they have an accurate representation, they may

still fail to notice a change. Sometimes the change is not detected for several seconds,

but suddenly snaps into awareness. Although it is tempting to explain Change

Blindness by claiming that people did not look at the element that changed, O'Regan,

Deubel, Clark and Rensink (2000) showed that this explanation does not hold. While

monitoring eye movements of participants inspecting a scene, they found that even

though it was easier for people to detect a change if directly looking at it, looking at it
did not guarantee perception. Over 4OVo of the participants did not notice the change

even though they were directly looking at it.

An interesting fact emerging from Change Blindness studies is that this phenomenon

is not only found in artifrcial scenes, but also in natural scenes (Blackmore, Brelstaff,

Nelson & Troscianko, 1995; Grimes, 1996; McConkie & Currie, 1996; McConkie

&. ZoIa, 1979; O'Regan, Rensink & Clark, 1996; Pashler, 19BB; Rensink, O'Regan

& Clark, 1997; Simons, 1996). For example, when peopì.e were looking at a photo-

graph of a city skyline, Grimes (1996) found that none of the observers detected the

enlargement of a prominent building by 25Vo. Rensink, O'Regan and Clark (1997)

showed participants pairs of alternating photos of natural scenes, with one change

from one photo to the next (e.g. element in the picture being removed). Although

the changes were centrally located in the scene, they had to be repeated between

7 and 77 times before people detected them. Henderson and Hollingworth (2003b)

had participants watch complex real-world scenes/ in which changes were intro-
duced from scene to scene. Participants were instructed to memorise the scenes

for a later memory test and to immediately indicate every time the image changed.

Participants even received descriptions of the type of change that could occur.



The changes were introduced at the moment that participants made eye movements.
In about 3% of the cases, the changes were detected, which demonstrated nearly
complete Change Blindness.

The fact that under specifc conditions, people do not notice changes that are obvious
once pointed out is specifically interesting in real movies. Imagine the following
scene: An actor is sitting in a restaurant with a jacket over his shoulder. The camera
cuts to a close-up and the jacket is now over the back of the actor's chair. Although
this is a crear editing mistake, research shows that people are extremely poor
at noticing these changes (simons & Levin, 1.99T1. rn the usA, there was even
a TV show dedicated to editing errors in Academy Award winning movies.
Interestingly, the editing errors were presented as if the audience noticed the mistakes
while filmmaker failed to. In reality however, they were only obvious because the
host of the show always explicitly pointed them out to the audience. In fact, most
people would not notice them while watching a movie.

This idea that people do not notice editing mistakes in movies has been used in
experimental settings. simons (1996) asked participants to watch a movie. The movie
showed a woman sitting at a table pouring cola from a bottle in a cup. After this shot,
the scene changed to a male actor approaching the table. In the third shot the cola
bottle was replaced by a cardboard box. After watching the movie, participants were
asked to describe aloud what they saw. Even though they reported seeing the bottle,
they never reported the cardboard box or the change. Levin and simons lr99zl made a
short movie with two actors having a conversation. In every shot, at least one editing
mistake was included compared to the shot shown before. A woman wearing a scarf
did not wear it in the next shot, whereas she would wear it again in the following
shot. Actors changed their arm position from one shot to the next, food switched
from one plate to the other etc. Participants were instructed to pay close attention to
the movie, but when they were asked if they had noticed changes to objects, body
positions or clothing, only one participant vaguely reported to have seen something
change. Even if the movie was shown again, with participants now being aware of
the fact that changes to the scene could occur, they only detected 1 or 2 changes

out of the 9 present. One explanation for this phenomenon is that the changes were
made to items that were not centrally located in the observers' freld of vision, making
it only reasonable that participants did not pay attention to these items. However,
even changes to a centrally attended object are not always detected. Angelone, Levin
and Simons (2003) had participants watch a movie in which a female actor asked

someone for directions. Something that the woman wore or carried la handbag, a
purse) changed colour from one shot to the next. About 6% of the observers noticed
the change. When two items were changed and the changes were made more salient
still only LZVo noticed the change. Levin and Simons (1997) used even more extreme
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changes to the central object. In their movie, there was only one object moving in

the scene, which was a person. The initial shot showed an actor hearing a phone

ring. In the next shot, the phone was still ringing and the actor walked to the phone

and answered it. However, in this new shot the actor was replaced by another actor

(also partly wearing other clothes) who completed the action. About 33%o of the

participants noticed a change (any indication of change detection was taken as a right

answer), indicating that the majority of the participants failed to. This fnding was

especially interesting since Dmytryk (1984) had claimed that under those conditions,

participants are highly likely to attend to this person throughout the movie. The

movie industry has recognised the human tendency to overlook changes and hired

so called 'continuity editors' who check movies specifrcally for these types of editing

mistakes. However, even continuity editors often fail to detect all of them, since

there are large Hollywood productions with continuity errors.

However compelling the examples from the movie industry and laboratory studies

are, the question is, of course, how these examples relate to the real world. Maybe

people observe movies differently than they observe the real world around them.

ArguabÌy movies are 'consumed' and observed in a more passive way. To study the

phenomenon of Change Blindness in a more natural setting, Simons and collegues

(2002) used partly staged but real life situations. An experimenter carrying a basket-

ball approached a naive pedestrian, with whom he started talking. During their con-

versation, a group of students passed between the experimenter and the pedestrian

and secretly took away the basketbaÌ1. After this event, the pedestrians were asked

if they saw anything unusual or if anything had changed. Only a few pedestrians

mentioned the disappearance of the basketball. However, when specifically asked if
the experimenter was carrying a basketball before the interruption, more than half

of the observers claimed to recall that. In another real life experiment (Simons &

Levin, 1998) an experimenter would approach a naive pedestrian on the street and

ask him or her for directions. While having this conversation, two people cartying a

large door walked in between the pedestrian and the experimenter, shortly blocking

the view that the pedestrian had on the experimenter. During this short period of

time, the experimenter was replaced by a second experimenter, who wore different

clothes. About half of the participants reported not to have noticed the change, even

though they actively interacted with both the frrst and the second experimenterl

Another real life study (Levin, Simons, Angelone & Chabris, 2002) also confronted

participants with an unexpected person change when two people carried a door in

between the participant and the experimenter (just like Simon & Levin, 1998). 38%

failed to see the person switch. When the person switch took place after the experi-

menter had approached the participant to ask him/her to take his photograph, S3Vo

missed the person change. In another of their experiments, an experimenfer, after

talking to the participant, duck back behind a counter. Another experimenter rose
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The visual world that surrounds us is complex and detailed. This means that there

is an almost continuous load on the human visual system, with many different

objects being present. Despite the fact that each object is a potential target for action,

responding to an object is only possible if the object is processed to a certain degree.

However, not all objects surrounding us are processed. The visual system appears to

be limited at some stage in the information processing cycle in the number of objects

that can be processed for action. Although people may have the idea that vision is

a simple sense and that all information that falls on the eye is perceived and allows

the observer to act upon it, this is not the case. There is a certain limitation at some

level of the information processing cycle. From all information that enters the visual

system, some information is followed by a response whereas other information is

not. A natural mechanism seems to select certain information for a response. Allport

(1932) and Neumann (1987) state that'selection for action'is a necessity resulting

from our senses being capable of registrating different objects. Although theories do

not agree where in the information cycle selection takes place, it is clear from all

theories that selection plays a crucial role.

AII human information processing models have sensory input (e.g. visual input)

on one side and a response on the other, with some information processing stages

in between. A well-known schematic model is the human information processing

model of Wickens (1984). This model is shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2,1 Human information processing model of Wickens {1984)

22
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As wickens claims, the model combines models presented by other researchers
(e.g. Broadbent, 1958; Smith, 1968; Sternberg, 1969; Welford, tg76l. Applying this
model to the visual system, all visual information enters the short-term sensory store,
preserving the physicai stimuli for a short period of time without attention. The
information is then processed, activating what was previously learned and stored
in the brain. At this point the stimulus is said to be perceived or recognised. once
a stimulus has been perceptually categorised, the observer must decide what to do
with it {decision and response selection), leading to response execution if a decision
is made to generate a response. Selection is the process that takes place between
what Wickens calls 'perception' and the decision and response selection.

Kahneman {1973) presents two models of selective attention. Model A assumes
that all stimuli are transmitted to the stage of 'sensory registration and storage,.
only a selection of those stimuli is transmitted to the next stages 'perceptual
analysis' and 'response selection'. The model illustrates aspects of the fllter theory
(Broadbent, 1957 , r95B) , assuming a bottleneck at or just prior to the stage of percep-
tual analysis. when two stimuli are presented, only one stimulus can be perceived
immediately. The sensory information that corresponds to the other stimulus
is held briefly as an unanalysed image. only after the perceptual analysis of the
frrst stimulus is completed can the observer attend to the other image to perceive
it. Model B also assumes that all stimuli are transmitted to the stage of 'sensory
registration and storage' but also claims that all information is then transmitted to the
stage of 'perceptual analysis'. only after this perceptual analysis phase, a selection is
transmitted to the response selection phase.

Model B is associated with Deutsch and Deutsch (1963) who located the bottleneck
only at or just prior to the stage of response selection, claiming that the meaning of
all presented stimuli is extracted in parallel and without interference. The bottleneck
prevents the initiation of more than one response at a time and selects the response
that best fits the requirements of the situation. Kahneman already stated that some
experimental results argue for model A whereas other results argue for model B,

Ieading him to conclude that cognitive operations are far more flexible than either of
these bottleneck theories suggest.

The two-stage approach (Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Cave & Wolfe, 1990; Duncan &
Humphreys, 1989; Theeuwes, 1992a) assumes that at an early stage, visual informa-
tion is processed across the entire visual freld in parallel without capacity limitations.
A later attentive stage has a limited capacity and can deal only with one or a few
items at a time. when items pass from the frrst to the second stage of processing,
these items are considered to be selected, which is required in order to come to a

response (Treisman, 1988; Duncan, 1980).
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Even though different models locate the bottleneck at different locations in the

information processing cycle, all models agree that there is a bottleneck somewhere

in the information processing cycle. Selection is necessary to map specific visual

information to a response.

2.1 What determines selection?

Not all information visually available is useful or informative for our task at hand. As

discussed before, when walking a street, there is no need to process or respond to all

details in the surroundings even though they could easily be processed or responded

to if necessary. Performance would profit from automatic selection when relevant for

the task at hand. Chapter 1 showed various examples of information that is crucial

for the task at hand, without any selection for response execution. Apparently, the

most informative regions of a scene are not automatically selected.

2.1.1Attention
Attention plays an important role in selection. Attention has been described as 'the

mechanism that accomplishes selection' (Yantis, 1998) and its main function is to
facilitate perceptual processes (Tipper & Weaver, 1998; Broadbent, 1958; Treisman,

1988). Attention is also said to be a mechanism that selects stimuli for further higher-

level cognitive processing {Cavanagh, 2004; Allport, 1993; Desimone & Duncan,

L995; Broadbent, 1958). As William James already noted in 1890, the object that

people are paying attention to appears to receive more processing and is more richly
represented in perception. Broadbent's (1958) classic filter theory states that percep-

tion only analyses the low-level physical properties of visual stimuli, such as colour,

size, and motion. Higher levels of internal representation (e.g. recognition) are only
achieved when attention is directed towards the perceptual representations of a par-

ticular object. Attention operates as a selective frlter, by enhancing the perception

of some stimuli at the expense of others present in the scene (Posner, Snyder &
Davidson, 1980; Egeth & Yantis, 1.997; Cepeda, Cave, Bichot & Kim, 1998; Pashler,

1998; Bahcall & Kowler, 1999; Cave & Bichot, 1999).

Actively capturing attention to the location of the change by means of spatial cues

has shown to improve change detection (Scholl, 2000; see Simons, 2000 for a review),
most likely by improving selection. In Angelone, Levin and Simons 12003) par-

ticipants watched a movie in which an actor asked someone for directions. From

this particular scene to the next, something the actor wore or carried changed

colour. When participants were explicitly told that they had to pay attention to a

speciflc area oî the female actor, change detection improved by enabling selection.

Inattentional Blindness experiments have shown a positive relationship between
the spatial location of attention and the detection of information {Mack & Rock,



1998; Newby & Rock, 1998; Most, Simons, Scholl, Jirtenez, Clifford & Chabris,
2001). The opposite condition, forcing observers to focus attention at a specific
location on the screen via a secondary task, has been found to eliminate the ability
to localise a change at another location (Fernandez-Duque & Thornton, 1999), most
likely by disabling selection. Also non-location based aspects of attention play a role
in detecting information in Inattentional Blindness studies. Information that has
similar features to items that are attended has a higher chance of being detected.
In an Inattentional Blindness study by Most, simons, Scholl, limenez, clifford and
chabris (20011, observers who attended to either white or black items in a display
were more likely to detect an unexpected object when it was similar in luminance to
the attended items and dissimilar to the ignored items. This attentional explanation
is completely in line with the name 'Inattentional Blindness'; people are 'blind' to
things in their visual surroundings because they are not paying attention to it. The
most likely explanation is that due to inattention it was never selected.

2.1.2 Eye movements
under normal conditions, selection takes place overtly by directing the eye to the
visual information. visual performance had shown to improve when targets occupy
the location of an upcoming eye movement (Rizzoratti, Riggio, Dascola & umilta,
1987; Rizzoratti, Riggio & Sheliga, 1994) and discrimination is best when the eye is
directed to the object that has to be identified {schneider & Deubel, 1995). when
information is selected with attention only (without any eye movement), this is
referred to as covert attention (e.g. Carrasco, Evert, Chang &.Kat2,1995; Geisler &
Chou, 1995; Verghese & Nakayama, 1994; Talgar, Pelli & Carrasco, 2OO4; Barreff,
Bradshaw & Rose, 2003; Hunt & Kingstone, 2003). When the eyes are also moved
to the spatial location, this is referred to as overt attention (e.g. Hunt & Kingstone,
2003; Bradley, Mogg & Millar, 2000; Henderson, 2003). Even though the existence of
covert attention {the ability to pay attention to an object without actually fixating it)
has been shown by various researchers (Von Helmholtz, l9O9; Eriksen & Hofman,
7972, 1973; Hoffman & Nelson, 1981; Hoffman, Nelson & Houck, 1983; Posner, 1980;

Yantis, 1998; Van der Heijden, 19921, it is generally agreed that there is a close link
between attention and eye movements. When performing complex tasks, the eyes

move almost continuously at an average rate of three to four times per second (e.g.

Rayner, 1978; Tinker, 1939; Yarbus,1967), suggesting that eye movements serve an
important function in selecting visual information.

The close link between visual attention and eye movements has been shown in
several studies {e.g. Henderson, 1996; Klein & Pontefract, 1994; Posner, 1980; Godijn
& Theeuwes,2002l. Shepherd, Findlay and Hockey (1986) showed that when an

eye movement is imminent, observers can only direct attention to the location that
is the target for the saccade. The relationship is independent of whether the eye
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movement is triggered by an external event, such as a sudden movement, or is
internally directed by the participant on the basis of instructions or expectations

(Hoffman, 1998; Hoffman & Subramaniam, 1995; Kowler et al., 1995; Posner, 1980).

A number of studies have suggested that when an eye movement is observed from

one object to the next, it can be concluded that attention has shifted as well (Deubel

& Schneider, 1996; Hoffman & Subramaniam, 1995; Irwin & Gordon, 1998; Kowler,

Anderson, Dosher & Blaser, 1995; Rayner & Pollatsek, 1992; Shepherd, Findlay &

Hockey, 1986; McPeek, Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1999; Godijn & Pratt, 2OO2,Int'off ,

Pollatsek, Posner & Rayner, 1989). Alt these studies argue against the decoupling

hypothesis, i.e. the abilityto directvisual attention to one locationwhile simultaneously

'programming' an eye movement to another location. The decoupling would also seem

unnatural from a biological point of view. Consider the visual orienting reflex that

occurs in most large animals including humans to sudden lights or abrupt changes in

the perceptual field (see Rohrbaugh, 1984 for a review). In this case eye movements

would not be functional if the orienting reflex only attracted the eyes without any

attentional focus. In nature, sudden changes in the perceptual field need to be selected

immediately in order to come to a response {e.g. flee). In general, it is not possible to

attend to one location while moving ones eyes to a different one (Deubel & Schneider,

1996). The competitive integration model (Godijn & Theeuwes, 2002, Theeuwes

& Godijn, 2004; Godijn & Theeuwes, 20041 also assumes a strong relationship

between attention and eye movements. It states that the perceptual processing of

objects is facilitated if the object is selected as the goal for the eye movement.

2.2 T}l:e human eye

Obviously, the physiology of the eye plays a crucial role in how vision is accomplished.

Light that passes the pupil encounters the lens, which together with the cornea and

the pupil enables people to focus images on the retina, the light-sensitive tissue layer

that lines the inner portion of the eye. Once images are focused on the retina, the

eye nerve transports the visual signals to the brain. Even though the retina surrounds

nearly 2OO degrees of the inside surface of the eye ball, the central part of the retina

that can process information in detail (with high resolution) is only small (Rayner &

Pollatsek, 1992). This area is called the fovea, covering a region of about 1.5 degree

of visual angle around a fixation point {Anderson, 1985; Cohen, 1981). The ability
to process incoming information beyond this region decreases very rapidly {Van der

Heijden, 79921. Even though the fovea is relatively small, the eye movement system

enables the fovea to be directed to objects in the environment. By moving the eyes

and head the fovea can be directed in rapid succession at one object after another,

allowing clear vision for areas much larger than this 1.5 degrees of visual angle.

When discussing visual selection, not all eye movements play an important role. Due

to the physical features of the visual system, many relatively small eye movements



(e.g. tremors, drifts and micro-saccades) are only necessary for keeping a clear focus
without vision fading out. They do not play a role in what is selected. Three eye
movement parameters are important in visual selection: saccades, smooth-pursuits
and eye fixations.

1. saccades are very rapid, jerky movements that bring information from peripheral
retinal locations (where visual acuity is relatively low) to the foveal region. This
allows the extraction of the highest quality visual information (Buswell, 1935;
Yarbus, 1967; Henderson & Hollingworth, 1998; Land, Mennie & Rusted, 1999).
These fast eye movements reach velocities as high as several hundred degrees per
second and occur at a rate of about 3 fo 4 per second.

2. Eye frxations are momentary or longer pauses of the eye at a particular position.
Different criteria have been used to defrne a fixation. For example, frxations have
been defrned as eye movements remainingfor at least 2oo msec within a square
of 2 degrees (e.g. Salthouse, Ellis, Dienier & Somberg, 19Bt; Moffrtt, 1980; Widdel
& Kaster, 1981). If one defrnes fixations as a momentary pause between two
saccades, a fixation can be of any length without a minimum duration. Under
normal conditions, the duration of a fixation represents the amount of time it
takes to process the flxated information plus the time it takes to program the
next saccade (for more details see 2.2.21. under these conditions, flxations have
a typical minimum duration of around 200 msec but can also be much higher
(Findlay, 1997; Pollatsek & Rayner, I9B2; Henderson & Hollingworth, 1998;

Andriessen & de Voogd, 1973). Only under specifrc experimental conditions,
much shorter frxations are found. Objects that elicit exogenous saccades, such
as an abrupt visual onset, are frxated much shorter (Theeuwes, Kramer, Hahn
& Irwin, 1998; Theeuwes, Kramer, Hahn, Irwin & Zelinsky, 1999). This is under
conditions that an endogenous saccade to a target was already programmed and
the onset interrupted moving the eyes towards the target. At the moment that
the saccade was triggered to the target, the abrupt visual onset captured the eye-

The fixation to the onset can be short since the programming for the next saccade

(to the target) was already done before the abrupt visual onset. When discussing

visual selection, the eye is assumed to be stationary during frxations since the
tremors, drifts and micro-saccades that may be part of a frxation do not change

the focus of attention.

3. Smooth-pursuits are slow smooth movements that keep the eyes flxated on a

moving object (thereby being stationary relative to the moving object), generally
at speeds well under a 100 degrees per second. In a tlpical smooth pursuit
response to a target suddenly moving in the freld, the eye and the target cannot
be perfectly matched both in velocity and position at once (Westheimer, 1954;

Rashbass, 1961). The 'position error' that occurs is partially corrected by a

saccade. Basically smooth-pursuits are a combination of fixations and saccades

for moving objects.
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When dealing with natural viewing tasks, two relatively discrete temporal phases are

distinguished, with úxations (periods of time when the point of regard is relatively

still) and saccades (periods of time when the eyes are moving to reorient the point of

regard from one spatial position to another) being of primary interest (e.g. Kroeber-

Riel, 1992; Viviani, 1990; Van Duren, 1994; Gaatder, 19751. Even when following a

moving object with smooth-pursuits, this pattern of fixations in combination with
saccades has been found. This pattern of flxations and saccades is found in vision of

humans, most other vertebrates and some invertebrates (Land, 1995; Land & Nilsson,

2002).

Eye movements are never randomly distributed over a scene but are related to the

information or objects in the scene (Buswell, 1935; Yarbus, 1967; Humphreys, 1996).

Without a specific visual search task, Iooking routines tend to select stimuli that are

ecologically likely to be signiflcant (Kahneman, 1973). Buswell (1935) was one of the

first to show that úxations are concentrated on particular areas of interest in a picture.

These findings are in line with the scanpath theory of Noton and Stark 1797la, l97lb,
L971cl. This theory claims that in viewing, a particular repetitive sequence of eye

j -ovements is executed; a 'scanpath', being replicable over observers. This has been

fi confrrmed by other researchers lLaí, 1975; Locher & Nodine, 1973; Fisher, Monty &

Ï p"rlmuter, 1978; Parker, 1978; Yarbus, L967; Mannan, Ruddock & Wooding, 1997).
Þ When observers are instructed to identifying a briefly presented image, there is a

: high degree of similarity between Íxations made by the same observer to different

ã versions of a given image. Also for a given image there is a high degree of similarity
Jl* between flxations made by the different observers {Mannan, Ruddock & Wooding,

rse7l.

Given the importance of saccades and fixations when scanning the visual world it is
important to address what saccades and frxations can tell us about visual selection.

2.2.L Saccades

During saccades, the human visual system is functionally blind. Saccades suppress

the processing of visual information although processing is not entirely inhibited.

This phenomenon is called 'saccadic suppression' (Matin, 1972, L974; Volkmann,

1986, 7976; Becker, 1991; Shebilske, 1975; Irwin, Carlson-Radvansky & Andrews,

1995; Rayner & Pollatsek, 1992; Sperling & Weichselgartner, 1995; Wirtschafter &

Weingarden, 1988). Common explanations are that such blindness rises from the

rotational forces on the retina due to the speed of a saccade or that it may be caused

by the velocity of visual details whiping across the retina during the eye movement.

Without saccadic suppression, the motion of the image on the retina would prevent

people from seeing anything (Kleiser, Seitz & Krekelberg, 2004).



What can saccades reveal about what is selected or attended? Humans make extensive
use of rapid eye movements to direct the highest-resolution region of their foveated
eyes towards locations and objects of current behavioural interest {Itti, 2005).
The sequential attention model (Henderson, 19BB; Henderson, 1992a; Henderson &
Ferreira, 1990; Henderson, Pollatsek & Rayner, 1989) assumes that processing by
means of covert and overt attention is closely coupled and that spatial attention
precedes a saccade. In other words, directing attention to a location in space provides
the endpoint of the saccade. Covert attention allows observers to select an object at its
location before the actual saccade towards this object is launched. So if the eyes are
going to move to a particular location (saccade), then attention was directed to that
location frrst. The model claims that redirecting attention to a new stimulus coincides
with the signal to generate a saccade to a new stimulus. The location of the stimulus
towards which attention is redirected is equal to the location towards which the eyes
are programmed to move. This has been conúrmed by several others (e.g. shepherd,
Findlay & Hockey, 1986; Posner, 1980). Since a saccade from one object to the next
can be interpreted as a shift in attention (Deubel & schneider, 1996; Hoffman &
subramaniam, 1995; Irwin & Gordon, 1998; Kowler, Anderson, Dosher & Blaser, 1995;
Rayner & Pollatsek, 1992; Shepherd, Findlay & Hockey, 1986; Mcpeek, Maljkovic &
Nakayama, 1999; Godijn & Pratt, 2002), the end location of the saccade indicates
what object is selected. since it is not possible to attend to an object while moving
the eyes to a different one (Deubel & schneider, 1996), there is a close link between
attention, saccades and selection. Rizolatti en aL lrg97,1994) found that oculomotor
and attention control are supported by overlapping networks of brain regions. Their
premotor theory of attention makes the strong claim that the neural structures for
programming eye movements are the same structures that are used for programming
shifts of attention. In addition neurophysiological evidence has been found to support
the premises that there is a strong relationship between attention and eye movements
(Kustov & Robinson, 1996; Corbetta, 7998; Moore & Fallah, 2OOI, ZOO4I.

summarising, saccades are required in order to align an object to the foveal area. Due
to high resolution in the foveal area, moving an object to the fovea allows the object
to be processed in detail. In natural viewing conditions, attention precedes saccades.

Attention selects an object and the saccade follows, moving the selected object to
the fovea. Therefore the end position of the saccade identifres the object that was
previously selected by attention.

2.2.2 Fixations
As previously discussed, the eye is essentially blind during saccades. Therefore,
frxations are of primary interest in studying visual selection since information is most
likely to be acquired during frxations that intervene between saccades (Kroeber-Riel,
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1992; Viviani, 1990). Kawabata, Yamagami and Noaki (1978) found a strong relation

between what was fixated and what was reported, which was confirmed by Ellis and

Stark (1978). Various studies have shown that people usually identify objects they

fixate (see Rayner & Pollatsek, 7992 for a review), suggesting a close link between

fixations and visual selection. In a variety of naturai tasks, the relation between

fixations, visual selection and action has been studied (Land & Lee, 7994; Land,

Mennie & Rusted, 1998, 1999; Hayhoe, 2000; Land & Furneaux, 1997). Täsks studied

are driving (Land & Lee,19941, table tennis (Land & Furneaux, 1997), píano playing

{Land & Furneaux, 19971 and tea-making (Land, Mennie & Rusted, 1999). The results

all demonstrate that frxations are almost exclusively linked to objects that observers

interact with when performing the task, with very stable lndings over participants.

There are several theories that address the relationship between lxation duration and

information processing. According to the immediacy hypothesis (Just & Carpenter,

1980) processing of a currently fixated signal is complete prior to the start of the

saccade to the next signal. In that case glance durations accurately reflect the time

needed for processing the frxated signal, and variations in processing requirements of

a signal would affect its flxation duration but not the duration of subsequent fixations.

The sequential attention model {Henderson, 19BB; Henderson, 1992a¡ Henderson &

Ferreira, 1990; Henderson, Pollatsek & Rayner, 1989) claims that at the beginning

of fixating a new stimulus, attention is allocated to the stimulus, but that as soon as

the processing of the fixated stimulus is completed, attention is redirected to a new

stimulus. This all seems to be in line with empirical evidence showing that flxation

duration depends on the amount of processing during a frxation (Just & Carpenter,

1980; Rayner, 1977; Rayner & Duffy, 1986; Paap, McDonald, Schvaneveldt & Noell,

1987; Inhoff, 7984¡ CarroII & Slowiaczek, 1986).

In the current thesis, the term 'glance' or 'glance duration'will be used to describe

the point of gaze and the duration of the gaze. This term is used in order to avoid

discussing whether particular eye movement behaviour should be labeled a flxation,

a saccade or a smooth pursuit. The term glance will be used to indicate what someone

gazes at, irrespective of whether this is fixated, frxated interrupted with saccades

while gazing at the same object or whether the gaze is following a moving object.

The main interest in this thesis is visual selection and how it leads to a response.

Since fixations, saccades to a location and smooth pursuits all point to the same

phenomenon, that is that something is selected, a distinction between these three

types of eye movements is not required for the current research theme.



2.3 What controls the eye?

If eye movement behaviour represents the way we select information from the
environment the next question is how and in what way is the eye controlled. Do
people have full control over what is attended or selected?

Literature has shown that selection may either be controlled by the properties of
the stimulus freld or by intentions, goals and beliefs of the observer (see Egeth &
Yantis, 1997; Theeuwes, 1993, 1994, Eriksen & Hoffman, r9z2; posner, 19go; yantis
&Jonides, 1984; Yantis, 1996,2ooo; Abrams &Jonides, 198g; Findlay, r9B1; Fischer
& weber, 1993; Shepherd, Findlay & Hockey, 19g6). Attention or serection is said
to be 'bottom-up' (or exogenous or stimulus-driven or passive) when it is controlled
by some salient stimulus attribute that is not necessarily relevant to the observer,s
perceptual goals or the task at hand. Attention or selection is said to be ,top-down,

(or endogenous or goal-driven or active) when it is controlled by the observer,s
deliberate strategies, intentions, goals and expectations. In this respect, the term
conspicuity is often mentioned. The conspicuity of an object represents how much
an object stands out from its surrounding environment. How much an object stands
out depends on whether an object is able to draw attention without an observer
looking for it {so called 'object conspicuity', Hughes & cole, 19g6, related to bottom-
up selection) or how easily it is selected when an observer is actually looking for it
(so called 'search conspicuity', Hughes & cole, 19g6, related to top-down selection).

2.3. I Bottom-up selection
Selection is said to be bottom-up when selection is controlled by some salient stimulus
attribute that is not necessarily relevant to the observer's perceptual goals or the task
at hand. Such an object automatically forces itself to be selected, possibly eliciting
an eye movement toward the object. As soon as the eye is close to a salient object,
the object automatically attracts the eye {Engel, rgzr). As mentioned before, this
is also called object conspicuity; the capacity of an object to attract attention even
though the observer is not speciflcally looking for the object. Since salience does
not depend on the goal of the observer, many researchers have tried to determine
objective salience criteria by having participants watch videos or images in a free-
search paradigm. By computing saliency maps (Koch & ullman, 19g5; Niebur &
Koch, 1996; Itti, Koch & Niebur, 1998; Itti & Koch, zooo), it is possible to determine
the degree to which eye movements are drawn by stimulus properties alone.

An example of a bottom-up feature is for instance size. rf a target is very large
compared to its background, this may render the object conspicuous lBngel, 1924,
1977; Forbes, Fry Joyce & Paine, 1968a, l96Bb; paine, 1969). Also, the complexity of
the background plays a role (Boynton & Bush, 1956; De Jong & Duijnhower, 1972).
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People tend to frxate an isolated object in the field even when it carries no information

(Kahneman, 1973). Adults have also shown to retain an extremely powerful tendency

to direct their eyes toward a moving object and to scan contours (Kahneman, 1973)'

Attention is automatically attracted by unique features iTreisman & Gelade, 1980),

abrupt onsets (Yantis & Jonides, 1984; 1996) and the appearance of new perceptual

objects (Hillstrom & Yantis, 1994) even when irrelevant to the task at hand.

The strong effect of bottom-up selection is iìlustrated in cases where objects cannot

be ignored even when the observer is searching for something else. Theeuwes {199la,

1992b) used visual search tasks in which participants had to select an item with a

specifrc unique feature (e.g. green circle amongst green squares, top-down search).

A known to be irrelevant distractor with a unique colour {e.g. red square) couÌd

not be ignored, showing strong bottom-up selection. Even after extensive training,

this bottom-up effect of the irrelevant item was still present (Theeuwes, 1992b).

Pashler (1988) also found an interfering effect of a distracto.r with a unique colour

on finding a target with a unique form. Yantis and Jonides (1984) demonstrated

that the visual system is selectively sensitive to visual stimuli that are presented

with an abrupt onset. when searching a display for a specifrc target, abrupt onsets

were always selected frrst. Onset stimuli were identified much faster than no-onset

stimuli, with the abrupt onset drawing attention to this location. In this respect it is

not the onset per se, but rather the stimulus onset transient (which can also be an

abrupt offset) that attracts attention (Jonides & Yantis, 19BB; Yantis & Jonides, 1984;

Miller, 1989). PeripheraÌ cues with abrupt onsets elicit a bottom-up shift of attention

to that location, without participants being able to ignore this abrupt onset when

explicitly instructed to do so (Jonides, 1981). Theeuwes {1990) also showed that an

abrupt transient change of form induced an unavoidable 'pop-out' suggesting that

attention is drawn to the source of change. Changing the colour of equiluminant

stimuli did not result in bottom-up selection. Müller and Rabbitt (1989) found that

allocating attention to a specific location could not prevent a shift of attention to an

abruptly changing flash.

Bottom-up salience can be used to enhance selection in case of a stimulus of high

importance. Important signs or warnings can be made big and bright in order to

attract attention. Objects that stand out from their background can successfully

compete for attention with other objects in the scene. Bottom-up selection is also

what advertisers use for drawing attention to their advertisements. By using bright

colours, flashing lights and moving items it is assumed that the information is

automatically attended, even if people are not specifrcalÌy looking for that informa-

tion. The conspicuity of an object has therefore also been defrned as its ability to

attract attention without the need for any search (Jenkins, 19821 or the attention-

getting value (HoÌmes, 1974). The fact that advertisements are capable of attracting

attention while searching for something else was shown in an experiment by Cole



and Jenkins (1982l'. Even though observers were specifically instructed to search
for specifrc objects placed in the driving scener conspicuous non-task related items
such as advertisement signs attracted overt attention. This shows the strength of
bottom-up processes even in case of top-down search.

In this respect, using an unpredictable content or a strange item in an advertise-
ment may also work to get attention. Mackworth and Morandi (1967) claim that
areas with a bigh informational value or an unpredictable content are the ones
being spontaneously inspected in the context of picture viewing. This relationship
between informative regions and observers' fixation clustering has been replicated by
severalresearchers (Zusne &Michels, 1964; Antes, 1974; Buswell, 1935;yarbus, 1967).
A problem is that the definition of informativeness is often subjective (Buswell, 1935;
Yarbus, 1967; Antes, 1974;Mackworth&Morandi,Lg6zl. 'Informative'hasalsobeen
used to define objects that do not fit the scene (Friedman, L9z9; Henderson, weeks
& Hollingworth, 1999; Loftus & Mackworth, 1928), with longer glance durations
for objects fhat are unlikely in the scene (Friedman, 1929; Henderson, L992a;
Henderson, weeks & Hollingworth, 1999; Loftus & Mackworth, 19zg). observers
tend to return their gaze to semantically informative regions over the course of scene
viewing (Loftus & Mackworth, 7978; Henderson, weeks & Hollingworth, 1999).
Other studies found a more complicated relation, with incongruous information not
having a higher probability of being frxated, but once fixated they result in longer
fixations (Friedman & Liebelt, 1981; De Graef, christiaens & d'ydewane, 1990;
Henderson, Weeks & Hollingworth, 1999).

when the conspicuity of an item is very large, the bottom-up selection may take
attention away from other items. When the conspicuous item is relevant for the
task, it enhances performance. on the other hand, when the conspicuous item is
irrelevant but forces itself to be selected, relevant information may suffer. Take for
example the case of advertisements (i.e. billboards). In driving, advertisements with
odd messages, flashing lights or moving images may ask for attention while the infor-
mation is completely irrelevant for the driving task. In this example, the bottom-up
features of the advertisement may even cause dangerous situations. In this case 'the
failure to apprehend' may be the result of other irrelevant information being selected
in a bottom-up manner.

2.3.2 Top-down selection
obviously, bottom-up selection only represents one side of the coin. selection can
also be under top-down control. When William James frrst introduced his notions on
attention in 1890, he called this type of attention 'active'. Top-down selection takes
place when people select objects from a scene that share features with the specilc
target object they are looking for (e.g. Tleisman & Gelade, 1980; Wolfe et al., 1989;

Findlay, 1997). As mentioned before, this is also referred to as search conspicuity,
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which is the capacity of an object to be found if the observer is specifrcally looking

for this target. Observers who were instructed to attend to circles were more likely

to detect an additional círcle lB2Vo) than observers attending to squares (6%) (Most,

Clifford, Scholl & Simons, 2000). This is also in line with the fact that in the Simons

and Chabris study (1999), mentioned in Chapter 1, the top-down selection of the

black basketball team in one of two superimposed video scenes resulted in better

detection of the black gorilla walking across the scene than those observers using the

top-down selection of the white basketball team. Most, Clifford, Scholl and Simons

(2000) found that instructing observers to attend to a black instead of to a white

shape lead to a higher chance of perceiving an additional black circle. That top-down

selection is strong is shown by the fact that even items with a unique brightness,

colour or shape do not automatically attract attention. These features that normally

pop-out if they are relevant for the task do not capture attention when they are

irrelevant for the task, showing control by the observers' intentions (Jonides & Yantis,

1988; Theeuwes, 1990).

When searching for an object in a scene, people first search at the likely locations

for these objects. Obviously, this is search that is clearly under top-down control.

Search for an object at a non-predictable location was much slower than search for

an object at a likely location (e.g. a saucepan under a table) (Meyers & Rhoades,

1978). Searching for traffic signs located on the left {unexpected) side of the road

Iead to a high number of misses and increased search times (Theeuwes, 1991c).

Observers searched on the right side of the road where traffrc signs are normally

located. Pearson and Schaefer (2005) found that emphasising the driving aspect

in a photo change detection task changed participants' top-down search. Partici-

pants performed better on detecting driving-relevant changes than participants

without this instruction. In driving scenes, participants are faster in detecting

driving related changes than driving unrelated changes (Richard, Wright, Ee, Prime,

Shimizu & Vavrik, 2OO2l. Yarbus (1967) also found that the way observers scan a

picture depended on the instructions that the observers received. When instructed

to estimate the material circumstances of a family in the picture, fixations were

distributed widely over the scene. When instructed to guess the age of people in
a picture, observers concentrated their frxations specifrcally on faces. Research on

expert performance clearly shows the strength of top-down selection. Because of

their attentional set, experts primarily focus on domain-specifrc stimuli whereas non-

experts may also pay attention to other stimuli. Experts in American football were

faster at detecting changes in photographs related to football than novices (Werner &
Thies, 2000). Chess masters have better immediate memory for chess-related infor-
mation with brief exposures (De Groot, 1978; Chase & Simon, 7973a, 1973b), expert

chess players are better in detecting changes related to the chess play than novices

(Reingold, Charness, Pompiun & Stampe, 2001) and experienced drivers are better

in detecting driving-relevant changes compared to non-driving task related changes



(Groff & Chaparro, 2003; Pearson & Schaefer, 2005). These results suggest that inten-

tions, goals and expectations guide selection and thereby perception.

However, this top-down selection, ruled by intentions, goals and expectations may

also introduce a problem. Consider the following example of Sarter and Woods

(1997). In the cockpit of highly automated aircraft, pilots failed to detect changes

in an automation configuration when the automation took an unexpected action.

Since this was not part of the top-down selection strategy, it was not inspected and

therefore not detected. Pilots reported that they looked where they expected to find

changes. So if the top-down strategy is adequate for the task at hand, selection or

detection is rather effective and fast, but in case of an incorrect top-down strategy,

selection or detection may be absent.

Although the distinction between bottom-up and top-down control is important, it is

equally important to recognise that any given act of attention typicaÌly involves some

combination of the two attentional modes (Yantis, 1998; Itti, 2005; Itty & Koch, 2000;

Parkhurst & Niebur, 2004).

2.4 Conclusion
Selecting the right information for the execution of a task is very important. Even

though all information available in the world around us falls on the retina, only

some information is fully processed. Only selected information is able to generate

a response. Since there are many examples in which people do not select the right

information, the phenomenon of 'the failure to apprehend' can often be found.

Selection may not have taken place because other more conspicuous information

may draw away attention from the relevant information. Or even though relevant,

particular information may not be part of our top-down search strategy, thereby

never entering the next information processing stage to such an extent that it can

result in a response.

The concept of attention plays an important role in visual selection processes.

Directing attention to an object implies that the object is selected and thereby

available for further processing. In this respect, attention operates as a selective

fiiter, leading to more elaborate processing of some stimuli at the expense of others-

Attentional selection can take pÌace covertly {without the eyes fixating the location

that one attends), but in most cases, attention and eye movements are closely linked.

In natural viewing tasks, attention precedes the eye. When a saccade is made to

a specifrc object, the object is frrst selected by attention. A fixation to a specific

object is the end position of a saccade and indicates that this object has been selected.

The duration of a flxation has said to indicate the time required to process the

information.
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'The failure to apprehend' may have serious consequences. Chapter 2 discussed

that selection plays a crucial role in generating a response, explaining 'the failure to

apprehend/ by the information not being selected. However there are also instances

where information is seiected, but there is still no response. Chapter 3 discusses the

theoretical notion that information can be selected even though it does not lead to a

response. An important question is why there is no response despite selection.

3.1 Evidence for processed information
There is evidence that in some cases, information is selected and even processed

without resulting in an appropriate response. Some examples will be given in this

paragraph.

3.1.1 Evidence from forcing a response

In many change detection tasks, observers are asked to determine whether objects

have changed from one display to the next. In many of those cases, observers claim

that they did not respond because they did not perceive any changes in the visual freld.

However, observers are better than chance in selecting changed items even if they

claim that they did not 'perceive' any changes (e.g. Fernandez-Duque & Thornton,

2000; Mitroff, Simons & Franconeri , 2002; Fernandez-Duque & Thornfon, 2OO2l.

In an experimental study, obserwers were confronted with a circular array of

horizontalìy or vertically oriented rectangles (Fernandez-Duque & Thornton, 2000).

After a brief interruption, a change was introduced, which was the rotation of one

of the rectangles by 90'. Observers had to select which of two items had changed.

Even in cases in which observers claimed not to know the answer, they still selected

the changed item more often than the non-changed item in a forced-choice task. In

another study (Thornton & Fernandez-Duque, 20001 a change detection task was

used, with one out of 8 items changing in orientation. Even when observers reported

not to see any change in an item's orientation, it still positively biased their response

in the orientation discrimination task.

A third study that showed that information may be processed without resulting

in a response comes from Mitroff, Simons and Franconeri 12002). They presented

observers with changing displays in a flicker task. On 75Vo of the trials one item

in the display rotated in the picture plane. Observers were asked to respond when

they detected a change, after which they had to indicate which item (location) had

changed. Even those observers who did not report a change correctly selected the

changed item above chance level when they were forced to respond.

VanRullen and Koch {2003) showed observers a brief presentation of 10 objects.

When asked to recall as many items as possible, observers were able to recall an



average of 2.5 objects. However, when observers were forced to make a choice out
of a set of objects, there correctly selected 5 objects. The other 5 objects that were
not recalled or recognised were still processed to some extent, since they resulted in
negative priming in a later task.

Also in real life studies, observers appear to process more information than they
spontaneously report. For example in a study by Simons, Chabris, Schnur and Levin
(2002) participants were approached by an experimenter that asked for directions to
the gymnasium. When a participant started to give directions, some people passed

between the experimenter and the participant. In some cases, they took away the
basketball that the experimenter was holding. Only about 1/3 of the participants
spontaneously mentioned the disappearance of the basketball if they were asked

if they noticed anything unusual or if anything had changed. This means that the
conclusion that 213 of the participants did not detect the change can quickly be

drawn. However, twice as many people correctly reported the change if they were
asked leading questions. This means that far more information was processed than
participants initially used for their response. This is in line with the other studies

that show evidence for the processing of information if people are forced to choose

even though they cannot spontaneously claim to be aware of the information.

3.1.2 Evidence from frxations
Fixation duration is also affected by changes in a scene, even without observers

responding to the change. In one study, observers were asked to look at black and

white line drawings of complex naturalistic scenes (Hollingworth, Williams &
Henderson, 2001). They were instructed to immediately report any change to the
drawings by pressing a key. On some trials, objects were replaced as the eyes of
the observer moved away from this particular object. When the eyes returned to
the changed object, mean fixation duration was longer in the change condition than
in the control condition that did not have a change. This was the case even in the

absence of explicit detection, so even when observers could not report the change.

This was also found in a block-copying task (Karn & Hayhoe, 2000). Participants had

to build an exact copy of a shown model of coloured blocks as quickly and adequately
as possible on a separate workspace. On some occasions, all blocks previously placed

on the workspace disappeared for a short period of time when participants fixated the

model. These blocks reappeared during the next saccade towards the workspace. The

total giance duration for a block was longer in the disappearing condition compared

to the non-disappearing condition, even though participants could not always report
the disappearance. This study demonstrated that even without being able to report

it, changing information resulted in higher frxation duration.

In a study of Ryan, Althoff, Whitlow and Cohen (2000) observers viewed a series

of images of real-world scenes while eye movements were recorded. After viewing
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these images, observers were presented with new scenes that had not seen before,

scenes they had seen before and scenes with a change compared to what they had

seen before. Observers were not informed about the possible appearance of changes.

The results showed that in scenes with a change, eye movements were drawn to

the changed region, with a greater proportion of frxations and of total viewing time.

Also, an increased number of saccades were made to and from the critical region

compared to the exact same scenes or completeÌy new scenes. This effect could be

observed without observers being able to report any changes. Ryan and Cohen (2004)

showed that different types of manipulations to real-world scenes lead to different
results. The three types of scene manipulations they used were {1) the deletion of

an object, (2) the addition of an object or (3) a shift of an object from the left side

of the scene to the right side, or vice versa. For all changes, frxations were directed

relatively early to the region that had undergone the change, with longer glance

durations and alarger number of fixations to the changed region. When a new item

was present (addition or left and right switch), the newly occupied region received

more viewing than when an item was deleted. Many other studies have found this

increase in glance duration for changed items {Hollingworth & Henderson, 2OO2;

Karn & Hayhoe, 2000; Hayhoe, Bensinger & Ballard, 1998).

These studies using eye fixation as a dependent measure have shown that there

may be information processing without observers reporting the change, showing

that 'the failure to apprehend' does not necessarily mean that the information was

not processed.

3.1.3 Evidence from brain potentials
Some studies use brain potentials to measure whether information is processed.

Event-related potentials (ERPs) are known to accompany the detection of low-proba-

bility targets (Johnson, 1986) and are thought to reflect a range of cognitive processes,

including recognition and identification {Vogel et al., 1998). Interestingly enough,

ERPs measured in Change Blindness studies seem to be related to the ability to

report the change. For example, the P300 component of ERPs is found in consciously
detected changes. This brain potential is absent both in cases of Change Blindness

and in control trials where no change is present (T\rratto, Angrilli, Mazza, Umilta
& Driver, 2002, Fernandez-Duque ef a1., 2000; Niedeggen eT al., 2OOII. Eimer and

Mazza 12005) found that the P300 is primarily related to variations in the confidence

of the observers' perceptual judgments and not by conscious change detection as

such. They found that the N2pc component of the ERP was the most direct electro-

physiological correlate of conscious change detection. The N2pc component was

elicited on detected change trials but was entirely absent on undetected change

trials.



Many researchers have used brain potentials to study whether a change has been

processed (Donchin & Coles, 1998; Luck et al., 2000', Vogel, Luck & Shapiro, 1998;

Koivisto & Revonsuo, 2003; Niedeggen et al., 20OI;Turafto, Angrilli, Mazza, Umilta
& Driver, 2002; Fernandez-Duque et aI.,ZOOOi Fernandez-Duque, Grossi, Thornton

& Neville, 2003). Specific brain activity has been found in response to changes or to

new information without the observer being able to report it (Beck, Rees, Frith &
Lavie,20011 Dehaene, Naccache, Cohen, Le Bihan, Mangin, Poline & Riviere, 2001;

Vuillemier eL aI.,200L; Fernandez-Duque, Grossi, Thornton & Neville, 2003; Eimer

&.Mazza,2005). These studies suggest that visual information is processed in specifrc

regions of the brain without peopie being able to report the information.

The magnitude and latency of an ERP vary as a function of the physical and infor-
mational properties of a stimulus as well as the observers' cognitive response to the

stimuius (Israel, Wickens, Chesney & Donchin, 1980; Callawa¡ Tueting & Koslow,

1978; Donchin, 1,979; Donchin, Ritter & McCallum, 1978; Picton, Hillyard, Krausz

& Galambos, 19741. The amplitude of an ERP is often used as an illustration of the

level of processing. For instance, when people have to deal with a second stimulus

shortly after the presentation of a first stimulus, there is a suppressed P300 wave

{Luck, 1998). This is seen as evidence that processing of one stimulus interferes

with the processing of the other, resulting in a lower amplitude. Wickens, Israel

and Donchin ll977l demonstrated that the amplitude of the P300 component was

reduced by the load imposed by the concurrent tracking task, also indicating that

increased workload decreases the amplitude of the ERP.

Uetake and Murata (2000) found that fatigue is associated with a decreased P300

amplitude and a prolonged P300 latency. The prolonged P300 latency indicates

delayed cognitive information processing and the decreased P300 amplitude is related

to the decreased activity of cognitive information processing. Intoxication (alcohol)

also causes a signifrcant reduction in amplifrcation of the novelty-P3O0 signal in car

drivers compared to sober drivers (Rakauskas, Ward, Bernat, Cadwallader, Patrick &

de Waard, 2005). However, talking on the cell phone while driving showed an even

larger decrease in the ERP amplitude, suggesting that people driving and talking on

the phone are cognitively impaired, especially in terms of evaluating sudden and

unexpected stimuli (Rakauskas et al., 2005).

ERPs are therefore not only useful as an indication that a stimulus is processed but

also to identify the level of processing by measuring ERP amplitude and latency.

This way it is possible to estimate the level of attention, task load, fatigue or intoxi-

cation.



3.1.4 Evidence from priming
If it is indeed true that information can be processed without the observer being able

to report it, then the processed information may influence later stages of processing.

In Change Blindness experiments, the response is almost always a verbal report that

a change has occurred. Examining the effect of the presentation of a stimuius on the

processing of a subsequent stimuÌus - so called priming effects - provides another

way to examine the fate of processed stimuli that did not lead to a verbal response.

Mitroff , Simons and Franconeri 120021found some form of implicit learning, thereby

showing that information was indeed processed without observers being aware of

the information. Change detection was found to improve after observers had seen

more trials of the same pictures. Even when observers indicated to guess, change

detection rates were about 16% on the frrst trial 1, increasing to 26Vo on trial 6,

a performance level well above chance.

Thornton and Fernandez-Duque (2000) found evidence of an implicit effect of cueing

on change detection. Observers viewed a display with an array of rectangles. After

a blank screen another display with rectangles appeared either with or without
a rectangle having changed orientation from vertical to horizontal or vice versa.

Immediately after the change, one of the rectangles was briefly cued and observers

were asked to report the orientation of the cued rectangle. It was found that observers

made more errors in naming the orientation of the cued item when its orientation

was different from that of the changed item, even if they did not consciously detect

the change. This indicates some form of negative priming without explicit change

detection.

Chun andJiang (1998) showed that representations may directly influence behaviour.

Participants found a target more efúciently when they had seen the search array

before, even when they did not recognise the display. This benefrt represents a form
of implicit learning or positive priming effect (Lewicki, Hill & Czyzewska, 1992;

Reber, 1989; Stadler & Frensch, 1998). Despite the fact that in a forced choice

recognition test, the observers could not discriminate the old from new contexts, the

previously seen context improved search performance.

3.2 Why is there no response?

If visual information is not selected for further processing, it is not able to generate

a response. However, the previous paragraph described evidence that information
can indeed be processed, while at the same time it does not result in the required

response. What can explain the absence of a response under these conditions?



3.2.1 Processing that is not sufficiently deep
Attention facilitates perceptual processes (Tipper & Weaver, 1998; Broadbent, 1958;

Treisman, 19BB) and allows higher-level cognitive processing (Cavanagh, 2OO4;

Allport, 1993; Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Broadbent, 1958). Therefore, lack of
attention or not paying 'enough' attention is a plausible explanation for 'the failure
to apprehend'. The information is processed to some extent, but for some reason not

enough attention is available to allow the type ofprocessing that results in triggering

the required response.

The attention argument has been used for explaining Change Blindness results

(Rensink, O'Regan & Clark, 1997; Henderson & Hollingworth, 1999a,2003a; Holling-

worth, 2003; Hollingworth & Henderson, 2002; Hayhoe, Bensinger & Ballard, 1998;

Pringle et a1.,20011, claiming that paying attention to the speciflc features that

change is necessary for successful change detection (Levin & Simons, 1997; O'Regan

et al., 2000). The question here is whether attention facilitates selection (see Chapter

2) or whether attention facilitates more elaborate processing. Most plausible is that

attention plays a role in both processes. Some argue that a change is not detected

if the object is not the focus of attention at the moment that the change occurs

{Rensink, 2000a), pointing to a failure to select the information. Others show that

observers are well capable of detecting changes even when the object is not attended

at the time of the change (Hollingworth, Williams & Henderson, 2001; Henderson

& Hollingworth, 1999a, I999b; 2003a; Hollingworth & Henderson, 2002; Holling-

worth, 2003). This suggests that not-detecting the change does not necessarily have

to be the result of a failure to select, but might rather be a problem of processing that

is not deep and elaborate enough. In both accounts, attention plays a crucial role in

detecting the change, but in this chapter we will only focus on the failure to respond

and not on the failure to select.

Landman (2003) claims that even though the whole scene enters into iconic memory

(which may be comparable to what Wickens (1984) calls the short term sensory store),

only a small subset of items enters into the more stable working memory. This is the

result the rapid decay of iconic memory. Iconic memory was frrst studied by Sperling

(1960) and it is thought to be the literal visual memory that has a capacíty of about

5 to B items and lasts for only tenths to hundreds of seconds (Allen, 1926; Avons &

Phillips, 1980; Francis, 1996; Sperling, 1960; Dick, 1971). It is literal in the sense that

it holds physical properties (e.g. the colour or size of letters) but no semantic proper-

ties ie.g., words vs. consonants). Working memory temporarily stores and processes

information in order to perform a task (e.g. Baddeley, 1986, 2000, 2002, Jeffries,
Lambon Ralph & Baddeley, 2004). Working memory therefore plays a crucial role in
deeper processing of selected information. In case of 'the failure to apprehend' it may
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be that information never entered working memory. Attention increases the chance

of information entering into working memory, resulting in deeper processing of the

information. This is in line with the claim of Landman (2003) that paying attention

to items increases the chance of information entering into working memory, thereby

increasing the chance of change detection. Working memory has a capacity limit
of about 4 independent objects (e.g. Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988; Cowan, 2001), which

is identical to the number of items people can monitor for a change (Pashler, 1988;

Luck & Vogel, 1997).

That attention indeed results in deeper processing was shown by Liu and Jiang

{2005). When observers were confronted with a brief presentation of 10 objects,

they were only able to recognise at most one object out of a test screen contai-

níng 20 choice objects. Only one object was retained in working memory. In the

control condition in which observers were allowed to look at the scene as long as

they wanted, allowing more attention to be paid to every single item, more than

5 objects were remembered {with an average viewing time of 13 seconds). This limi-
tation in memory is therefore likely to originate to a failure to encode visual details

into working memory due to insufficient attention. This is in accordance with other

findings (Melcher, 2001) showing that longer viewing times result in recalling more

objects. Longer viewing times allow more objects to enter working memory.

These examples illustrate that attention and working memory play an important role

in the depth of visual information processing. If an observer does not pay enough

attention to selected information, the information does not or only partly enters

working memory. This means that the information is not processed to a deeper

extent in working memory. This failure to deeply process the information is one of

the explanations for the failure to respond.

3.2.2 No need to respond
'The failure to apprehend' may also be the result of simply not seeing the need

to respond. In these cases, the information is processed to such an extent that a
response could be generated, but is simply not actively initiated by the observer.

Some evidence for this explanation is provided in the Pearson and Schaefer {2005)
study, already briefly described in Chapter 2. They presented drivers with a

photo change detection task, asking them to indicate any changes. By speciúcally
in-structing one group of drivers that the results of the task would be used for
future identification of drivers who need extra driver training, they emphasised

the importance of providing the correct response. Participants that received this
instruction were better at detecting driving-relevant changes than participants

without this instruction. Interestingly, detecting changes for non-driving items



was not better for participants with this instruction compared to those without the

instruction. This indicates that is was not the mere fact of paying more attention

to the change detection task. However, the instruction may also have altered visual

search and thereby selection.

Other illustrations of people not realising that they had to respond could be found

in manipulations of central or marginal objects. Changes to semantically central

items are detected faster than changes to other items (Rensink et al., 1997; Kelley

et al., 2003; Landman, 2003; Pearson & Schaefer, 2005; O'Regan, Rensink & Clark,

1999; Rensink, O'Regan & Clark, 1997; Henderson, Weeks & Hollingworth, 1999),

which may be explained by the fact that the observers simply did not feel the need to

respond to changes of marginal items. Again here, it may also be due to the selection

process, with central objects being selected more often than marginal objects. In

driving scenes, participants are faster in detecting driving related changes than

driving unrelated changes (Richard, Wright, Ee, Prime, Shimizu &Yavrlk, 20021,

which may point to the same issue.

The most direct evidence of people not realising they have to respond comes from

Change Blindness studies. Some Change Blindness studies show the observer the

change if they are not able to report it. In these cases, it may be that observers do not

report a change but once pointed, they realise that they indeed detected this change

without reporting it. We have already seen such an example in the Simons, Chabris,

Schnur and Levin study i2002). Even though most participants did not report the

change (disappearance of a basket-ball), twice as many people correctly reported

the change if they were asked leading questions. This may be interpreted as the par-

ticipants not realising this was what they had to respond to. A similar phenomenon

was found in a real life experiment with an identity change of the experimenter.

Levin, Simons, Angelone and Chabris (2002) found that some participants reported

that they did not notice anything unusual, but once they were told that there was a

person substitution, they indeed claimed to have detected this.

Under these circumstances it may very well be that the information was selected,

entered the visual system, was processed but since participants did not realise it was

relevant, the processing of this information did not lead to a response.

3.2.3 Failure in memory
If information enters the visual system and the information is processed to some

degree, 'the failure to apprehend' may also be associated with a failure in memory.

Indeed, it is feasible that the information was processed but immediateìy forgotten.

By the time a response is required, the information may have vanished from memory.

The question is why this information has disappeared from memory?



Wolfe (1999) introduced the term 'Inattentional Amnesia' instead of Inattentional

Blindness, suggesting that the speciflc stimuli are indeed processed, but that in

absence of attention they are simply not remembered (see also Rensink, 2OO0a,

2000b). In a series of experiments Horowitz and Wolfe (1998) demonstrated that

participants did not retain information about previously viewed distractor items in

a visual search task. In these studies, a target letter that had been a distractor in

previous search trials was not found more rapidly than a target letter that was new

to the search array. The lack of improvement in search effrciency suggested to Wolfe

{1999) that attending to a distractor item on prior search trials did not establish a

memory representation that could later be used to facilitate search for that item. In
other words, the failure to report changes or to respond to objects may not reflect a

failure in processing, but rather a failure of memory (Horowitz & Wolfe, 1998; Wolfe,

1999; Moore, 2001).

There are several hypotheses about the relationship between Change Blindness

and memory. One hypothesis is that Change Blindness is the result of the replace-

ment of the information about the flrst scene by information about the second

scene. In other words: new visual information simply wipes out older information.

Experiments on visual search and memory indicate that detailed representations do

exist but that they are indeed replaced when a new stimulus is introduced (Becker,

Pashler & Anstis, 2000; Rensink, 2000a; Landman, 2003; Liss, 1968; Sperling, 1967).

Another hypothesis is that the lrst representation has faded by the time the second

is presented. This hypothesis is based on experiments showing that the detailed

representations that do exist rapidly disappear (Phillips & Singer, 1974; Stelmach

et aL., l994l. In Change Blindness studies, a blank screen is often used to separate the

frrst from the second scene. The longer this interval between the presentation of the

first scene and the second scene, the higher the levels of Change Blindness (Phillips

& Singer, 1974; Rensink, O'Regan & Clark, 1997; Becker, Pashler & Anstis, 2000).

This could be taken as evidence for the fading hypothesis.

Becker, Pashler and Anstis (2000) found that a cue, indicating the location of change

improved change detection and identiflcation as long as the cue was presented

during the blank interval in between two displays. Since the cue only appeared

after the presentation of the first display, all information from the first display was

retained, otherwise the cue would not have had any effect. If the cue was introduced

at the same time as the second display, there was no advantage for change detection.

This supports the idea that it is not related to selection, since adding a cue at the

time of the appearance of the second display would help selection of these items.

Identiúcation only improved with a cue when the time interval between the two
displays was limited. The frndings that cueing the location of a change during the



blank interval improves change detection and identification have also been found
earlier (Averbach & coriell, 1961; Gegenfurtner & sperling, 1993; Sperling, 1960).
These results suggest that there is an iconic memory for the flrst display (all items
are selected) that persists during the blank interval. with the proper cue, informa-
tion from this iconic image can be used to detect changes. The number of detected
changes and identifred items decreased with longer intervals, suggesting fading of
the iconic representation. The fact that a cue appearing at the moment of present-
ing the second display did not improve performance (detection nor identifrcation)
supports the overwriting assumption. It is also plausible that the cue allows already
selected information to be transferred to a more durable memory system by means
of deeper processing, not subject to being overwritten by new visual information
(Gegenfurtner & Speriing, 1993; Rensink eI al., I99Z).

Tilken together, these results {Averbach & coriell, 1961; Gegenfurtner & sperling,
1993; Sperling, 1960; Becker, Pashler & Anstis, 2000; Rensink et al., 1997) suggest
that there is indeed an iconic trace that is usually overwritten by new information.
In these cases, 'the failure to apprehend' cannot result from a failure in selection,
since adding a cue after presenting the frrst dispiay improves change detection. This
indicates that all information was retained before the display disappeared. However,
directing attention to an item in this iconic trace transfers that item to a short-term
memory buffer, with deeper processing of that information as a result. once an item
has been moved to this separate buffer it may be compared with the later occurring
item in that location, leading to accurate change detection.

3.3 Explicit and implicit measures
Together these results clearly show that the link between information input on one

side of the information processing cycle and response output on the other side is not
a simple one. In order to understand the process of information intake, information
processing and response selection, it should be realised that in addition to explicit
measures that indicate that processing took place, there are also so-called implicit
measures.

Explicit measures typically are those in which observers make an explicit manual or
verbal response that particular information (a target) is present or absent. Examples

of explicit measures would be to instruct observers beforehand to speak out loud
whenever they see a specifrc item or to ask somewhere in the process if they have seen

a speciflc item. Change Blindness often uses explicit reports, either asking observers

to report a change when they see one, or afterwards ask observers whether they
have seen anything strange. Problems arise when the failure to report a change is
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used as evidence that observers were blind to the information. This is a problem that

is similar to using verbal reports. Verbal reports, in which observers speak out loud

while performing a task, assume that observers have a clear idea of the kind of infor-

mation they need to report (Martens, 2000). As soon as they consider something to be

irrelevant, it will not be reported, possibly leading to the claim that the information

was not processed. Verbal reports may also omit information that participants use to

perform a task (Ericsson & Simon, 1980). More automatic processes are generally not

recorded in working memory and will therefore not be available for verbal reports.

Nisbett and Wilson ll977l even warn that instructing people to verbalise specifrc

information can even change cognitive processes and therefore task performance.

Since verbalising takes more time than processing per se, participants process much

more than they are able to verbalise (Martens, 2000). Also, people have the tendency

to stop talking when they are under high workload or when they have to respond to

something imminent (e.g. driver who has to brake to a braking lead vehicle).

Asking observers whether they have seen anything only after the information has

been presented introduces three problems. The one already mentioned, is that the

observer may have processed the information but did not consider it to be reievant.

Because people think it is not relevant they do not respond or report it. The second

already mentioned is failure of memory. It may be that information is processed

but due to the time interval between processing and retrieval, the information is

no longer available for retrieval and responding. In this respect, there is a positive

relationship between traffic sign recall and the relevance of the information for the

driver (Näätänen & SummaIa, 1976; Johansson & Rumar, 1966; Milosevic & Gajic,

1986). This is confirmed by Häkkinen {1965) who found that road signs with specific

information, having a higher relevance for the task, were recalled more often than

signs communicating more general information. Luoma {1991) found that informa-

tion with a minor subjective importance suffers more from a time delay between

the information presentation and recall than information with a high subjective im-

portance. A third problem is that participants may fili out or generalise incomplete

memories, leading to discrepancies between what people report afterwards and the

behaviour they show when encountering the information (Ericsson & Simon, 1980).

Therefore, the key to explaining 'the failure to apprehend' lies in the definition of

what is measured. Neurophysiological evidence (e.g. ERP signals), frxations, priming

studies and forcing people to guess have all shown that much more is processed

than explicit measures may lead us to believe. For this reason, a greaT deal of studies

suggest that verbal reports are not always the best tool for measuring visual proces-

sing (Marcel, 1983a, 1983b; Graves & Jones, 1.992; KoIb & Braun, 1995; Luck et al.,

1996; McCormick, 1997i Moore & Egeth, 1997i Bar & Biederman, 1998; Chen, 1998;

Dehaene et al., 1998; Mack & Rock, 1998). Implicit measures, such as eye fixations,



seem valuable in trying to explain 'the failure to apprehend', shedding new light on

the visual processes involved (Rensink, 2000bi Fernandez-Duque & Thornton, 2000;

Smilek et al., 2000).

The main advantage of eye movements is that under natural viewing conditions,

without any specifrc instructions what to fixate, they provide an indication of what
is being attended. As we have already seen, there is a strong relation between what
is fixated and what is relevant for the task at hand and between what is fixated and

what is being reported. Fixation duration and number of fixations have also shown

to reveal the processing of information not necessarily revealed in explicit measures.

Brain potentials may reveal that some information was actually processed, not

available from explicit dependent measures. However, brain potentials are diffrcult
to measure and interpret, since some brain potentials show a high correlation with
explicit reports, being present in case of correctly reported changes and being absent

when people are change blind or when there is no change (Ttrratto, Angrilli, Mazza,

Umilta & Driver, 2OO2 , Fernandez-Duque ef al. , 2000; Niedeggen et al. , 2001) . Also,

some brain potentials are primarily related to variations in the confidence of the

observer's judgments (Eimer &Mazza, 20051.

Another implicit measure for change detection is response time. In an experimental

setting, observers had to respond whether a change was present or absent from

one display to the next. Compared to the conditions in which a change was absent,

observers needed more time to process the information in a display that contained

a clr'aîge. This was reflected in higher response times even though observers

were not able to report the change (Williams & Simons, 2000; Mitroff, Simons &
Franconeri, 2002). Forcing people to respond even though they cannot report a

change or using paradigms in which the 'unreported' information is required for
response on some later trials all reveal that explicit reports do not always represent

an accurate measure of whether something was processed.

Of course the most important measure in this t1-pe of research is the response itself.

If it is not important for the task that a response will follow, measuring a failure

to explicitly report it is not so relevant. However, when a response is crucial, for

instance in case that 'the failure to apprehend' results in an accident, the response to

presented information is a crucial dependent measure.

Measuring the required response is very important in understanding the severity

of the consequences. Consequently, explicit reports are only important if explicit

reports are the required response for the task, e.g. when reporting information to

another operator is of crucial information. Implicit measures are required when

trying to understand the mechanism underlying 'the failure to apprehend'.
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3.4 Conclusion
This chapter showed that selecting relevant information is not always suffrcient to

generate a response. There are various instances in which information is indeed

selected, but there is still no response. This evidence comes from studies using

explicit as well as implicit measures. Even if explicit measures {e.g. verbally respon-

ding that something is detected) do not reveal that anything was processed, implicit
measures may show some level of processing. For example, frxation durations to a

changed item have proven to be higher, even if observers do not explicitly respond

to the change. Also, specifrc brain activity is found as a response to changes or new

information without the observer being able to explicitly report the change. Some

studies even showed that information that is not explicitly detected by an observer

can be used in generating responses that require the processing of this information.

So what happens if this information is indeed selected and processed but does not

generate a response? It may be the case that the information is indeed processed, but

that the observer does not see the need to respond. In these cases, the information
is processed to such an extent that a response could be generated, but the response

is simply not actively initiated. This may indeed play a role if the observers are

not aware that they have to respond or if responding to that item does not seem

relevant for the task at hand. For the research theme of this thesis, this explanation

is not viable since we specifically focus on information that is highly relevant for the

task. Another explanation is that the information is selected, processed but is simply

forgotten or overwritten by other information. Although this may be an interesting

and important aspect of the failure to respond, is it not relevant for this thesis. In
this thesis our main focus is on information that is visible at the moment that people

need to respond. Since there is no time gap between the presentation of the informa-

tion and the required response, there is no new information that has overwritten the

original item and memory does not play a role. Yet another expianation is that the

information is indeed processed, but this processing is not deep enough to generate

the response. This insufficiently deep processing is most likely the result of
insufficient attention for that item after it has been selected. In this respect ìt is also

interesting that longer viewing times result in recalling more items, thereby revealing

a relationship between viewing times and the depth of processing. In addition to the

failure to select information (Chapter 2), the failure to deeply process relevant infor-
mation seems to be an explanation that is relevant for the current research theme.

Together, the failure to select and the failure to deeply process relevant information
are viable explanations for 'the failure to apprehend'.

Given this analysis, the thesis focuses on visual selection of information, deeper

processing of information, attention and the faiÌure to respond. In order to get a

better insight in the underlying mechanisms of 'the failure to apprehend', we need to



use implicit as well as explicit measures. By using eye tracking, we can see if people
visually select the information relevant for the task. Glance duration is an indicator
of the amount of information processing. ultimately, an adequate response to the
relevant information is a direct result of visual selection and deep processing.
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Conditions that induce 'the failure to apprehend'
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The previous chapters have illustrated that even though information may fall on the

retina it does not always result in a response. In Chapter 2 we argued that a response

is not given because the relevant information may not have been selected. In Chapter

3 we argued that even though the information may be selected and processed for

some reason it did not result in a response. In the present chapter we examine the

conditions under which 'the failure to apprehend' has been found. The underlying

reason may be (1) failure to select as described in Chapter 2 or 12) failure to respond

as described in Chapter 3.

4.1 Expectations
Observers can extract the gist of a scene from a single glimpse, that is within the

first few hundred milliseconds of presentation (Biederman, Mezzanotte & Rabino-

witz, 1982; Intraub, 1981; Loftus, 1983; Potter, 1975). This ability helps people to

rapidly understand their surroundings (Biederman, Rabinowitz, Glass & Stacy, 7974¡

Intraub, 1980, 1981; Pofter, 1976; Potter & Levy, 1969). The gist of a scene evokes

a 'scene schema'; a general cognitive structure that helps to organise perceptual in-

formation (e.g. Bartlett, 1932', Coren, Ward & Enns, 1994; Rumelhart, 1976). People

use these schemata to structure their world (Schank & Abelson, 1977). Schemata

help to interpret new information by activating expectations about what things

look like, how they behave (Taylor & Crocker, 1981), what type of objects are present

in a scene, and how they are spatially related (Biederman, 1981; Biederman,

Mezzanotte & Rabinowitz, 1982; Hollingworth & Henderson, 1998). It is by means

of these expectations that schemata guide information selection and processing.

Tfpically, schemata are developed through repeated exposure or experience with
specific events or situations (Fiske & Taylor, 1991; Mandìer, 1.979). Through repeated

encounters, people learn what information is most important and they allocate their
attention accordingly.

The activation of a scene schema facilitates the perceptual analysis of schema-

consistent objects. It is easier for people to identify objects that are consistent with
the scene context than to identify non-consistent objects (Biederman, Mezzanotte

& Rabinowitz, 1982; Boyce, Pollatsek & Rayner, 1989; Boyce & Pollatsek, 1992;

DeGraef, I992iHenderson, 1992b; Rayner&Pollatsek, 1992; Antes&Penland, 1981;

Biederman, Mezzanotte, Rabinowitz, Francolini & Pìude, 1981; Friedman, 19791.

The main mechanism underlying this enhancement is assumed to be the activation

of a scene-specific schema (Friedman, 1979).

In most cases/ scene schemata facilitate scene perception and allow quick inter-

pretations of information. However, activated scene schemata may also have negative

consequences. People may remember items that were actually not there, just

because the general schema was activated and people expect them to be present.



Alternatively, the schematic map may override stimulus data that conflict with
the map expectations {Gale & Findlay, 1983). These phenomena have been demon-

strated in various studies (Neider & Zelinsky, 2006; Theeuwes, 1991c, 1992c; Sarter

& Woods, 2000; Meyers & Rhoades, 19781 and this is presumably what happens
in case of Change Blindness and Inattention Blindness. The Meyers and Rhoades

study {1978) showed the effect of expectations on the way that people scan their
surroundings. When searching for information, people first search at the likely
locations, with search for an object at a non-predictabie location being much slower
than search for an object at a likely location. This is a typical example of schemata

that have developed through repeated encounters, since people have learned where
to flnd specifrc objects in a specific environment. The same holds for the Theeuwes

study (1991c). Road users have learned that traffrc signs are located on the right side

of the road. Showing road scenes activates the schema with road scene expecta-

tions, with observers claiming that no trafÍc sign was present if it was located at an

unexpected location. Even when observers learned that the expected location was

not always an adequate cue for responding they did not adjust their search strategy,

showing the strength of expectations. The search strategies remained the same

even in conditions in which the target object was consistently presented at unlikely
positions. Observers tended to search at the most likely locations, sometimes resuÌting

in a 'No' answer if the target was not found in this place. In a dynamic visual search

task, Theeuwes (1992c) investigated the balance between top-down visual search,

ruled by expectations and bottom-up search, ruled by object properties. Participants

watched a video of an approach of an intersection while searching for a specifrc

traffrc sign that was again located at either an expected or an unexpected location.

Again, the results showed that eye movements were frrst directed to the locations

where traffic signs were expected, leading to a delay in response time for targets at

unexpected locations. The strength of these expectations was demonstrated by the

fact that the presence of a distractinglraffic sign or a pedestrian hardly affected this

search pattern.

Also, the example of Sarter and Woods (1997) showed that incorrect expectations

may lead to 'the failure to apprehend'. In the cockpit of a highly automated aircraft,
pilots failed to respond to changes in automation configuration especially when the

automation took an unexpected action or when it completely failed. Since this was

not expected, it did not lead to a response. Pilots also reported that they looked

where they expected to frnd changes which may explain the results in line of failure
to select. If pilots only frxate where they expect to lnd changes, then there is the

risk of not selecting important yet unexpected information. The fact that pilots do

not always monitor or respond to unanticipated changes in automation settings has

been replicated in other studies (Huettig, Anders & Tautz, 1999; Sarter, Mumaw &

Wickens, 2007).
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In many Change Blindness studies, 'the failure to apprehend' occurs in situations

in which observers have expectations about the scene. Basically, there are two
t1ryes of Change Blindness studies. One type specifically asks observers to look for
a change from one picture to the next. The other type introduces a change without
the observer expecting a change. For the frrst type, one can argue that the types of

changes one has to look for are unexpected. For the second type one can even argue

that a change itself was not expected. Tfpically, people are not replaced during a

conversation, nor do buildings change location or size from one instant to the next.

A 25Vo enlargement of a prominent building on a photograph {Grimes, 1996) is not

to be expected, even if one knows a change may occur. Even in movies in which
observers are not famTliar with the actor or the props, it may not be so surprising

after all that changes made from one shot to the next are not detected. People do

not expect objects to be replaced from one moment to the next (Simons, 1996; Levin
È & Simons, 1997) nor do they expect an actor to be replaced by another actor partiy
t.i wearing the same clothes (Levin & Simons, 7997).In natural settings, objects do not

å ruddeniy disappear (Simons et al., 2000) nor are people that we speak to (Simons

i & Levin, 1998) or that we try to photograph (Levin, Simons, Angelone & Chabris,

f ZOO2) replaced by someone else. Since observers do not expect a change, they may

f not actively search for one. Simons and Mitroff (2001) claim that when observers are

! not actively searching for a change they tend to focus on the meaning of a scene,

E *hich is important for their immediate actions and goals. Providing a stranger with
EE directions continues if stranger 2 replaces stranger 1. Following a discussion between

; t*o people in a movie is still possible if a scarf changes colour. This is confrrmed by

i the fact that observers are more likely to perceive probable changes than improbable
I

; changes (Beck, Angelone & Levin, 2004).

å
-¡ In case of Inattentional Blindness studies, observers do not have to respond to a

change. It is not the change that is important, it is the presence of the information in
itself that requires a response- Normally, when commercial pilots pr epare for descent,

they check various instruments. However, it is the job of the air Iraffr.c controller to
make sure that the runway is empty. So even though pilots would need to respond to
an airplane on their runway/ they normally do not encounter other airplanes on their
runway blocking their path. This makes the event highly unexpected- Also the look-
but-fail-to-see accidents happen in situations with strong expectations. In most of the

cases, other road users at intersections are car drivers. Because car drivers are the

most expected other road users, people may fail to select or respond to the presence

of motorcycles or cycles, since their presence is not expected (a.o. Rumar, 1990;

Herslund & Jørgensen, 2003). This explanation for the look-but-fail-to-see accidents

is only a speculation and is not based on empirical evidence. In the example of the

nurse Ìooking at the label of the drug, she did not realise it was the wrong drug
possibly because she expected to have taken the right drug and only checked the
label to confrrm that she was right, ignoring any contradictory information.



The strong role of expectations is also found in the SEEV model developed by

Wickens and collegues (Wickens, Helleberg, Goh, Xu & Horrey, 2001; Wickens, Goh,

Helleberg, Horrey & Talleur, 2OO3', Horrey, Wickens, and Consalus, in press)' The

SEEV model predicts how observers allocate their visual attention to different areas

of interest in various operational environments such as in an airplane or a vehicle.

According to the model, visual scanning aims to bring task-critical information into

foveal vision. Visual scanning is thought to be affected by four factors: Salience,

Effort, Expectancy and Value. The more salient an object, the higher the change that

this object will be selected (see also 2.3.t).Effort is an inhibitory component that

discourages observers from scanning between two locations that are located far apart.

Expectancy characterises the tendency for observers to look where they expect to

frnd task-relevant information. Value refers to the the fact that observers tend to

sample information sources that are relevant for the task. According to the model

salience and effort are bottom-up in origin; expectancy and value are considered to

be top-down. The model is limited to foveal vision only, and applies to 'the failure to

select' {Chapter 2) and not to 'the failure to respond' (Chapter 3).

In summary strong expectations may induce the phenomenon 'the failure to

apprehend'. In this respect, expectations may play a role in two ways. On the one

hand, it may be that people only select information that is consistent with their

expectations. This implies that in case of incorrect expectations, the information is

never selected, a mechanism that was described in Chapter 2. This is what happens

when observers only search for specifrc information at expected locations, and

decide that the information is not present whereas it is in fact present, but at an

unexpected location. On the other hand, even when the relevant information is selected,

expectations may still induce 'the failure to apprehend'. It may be that information

is selected and is processed to some extent but since it does not flt the activated

schema (not expected), people need more time and more attention to deeply process

the information. In this case we assume that only with deep and elaborate process-

ing, information that is inconsistent with the expectations may result in an adequate

response. This process was discussed in Chapter 3-

4.2 Ãtftornaticity
,The failure to apprehend' also occurs often in situations in which there is some

degree of automaticity in task performance. Automaticity occurs when people are

highly skilled in performing a specific task, with more or less automatic stimulus

processing that may not enter awareness (Tzelgov,2000; saylor & Baldwin, 2004).

Automatic performance develops if a specific task is trained over and over again.

The concept of automatic performánce has been described in many theoretical frame-

works (e.g. schneider & shiffrin, 1977; s]níffrin & schneider, 1977; Ilasrler & zacks,
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1979; Posner, 1978). Automatic performance is described as fairly resource-free, fast

and parallel, not limited by short term memory capacity, not under the direct control,

not entering awareness, and showing high transfer to similar tasks (e.g. Rasmussen,

1986; Fitts & Posner, 1967; Shiffrin & Schneider, 19771. A process is labeled as

'automatic' if it has acquired the ability to run without monitoring (Tzelgov, 1997) or

is unavailable for conscious awareness (Marcel, 1983a). In automatic performance,

a visual stimulus automatically generates a responser without any top-down control.

An example of automatic processing is word recognition (Macleod, 1991; Deutsch &

Deutsch, 1963). Studies show that words are recognised at a subconscious level even

when people actively try to ignore words (Lewis, 1970; Tipper & Driver, 1988). This

is clearly shown in the Stroop test (Stroop, 1935). In this test, words are written in
different colours. The task for observers is to name the colour of the ink in which the

word is written. If the word is written in green ink, they are supposed to say 'green'.

However, the words are the names of coÌours. So for instance the word Blue couÌd be

written in green ink and the participant is supposed to say 'green'. The task shows

that people read words automatically whereas naming colours is not done automati-

cally. In the example just given, people will say 'blue' more easily instead of the

right answer 'green'. The Stroop effect emphasises the interference that automatic

stimulus-response links have on more mentally effortful task. Automatic perfor-

mance is mostly the result of well-developed skilled behaviour (Schneider, Dumais &

Shiffrin, 1984), resulting from abundant practice (Rasmussen, 1986).

In their ciassic study, Shiffrin and Schneider 11977) investigated the phenomenon

of automatic visual search behaviour. The researchers specifically looked at the

difference between learning to frnd relevant items with constant stimuius-response

mapping (same stimulus always leads to the same response over trials) and with
varied stimulus-response mapping (e.g. stimulus A was the target one some trials but
a distractor on other trials). They found that after practice with constant mapping,

automatic stimulus detection occurred: detection took place without requiring
attentional capacity or intentional control. Shiffrin, Dumais and Schneider (1981) and

Fisk, Lee and Rogers (1991) conducted experiments in which either the target or the

distractor set was changed following an extensive training period. In both studies,

strong positive transfer was observed when either the target set or the distractor
set was maintained, which indicates automatic search behaviour. The amount of
transfer that occurred when the distractor set was maintained was equivalent to

when the target set was maintained. The latter frnding suggests that with practice
not only perception of the targets but also perception of the distractors becomes

automatic. If the role of either the target or the distractor set is changed people have

to consciously switch back to the use of controlled search (Fisk, Lee & Rogers, 1991;

Shiffrin, Dumais & Schneider, 1981). But even then, automatic performance is so

strong that prior target or distractor sets still interfere (Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977).



How do these findings relate to 'the failure to apprehend'? In case of automatic
task performance, there is a direct link between a visual stimulus and a response.

This means that there is no top-down control over what type of stimulus will result
in what type of response. This means that in highly practised tasks, 'the failure
to apprehend' may be the direct result of information directly triggering incorrect
behaviour (incorrect response or incorrectly refraining from responding). Consider

the example of the Stroop test. Even though an observer wants to name the colour of
the word, he automatically names the word itself. When the information is selected
it triggers the automated response, even though in this case it should have resulted
in another response. However, 'the failure to apprehend' in automatic tasks may
also result from the failure to select. In automatic tasks, visual search is not actively
directed by the observer (Norman & Bobrow, 1975), but rather bottom-up or data-

driven {directed by objects in the environment that ask for attention). If the informa-
tion that requires a response does not have sufficiently strong bottom-up features, it
may not be selected for further processing. Most plausible is that the information is
selected, but the visual information automatically triggers a response that is incorrect.

It may aÌso be the case that the visual information is so similar to other information
that normally triggers an automatic response that even though it is slightly different,
it still triggers the automatic (in this example incorrect) response.

Sometimes task performance according to schemata is incorrectly referred to
as automatic task performance. For instance, Gibson and Crooks (1938) describe

walking as an activity that is learned by means of controlled performance, but after

sufficient practice, walking is performed in an automatic way without conscious

control. Even though the physical action of walking is automatic, walking to the

neighborhood bakery on corner of the street, thereby crossing some side streets, is a

task that is performed according to schemata. Based on prior experience of walking
to the bakery the pedestrian developed schemata of where important information
is, where to look {left and right before crossing the side streets) and how to behave.

Even though it is true that automatic task performance is stereotlped and inflexible

(Fitts & Posner, 1967; Mcleod, Mclaughlin & Nimmo-Smith, 1985; Naveh-Benjamin

& Jonides, 1986; Johnston & Dark, 1986), which to some extent also holds for the

schemata, there is a clear difference. With automatic task performance {the physical

action of walking), there is a direct link between the stimulus and the responser

without any top-down control. In case of schemata, there is a strong top-down control

(making a daily walk to the bakery).

Automatic performance or automatic information processing may interfere with
adequate performance if the required response is different from the one that was

trained or done many times before. This way, two processes may account for 'the

failure to apprehend' in case of automatic performance. Automatic search behaviour
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selects information belonging to this automatised task. This means that information

that is not part of this automatic task is not selected and can therefore not result in

a response. Aìso, automaticity may result in the erroneous selection of stimuli that

are not part of the current task set. When a task is automated, the context in which

people are placed will automatically generate a behavioural repertoire that may be

inappropriate. For example, driving in the uK with a rental car while being used to

a left hand steering wheel generates behaviour that is not appropriate when driving

in the UK (e.g. trying to shift gear with your right hand)' Most likely, 'the failure to

apprehend' in the context of strong automatisation of tasks has nothing to do with the

notion of selection but rather to the failure to respond as described in Chapter 3.

4.3 Vigilance
A third situation in which 'the failure to apprehend' is found is in case of tasks

involving vigilance. Vigilance tasks require sustained attention, being prolonged and

continuous (Jerison, 1970; Warm, 1977). These tasks tlpically result in low task load

(Jerison, 1970; Warm, 1977) or induce a low level of arousal (Parasuraman, 1984).

During vigilance tasks, observers monitor targets that occur infrequently and the

targets are clearly perceivable when the observer is alerted to them. Examples of

typical vigilance tasks are inspecting individual items for classiflcation of manufac-

tured goods or radar monitoring in an air traffrc control centre (Wiener, 1984). The

challenge for the operators is to maintain some level of alertness despite the low task

load (Jerison, 1977).

The onset of vigilance research was during Worid War II. Operators were found to

miss crucial information after hours of watching a radar screen despite the fact that

the targets were of high importance to national safety. This lead to various studies

trying to understand what happened. The most famous classical vigilance test is

the Mackworth clock test, in which observers were asked to detect a double jump

of a pointer along the circumference of a clock display, that normally only jumped

one step every second. Mackworth (1948) showed that in operational settings like

these, the quality of sustained attention deteriorates rapidly over time. What was

considered to be shocking in those days was the fact that observers missed targets

even when visually frxating them (Baker, 1960; Mackworth, Kaplan & Metlay, 1964).

The more time observers spent on this task, the more performance declined. This

progressive decline in performance with low task load has been called the decrement

function iDember & Warm, 19791 or the vigilance decrement (Davies & Parasura-

man, 1982).

The commander of the submarine not responding to the presence of a fshing

vessel even though he was looking through the periscope fits this picture' He was

probably on duty for some time, without any events happening. This risk of not



responding to important information may also play a role in operator tasks in which
operators have to monitor many screens during longer periods of time. In many of
those tasks, the events that actually require a response are very rare. In this respect,

the Signal Detection Theory is relevant. This theory, frrst introduced by Green and

Swets (1966), describes the relationship between the presence of targets and distrac-
tors and the decision of an observer about whether something is a signal (target)

or noise {distractor). The Signal Detection Theory treats the decision maker as an

active decision maker who makes diffrcult perceptual judgements under conditions
of uncertainty. In this respect, the observer can make four tlpes of decisions: 1) the
stimulus is present and the observers thinks it is absent (which is called a miss) 2) the

stimulus is present and the observer thinks it is indeed present (hit) 3) the stimulus
is absent and the observer thinks it is indeed absent {correct rejection) and 4) the

stimulus is absent and the observer thinks it is present (false alarm). In case of 'the

failure to apprehend', we are ref.erríng to category 1 (miss). In the Signal Detection
Theory, observers also have a speciflc response bias, or criterion. An observer may

be prone to say 'yes', using a liberal criterion, resulting in many hits but also in many

false alarms. An observer with a conservative criterion says 'no' most of the time,
resulting in a low level of false alarms but also in many misses. Since in vigilance

tasks, there is an extremely low number of items that require a response/ observers

are biased towards a very conservative criterion, resulting in more misses, or in our

terminology 'the failure to apprehend'.

Vigilance does not fit most Change Blindness situations. In most Change Blindness

studies, participants are asked to respond to changes with many changes being

present. Also, the task is often very limited in time (no performance over longer

periods of time) and task load is not that low. However, Inattentional Blindness

studies may fit vigilance like situations, especially in real life settings of long shifts in
which events that require a response are rare.

Several neurological models claim that the quality of vigilance performance can be

explained by the level of arousal (Hebb, 1955; Sharpless & Jasper, 1956; Frankmann

& Adams, 1962). These approaches indicate there is an optimal level of arousal

associated with optimal performance. Impairments in performance in vigilance

tasks are produced by a decrease in arousal, arguably because of low task load. The

concept of arousal has been described by several authors (e.g. Hebb, 1955; Duffy,

1957; Yerkes & Dodson, 1908).

In conclusion, 'the failure to apprehend' may occur in vigilance tasks. The character-

istic of vigilance tasks is that there is some sort of monitoring, in which events that

require a response are very rare. Under normal vigilance situations, task load and

arousal level are low since the events that require a response aÍe raÍe. Because of
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this low task load, it will be difficult for the observer to remain vigilant and keep a

suffrcient level of sustained attention. Change Blindness tasks do not really ft the

concept of vigilance task, but some InattentionaÌ Blindness tasks do. One way to

explain 'the failure to apprehend' in vigilance tasks is by the concept of attention.

Because of the low level of attention, information may not be selected for further

processing or the processing may not be to such an extent that it allows the proper

response. Another explanation may be a conservative decision criterion that observers

use. Since targets only occur very infrequently, the observer has set a conservative

criterion for responding. A conservative criterion will result in high miss rates, or so

to say 'the failure to apprehend'. In that respect, misses are not so much related to the

failure to select, as described in Chapter 2.Inmany vigilance tasks, the observer has

to decide'yes' (target) or'no'(distractor) for one stimulus at atime. l),pical examples

are the Mackworth clock test or an observer who has to inspect individual items on

an assembly line. In these cases it is plausible that the individual items are selected.

In these cases, 'the failure to apprehend' is more related to the depth of information

processing. Since the number of targets is low, attention paid to the processing of

every individual item is iow and therefore deeper processing is limited.

4.4 Higln task load
Task load is said to be high if it demands a lot of processing resources (Navon &

Gopher, 1979). While some tasks are easy to combine, others compete for resources

(Wickens, 1984, 2OO2l. This competition is referred to as high task load. Such com-

petition between tasks or task elements is an intrinsic characteristic of combining

tasks (or task elements) and cannot be easily modified by simply adopting a different

strategy. Attention theories assume that there is a limited pool of attentional

resources ialso called 'capacity' or 'effort') that can be distributed across tasks (e.g.

Kahneman, 1973; Norman & Bobrow, 1975; Navon & Gopher, 1979; Wickens, 1980,

I9B4; Kerr, 1973; Shiffrin, 1976l'. This basically illustrates the problem; since at-

tentional resources are limited it may be that the proper information is not selected

for further processing or that processing is not deep enough. In case of high

workload and stress, operators fail to process information that is contradictory or

inconsistent with their own expectations {Sheridan, 1981), suggesting that in case of

high workload, people depend even more on expectations.

Considerable research is devoted to studying performance trade-offs between tasks

or task elements as task demands vary (e.g. Navon & Gopher, 1979; ParasuramaÍr,

Molloy & Singh, 1993). Parasurarrraî, Molloy and Singh (1993) had observers perform

tracking and fuel management tasks under simulated flying conditions, while they

aiso had to monitor an automated engine status task. More than 72Vo of the malfunc-

tions on the engine status task were detected while carrying out tracking and fuel



management. When participants only performed the monitoring task without the
tracking and fuel management tasks, more than 95Vo of the failures were detected.
This was taken as evidence that human monitoring suffers when performing other
tasks simultaneously. The experimental setting used is related to Inattentional
Blindness.

High task load is said to transfer into overload when performance starts to decline.
This is also called 'selective attention deficit' (schneider & shiffrin, rgzz). By paying
attention to one part of the task, another task or task elements will receive too little
attention, which relates overload or high task load to the concept of distraction. The
example of the pilot crew being utterly concerned with the flashing bulb on the
control panel can be explained by the team allocating all attention resources to this
problem. The experienced task load by the first alarm therefore lead to the failure to
select other crucial information, resulting in the plane crash.

As mentioned before, high task load also relates to distraction, with different task
elements competing for attention. The result of distraction is an impaired capacity
to process relevant information iRumar, 1990). Recarte and Nunes {2003) studied
whether adding mental tasks {thereby increasing workload) affects visual-detection
and response-selection capacities. Similar to their earlier experiments, Recarte and
Nunes {2000) found that mental tasks resulted in less variability in the horizontal
and vertical gaze positions, so in a reduced glance activity. In a driving study they
found that performing secondary tasks reduced the inspection of the mirror and
the speedometer. This study shows that increased workload resulting from mental
tasks produced endogenous distraction, decreasing the capacity to process visual
stimuli- When performing mental tasks, the percentages of detected targets (flashing
spotlights) and/or correct responses decreased significantly. They concluded that a

general interference effect was produced by assigning attentional resources to the
mental tasks (distraction) rather than to detecting the targets, with a reduced visual
inspection window as a result. Secondary tasks that were rated as ,easy, did not
affect spatial gaze concentration or visual search behaviour. This was confrrmed
in a series of experiments by Braun (Braun 2007, 1994, Braun & Julesz, 1998; Lee,

Koch & Braun, 1999). The experiments showed that introducing an additional
task, thereby increasing the task load, deteriorated performance on the main task.
Performance on the additional task and performance on detecting the critical stimuli
were strongly negatively correlated, indicating that the performance gain in one task
is lost to a performance decrease in the other task. Many other studies have demon-
strated similar effects, showing examples of what we call 'the failure to apprehend,
when observers are simultaneously engaged in some other task {for reviews, see

Holender, 1986; Simons & Chabris, 1999). Additional tasks, such as the Working
Memory Span Test (Baddeley et al., 1985) and a phone conversation, are found to
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decrease change detection in driving-related Change Biindness paradigms (Richard

et aI., 2002; McCarley, Vais, Pringle, Kramer, Irwin & Sfrayer, 20041.

An increase in difficuity of one task can give impairment of performance on another

task. If a task requires a lot of attentional resources or when a task is visually

demanding, it is necessary to engage in some sort of sequential (visual) sampling'

Measuring these sequential {visual) sampling strategies is a valuable way of assessing

time sharing aspects and getting a grip on what is attended and what is not. Tasks

in which these sampling strategies play a role are for example flying an aírcraft

or scanning a nuclear power instrument panel (Moray, 1986). When the task load

is too high, more tasks or task elements need to be attended than allowed by the

available attentional resources. Older drivers, who are known to have specific atten-

tional problems, have found to be more prone to Change Blindness in driving related

changes than younger drivers (Caird, Edwards, Creaser & Horrey, 2005; McCarley

el aI., 2004, Pringle, Irwin, Kramer & Atchley, 2001).

Altogether the results that are found in studies dealing with task sharing or high

task load seem to point towards 'the failure to apprehend' resulting from failure

to select visual information. As we have seen, people tend to focus only on a small

portion of all visual information available when task load is high. It seems that only

specifrc information that observers consider to be relevant is selected, thereby ruling

out other information. This phenomenon, also called selective attention deficit, has

been found in operator tasks, pilots and car drivers. In this respect it is interesting

that even mental tasks, that do not require the eyes to be frxated at specific visual

information, result in reduced active scanning patterns. So even mental tasks that do

not require visual input take resources away which may result in the failure to select

the relevant visual information.

4.5 Conclusion
There are four situations in which 'the failure to apprehend' may occur; in case

of strong expectations, in case of automatic tasks, in case of vigilance tasks and in
conditions of high task load.

In case of strong expectations, observers use schemata to scan and interpret their
world. The schema guides visual search and attention by means of top-down control.

The schema prioritises the selection and identification of objects that are consistent

with the scene context. 'The failure to apprehend' in case of expectations and activated

schemata may both result from the failure to select and the failure to respond. In this

respect, there is a strict difference between performing a task according to schemata

and automatic task performance. In case of automatic task performance, there is a



direct link between a stimulus and a response, without much room for top-down

control. In this case, there are two explanations for 'the faiÌure to apprehend'. It may

be that the information is not selected and therefore the information cannot trigger

the automatic response. The other option is that the information is indeed selected,

but that the information automatically triggers the response whereas in this case it
requires a different response.

In vigilance tasks in which an observer inspects (and therefore selects) individual
items or events and decides whether a response should be given or not, 'the failure
to apprehend' has to be the result of the failure to respond. The failure to respond

is either the result of a conservative decision criterion due to the low occurrence

of targets or due to the low level of arousal andlor attention. Because of sustained

attention, the arousal and attention level of the observer may be so low that the level

of processing is not sufficient to generate a response.

In case of high task load or task sharing, the phenomenon of 'the failure to apprehend'

is likely to result from the failure to select. Since people only have a limited amount

of attentional resources, not all task elements receive attention. In this respect we

can also speak about distraction, with some information distracting the eyes away

from other information. Even in case of mental tasks, people reduce the activity of

their scanning patters and have the tendency to fixate a limited proportion of all
information available. We therefore conclude that high workload may result in 'the
failure to apprehend' since it avoids the information from being selected.
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The present thesis addresses the topic of 'the failure to apprehend'. In the previous

chapters we discussed potential underlying mechanisms for 'the failure to apprehend' ,

such as a failure to select (Chapter 2l and a failure to respond (Chapter 3). In Chapter

4 we discussed four situations that are often associated with the occurrence of 'the

failure to apprehend'.

In addition, this thesis focuses on driving to demonstrate the effects of 'the failure

to apprehend' in daiìy iife. This chapter discusses 'the failure to apprehend' in the

particular context of driving, using Rasmussen's three stage task performance model

(Rasmussen, 1986) as a basis. To explain the underlying causes of 'the faiiure to

apprehend' at each of the three task performance levels of Rasmussen/ we propose

an elaboration of the original model.

The driving task is often analysed in terms of the three different performance levels

distinguished by Rasmussen (1986). Although Rasmussen's model is a general task

performance model, applicable to different sorts of tasks, it fits the driving task

well (e.g. Hoedemaeker, 1999i Kuge, Yamamura, Shimoyama & Liu, 1998; Hollnagel,

,,, Nåbo & Lau, 2OO3). The three levels of behaviour that Rasmussen distinguishes are

ç the knowledge-based, rule-based and skill-based level.

: 1. Knowledge-based behaviour is applied in novel situations or at new locations

and it represents a more advanced level of reasoning. It is the most demanding

level of the three. An example in the driving context is a novice driver who still

has to think about how to shift gear or an experienced driver who is driving in

a city centre he has never been before. With knowledge-based behaviour, new

knowledge has to be applied to the situation at every moment, so it is a very

conscious way of handling information and responding to that information. Since

it is very demanding, there is a risk of task overload.

2. Rule-based behaviour is characterised by the use of rules and procedures to select

a course of action in a familiar situation. The rules can be a set of instructions,

e.g. if..... than.... , acquired by a person through experience or provided by another

person. An example in the driving context is giving priority to other road users,

where drivers have learned that in the presence of specific traffrc signs and road

markings they have to give priority. Rule-based behaviour applies to interpreting

everyday situations and scenarios as well as applying traffrc rules and regulations.

Problems at the rule-based level may occur if people apply the wrong rule to the

situation or misinterpret the situation and therefore select the rule that applies to

another situation.



3. Skill-based behaviour represents a type of behaviour that requires very little
attention and does not allow conscious control to perform or execute an action.

Skill-based performance is highly related to automatic task performance. An

example is an experienced driver steering the car between the road markings.

The driver does not have to think about his task and small deviations in ìateral

position automatically trigger a steering response. Skill-based behaviour is shown

when a task is highly trained.

When applying this model to the driving task, it is not possible to take a subtask

(steering, shifting gear, braking, etc.) and exclusively fit it to one single level. Where

the subtask 'shifting gear' is at the knowledge-based level for a novice driver, it is
skill-based for an experienced driver. Since the full description of skill-based, rule-

based and knowledge-based behaviour applies to experienced drivers only, we focus

on experienced drivers.

As discussed in Chapter 4, the four situations in which 'the failure to apprehend'

is most likely to occur are; situations in which people have strong expectations,

situations in which people show automatic task performance, situations that induce

vigilance, and situations that have a high task load. We will now iliustrate these

situations on the basis of Rasmussen's model.

5.1 Skill-based and automatic task performance

Skill-based behaviour corresponds best to what we refer to as automatic task

performance. In case of automatic performance, there is a direct link between

presented information and the response. Information is processed completely

bottom-up, with information directly triggering a response. In case of automatic task

performance, there is not much room for top-down control.

An example in the driving context is lane keeping. An experienced driver has

practised the task of lane keeping so often that he performs this task at an automatic

level. Getting too close to a road marking on the right side automatically triggers a

steering response to the left. This is done without any top-down control. Godthelp

(1988) found that car drivers make corrective steering actions at a constant Time-to-

Line Crossing (TLC) irrespective of vehicle speed. TLC represents the time it takes,

with unchanged heading and speed, before a car will reach the lane boundary or

road marking. Apparently, the driver uses the TLC as a safety margin. If a certain

minimum TLC value is reached, a corrective steering action is automatically triggered.



This was confrrmed by Van Winsum and Godthelp (1996) in negotiating curves. The

TLC minima to the inner lane boundary were constant over different curve radii.

Normally, this completely bottom-up way of processing is very effrcient and lane

keeping is done in a safe way without occupying many attentional resources. Another

example is braking in response to activated braking lights from a lead vehicle. This

response is automatic that there is no top-down control. As soon as a caÍ in front

brakes very abruptly, the driver automaticaiìy releases the gas pedal and brakes.

It is almost impossible to ignore the red braking lights of a lead vehicle and not hit
the brake- This automatic link is strong and guarantees a fast response.

Although automatic performance does have its advantages (response is fast and does

not require many attentional resources), there are also problems associated with
an automatic response. The presentation of information that automatically triggers

a response is so strong that all other information will be ignored. There is hardly

any room for top-down control in automatic task performance. That means that

it is almost impossible to affect the response by the driver. This may lead to 'the

faiiure to apprehend' in driving. Again, consider the example of lane keeping. Under

normal circumstances, this automatic task performance leads to safe behaviour, that

is keeping the car in between the road markings. However, in case of road works,

accidents may arise due to this automatic response without any top-down control.

For example in the Netherlands, in situations in which there are road works, drivers

have to attend to the yellow (temporary) road markings and ignore the regular

white markings. This task is very diflcult to perform since the presence of road

marking (regardless of its colour) will trigger automatic lane keeping. What typically

is observed in road works situations in the Netherlands is that drivers start to drive

in between one white and one yellow line. Even though drivers may know that they

should only attend to the yellow lines, there is no cognitive control that allows them

to selectively respond to the yellow lines. In other words, they cannot help it that

they respond to the two lines that are closest to the vehicle. Obviously, the result of

this is that drivers try to negotiate the vehicle within the boundary of a much too

narrow lane, which increases task load. In case that a driver automatically follows

the white markings instead of the yellow ones, this may even cause side collisions

since this will result in two drivers driving too close together. Following the white
road marking may even lead to a direct collision with for instance a barrier. There

have been real accidents from road users following the track of the old road marking,

thereby colliding with a road work barrier. Because of these types of accidents in road

work situations, it is more and more common to actually erase the white markings

when the new yellow lines are introduced. By erasing the white road markings, 'the

failure to apprehend' in automatic task performance is avoided since it takes away the

information that automatically triggers the (in this case incorrect) response. It is not



always suffrciently checked if there are any misleading road markings that may lead

to dangerous situations.

Another example of accidents resulting from automatic responses is the case of
responding to a braking vehicle in front. As an automatic response, the bright red
braking lights from the car in front may lead to a road user hitting the brake fully.
This response is so automatic that experienced drivers do this even if it were better
to steer to the right to avoid the object in front. Even though any driver knows that
fully hitting the brake may cause the wheels to lock, possibly resulting in a coilision,
it is almost impossible not to perform this action- Since this response is known to
be fully automatic without much top-down control, anti-lock braking systems (ABS)

were invented.

5.2 Rule-based behaviour and schemata
Rule-based behaviour in Rasmussen's model is similar to the situation in which
strong expectations trigger specifrc schemata. In this case, a specifrc context i.e. the

presentation of specific information activates a schema. Schemata are characterised

by a very strong top-down control. In case of activated schemata, a speciúc sequence

of perceptual, cognitive and behavioural actions is carried out. For example a road

user that approaches an intersection that he passes every day will have specific

activated schemata. Based on familiarity with the intersection a specifrc set of actions

(schema) is triggered: first the driver looks to his right and then to his left in order to
check for any approaching vehicles before turning right.

The problem with this type of behaviour is that a schema may activate such

a strong top-down component that there is hardly any room for bottom-up selection

of information. In case that new (bottom-up) information needs to be selected

that does not fit the schemata 'the failure to apprehend' may occur. Consider the

example of the driver approaching the intersection: if the driver does not expect

cars approaching from the left side, then cars approaching from the left side

may not be part of the schema. Even if traffic is approaching, the driver may not

respond. This is exactly what has been found in accident data. Van Elslande and

Faucher-Alberton (7997) refer to accident data that show that road users who are

familiar with a site tend to perform their normal sequence of actions despite new or

contradictory information. This clearly points to the strong top-down control, with
little room for bottom-up features. The look-but-fail-to-see accidents, described in
Chapter 1, are also related to activated schemata. In many cases, the driver looked in
the appropriate direction {according to the activated schema) but failed to give

priority to the other vehicle, most likely since they did not expect any vehicle to be

c



present. Apparently, the presence of another road user did not have strong enough

bottom-up features to actually result in a response. Also Rumar (1990) explains

these types of accidents by the road user having a partly incorrect expectation. This

is confrmed by Brown (2005) who claims these accidents are particularly likely

when driving on very famiÌiar roads, with drivers using stereot¡ped search patterns.

Herslund and Jørgensen {2003) confrrm that experienced drivers may develop frxed

routines for searching information. For example, drivers only scan the expected

location of Lrafíc signs, showing the strong top-down control (Theeuwes, 1991c,

l992cl. If information is presented at a iocation that does not fit the activated

schema, it will not be selected. But even if the information is selected e.g. because

it is presented at a location that is part of the schema, it may still be insuffrciently

processed to break through this strong top-down control.

Chapter 4 also described vigilance as one of the four situations in which 'the failure

to apprehend' can occur. This holds for classic vigiiance tasks. However we do not

consider the driving task to be a classic vigilance task, even though literature has

described vigilance as 'a human factors concern in driving' (Mackie, 1977; Harris,

:r, 19771. The term 'vigilance' in the context of driving is only used to indicate a

t rituation in which a driver is passively monitoring the outside scene rather than

i actively scanning the environment. In this sense, this tlpe of behaviour can be

; characterised as being rule-based and strongly depending on schemata. Note

! trowever, that vigilance tasks are different than more common rule-based tasks

ü ¡ecause targets are very infrequent

5.3 Knowledge-based behaviour and new tasks

Knowledge-based behaviour is found in new situations. For experienced drivers this

can be driving in a new city or interpreting new traffic signs. An illustrative example

is a Dutch driver who has to switch to driving on the left side of the road in the UK.

The Dutch driver cannot rely on automatic task performance/ nor on schemata or

top-down control. Only by allocating all attentional resources to this new driving
situation, the driver is able to perform this task.

However there is a severe risk in trying to change an automatic task to a knowledge-

based task. In case of sudden and imminent situations that require an immediate

response, things go wrong- Consider the Dutch road user, who has been driving on

an empty rural road in the UK for an hour. lf a car suddenly approaches from the

front, automatic task performance takes over again; the mere presence of the car on

collision course immediately makes the driver turn the steering wheel to the right
hand side in order to avoid the vehicle. In the UK, the driver should have done the

opposite, which may result in a frontal collision.



In case of knowledge-based behaviour, all information is basically new and not much

top-down knowledge is available for selecting and processing this information. One

could argue that most processing is done in a bottom-up manner. Performing a new

task (or at a knowledge-based level) requires a high level of attention and is therefore

very demanding. A driver receives a lot of visual input since all information needs to

be processed basically in a bottom-up manner. Because top-down knowledge cannot

guide the selection and processing oi information, it is expected that knowledge-

based behaviour is relatively slow Because processing is relatively slow, not all in-

formation can be processed. There is too much competing information in the visual

freld, causing 'the failure to apprehend' simply because relevant information may

not get selected. For instance, when driving in a new city, a driver has to find his way,

Iook at directional signs, choose the right lane in time, pay attention to other cars,

watch for zebra crossings, interpret the priority situation etc. Al these tasks together

increase workload and result in a large competition between different task elements.

Since the driver has no prior expectations of where important information is located

(top-down control), he has to actively scan all information elements. Therefore the

driver may be able to only select a limited amount of information, leading to a failure

to select an important sign telling him or her that it is not allowed to enter that road.

This may result in a frontal collision with a car coming from the other direction.

Knowledge-based task performance is most severely impaired by adding anothel

{sub)task, since the extra task may divert attentional resources from the primary

task of driving. An example is making a telephone call while driving (e.g. Strayer,

Drews & Crouch, 2OO3; Strayer, Crouch & Drews, 2004; Burns, Parkes, Burton, Smith

& Burch, 2002; Consiglio, Driscoll, Witte & Berg, 2003; Patten, Kircher, Östlund &

Nilsson, 2004). ln the Netherlands there is considerable debate about the need to

further regulate hands free calling and driving at the same time. Some companies

have decided not to wait for legislative measures and forbid their employees to make

even hands free calls whilst driving (Intermediaír, 2006).

In order to comprehensively illustrate the effect of 'the failure to apprehend'

elaborated Rasmussen's original model. The model is shown in Figure 5.1.

According to the elaborated model, the difference between the three levels of

performance is explained by the level of bottom-up and top-down control, the level

of practice, the level of attention and time that a task requires, the level of arousal,

and the level of task load.

At each level, the risk for'the failure to apprehend' results from a different cause.
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Figure 5.1 The elaborated task performance model, based on the model of Rasmussen (1986J.

In case of knowledge-based performance, there is a high task load, but if the task

load does not exceed the available attentional resources, performance may still be

fairly good. Because the task is new and is hardly practised, performing the task takes

quite some time, arousal is relatively high and selection and processing basically

occurs in a bottom-up manner. In this case 'the failure to apprehend' is a result

of failure to select the right information at the right time because of a limited
processing capacity.

In case of rule-based performance, drivers have a strong top-down control and

depend on the activated schema to select and process information. The task is fairly
well practised, the level of arousal is not so high, nor is attention, task load and the

time required for performing the task. 'The failure to apprehend' is the result of

the strong top-down control, which is so strong that it does not allow the bottom-up
input of signals that do not fit the top-down schemata.

Finally, in case of skill-based behaviour or automatic task performance, there is a
direct link between a stimuius and a response. Information processing and respon-

ding is carried out entirely bottom-up, without any room for top-down control. The

task is highly practised and the required level of attention is low; these tasks are not

very demanding, arousal is normally very low and the time needed for performing

the task is minimal. Therefore, in skill based behaviour 'the failure to apprehend' is

explained by the lack of top-down control.
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The main focus of this thesis is to study 'the failure to apprehend'. The research

presented in this thesis is used to verify the model presented in Chapter 5. In order to

focus the scope of research, the driving task iS used as a framework. In order to design

countermeasures that may reduce the number of accidents related to 'the failure to

apprehend' during driving, one has to understand the underlying mechanisms and

identify the situations under which this phenomenon occurs. In the end, the ultimate

goal is to use knowledge about expectations and visual information processing to

design roads that force road users to respond to all relevant information.

6.1 Difference with CB and IB tasks

Even though the Change Blindness and Inattentional Blindness studies are important

lab illustrations of the phenomenon that we are investigating here, it is important to

note that there are also large differences between the conditions occurring in these

tasks and driving behaviour.

First of all, quite a number of studies have used specific search tasks, with participants

being instructed to search for or to focus on some items present in the visual freld.

However, in more natural tasks, like normal driving, people more or less monitor the

scene and are not actively looking for specifrc information. This means that scanning

the environment is done very differently in case ofvisual search tasks, since instruc-

tions are known to affect what items are frxated and therefore selected.

Secondly, there is a difference in the relevance of information between some Change

Blindness and Inattentional Blindness tasks and the tasks used in this thesis. In quite

some experimental studies, 'the failure to apprehend' is found in case of stimuli that

are not that relevant for the task. In Chapter 3 we discussed already that 'the failure

to apprehend' may result from an observer not seeing the need to respond if (s)he

does not consider it to be relevant for the task. In this thesis, we focus on visual

information that is highly relevant for the task.

A third difference between the focus of this thesis and Change Blindness experi-

ments is the need to respond to a change. A specific feature of Change Blindness

experiments is that it is the change that needs to be detected, not the information per

se. In our daily lives, for example in driving, we are normally not specifically looking

for changes in our visual environment but rather respond to what is there. Even in
case of dynamic information, such as a traffc light changing from red to green, it is
not the change that people have to respond to, it is the presence of the colour green

in itself. This is a clear difference with the focus of this thesis.



In this line of reasoning, it is to be expected that 'the failure to apprehend, takes
place if one is instructed to attend to something else {as is the case in some Inatten-
tional Blindness experiments). Under those conditions the information is simply not
selected. Also, if information is not part of the task that one performs, it is expected
that one does not attend and therefore not select that information. It is to be expected
that even when information is selected, it is not processed to a deep extent if it
does not have any relevance for the task or any informational value in itself. In the
current thesis it is therefore important to study tasks in which there is 'the failure
to apprehend', most likely induced by expectations, even though the information
is relevant for the task at hand. In case of driving, the information we study has
to be important from a trafftc safety point of view, with 'the failure to apprehend,
resulting in safety problems. Also, we want to use a task in which road users
are not specifrcally instructed to search for information. Since selecting and
processing driving related items like traffic signs is part of the driving task, traffc
signs do have informational value to a driver, and a failure to perceive traffic signs
does have negative consequences for the driver, studying traffic signs and responses
to trafflc signs is a good starting point for studying the phenomenon. Also, detecting a
change in atraffi,c sign or in a traffrc situation will not be the main focus of this thesis,
but responding to a new traffrc sign or trafflc situation will. In this case responding to
the information that is there is important, and not the mere detection that the
information has changed.

6.2 Research questions
The idea that 'the failure to apprehend' results from strong {but possibly wrong)
expectations, due to a low attention level or due to low task load contrasts with the
phenomenon resulting from a (too) high task load. In case of high task load, atten-
tional or visual limitations explain why there is a'failure to apprehend'; the task
is so demanding or the amount of information presented is so high that a person
cannot simply process all information available at a suffrcient level to generate a
response to everything presented. However, in case of strong expectations, low or
passive attention and a low task load, limitations in what one can attend or process
cannot be the explanation; despite the low effort of the task at hand and despite the
fact that there are sufficient attentional resources available, there is 'the failure to
apprehend'. The research questions of this dissertation will focus on expectations,
inattention and low task load. Conditions of high task load are not discussed in the
context of this thesis.
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In general, the main research questions are:

1. What is the effect of developing expectations on eye movement behaviour in

artiflcial and driving scenarios (i.e., glance duration to relevant and irrelevant

information)?

2. What is the effect of developing expectations on responding to unexpected but

relevant information?

3. Are observers able to inhibit a response if expected relevant information turns out

to be information that does not require a response?

4. Is there a difference in glance duration between people who respond and those

who do not respond to relevant information?

5. Do drivers respond to changes to the traflc situation after they have become

familiar with the road environment?

!,

f O. Is there a difference in the effect of developing expectations on glance duration of

y relevant information between real driving and simulated driving?
aÉ

å 
7. What type of unexpected information does one respond to?

E

" 8. How similar does a road environment have be from one encounter to the next in

order for road users to develop these expectations?

9. What type of information can help break through these incorrect expectations,

resulting in the driver respond to unexpected information?

In order to keep control over what people expect and what they do not expect, all the

{driving) tasks used in this thesis allow people to develop the expectations within the

experimental task. All tasks used are dynamic tasks.

6.3 The experimental studies

The experimental studies of this thesis are a combination of more artifrcial tasks and

driving tasks. Chapter 7 and 8 describe lab tasks that were deveioped in order to in-

vestigate the effect of developing expectations on glancing at relevant and irrelevant

information. In these tasks, glance duration and responses to relevant and irrelevant

information are measured that is either expected or unexpected. These abstract

environments were chosen to study the concept of expectations and responding to



relevant information in a more controlled environment. Since the task of driving is

highly trained, people already have a lot of expectations before the experiment starts.
Therefore it was important to start from a baseline in which participants did not
have prior expectations about the task.

Chapter 9 through 12 focus on the driving task and the traffic environment. The

driving task is chosen as a real life task in which expectations, inattention and low
task load are represented. In the driving task, responding to driving-related informa-
tion is of crucial importance. In order to keep some control over expectations, all
experiments allow the participant to develop task specilc expectations during the
experiment.

Chapter 7

Chapter 7 investigates expectations, glances and responses in a laboratory setting. In
this study a rather abstract environment was created with a slight overlap with the

driving environment. The environment is dynamic, with a flow of visual information
approaching the observer (as is also the case in driving). The task of the observers is

to decide for each item approaching them whether it is part of the task set (target)

or not. By using a new and abstract task environment, observers do not have any

expectations yet. This allows expectations to develop under controlled conditions.

A large difference with the driving task is that in this task, observers are instructed

to respond to specifrc predefrned targets. When driving, the driver normally does not

have a speciflc search task if he is driving in a familiar road environment.

The questions that we address in Chapter 7 arerelated to the effect of expectations

on glancing at relevant and irrelevant information and the effect on responding to
unexpected information. The question here is whether glance duration is different in
a predictable environment compared to an unpredictable environment. In this study,

predictable is defined as 'the order of targets and distractors is predictable'. Even

though observers are not instructed that the order is predictable, they are able to

develop expectations of when to expect targets and when to expect distractors. The

other question that is addressed is: Are targets in the predictable task environment

detected if they are not presented according to the predictable scheme and are there

costs involved in the predictable condition?

Chapter 8
In Chapter B, the same type of task environment is used, but with a slightly different
task. Again, observers are asked to identify targets and ignore distractors. The effect

of expectations is again the topic of this study. Together with the targets and dis-

tractors, additional (implicit) information is presented as a cue for an item being a

target or a distractor. Observers are not informed about the additional information.

*
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Here, responses to unexpected targets are compared to responses to unexpected

distractors. Besides the questions already posed in Chapter 7, extra questions here

are: How do people respond to irrelevant information if they expect it to be relevant?

Are people able to use this extra information for identifying the targets and distrac-

tors? Is there a difference in glance duration between those who respond correctly

and those who do not?

Chapter 9
Chapter 9 describes the first study ofthis thesis that focuses on the driving task. This

driving task is performed in a low-cost driving simulator. By confronting drivers with
the same road environment numerous times over numerous days, the expectations

that people build up in that task environment are controlled. There are no specific

instructions to the participants about what to attend and they are no instructions

about the possibility of changing information. Participants are requested to drive as

they normally do in their daily drive from home to work.

The route that people are driving in this study contains various intersections, houses,

2 Uuilt-up and rural areas and various traffrc signs. In this case, glance duration for
ù
¡ traffic signs is measured as drivers get more and more familiar with the road. Also,

$ ariving speed is measured on the various road sections. In the last drive that par-

1 ticipants make, a change is made to the traffic scene (change in priority, highly

! relevant). It is assessed how drivers, familiar with the environment, respond to this

å change in the traffic situation (different road markings and traffrc sign) compared to
ii

people who do not have expectations with this specific task environment yet (glance

duration, speed).

Chapter 1O

Chapter 10 continues with the driving task. This study assesses the effect of
getting familiar with the driving task on glance duration for traffic related items.

Chapter 7, I and 9 all use simulated computer task environment, since this allows
proper control over the task environment. The question addressed in Chapter 10 is

what happens to glance duration when road users get familiar with a specific road

environment.

In this stud¡ participants drive a pre-selected route five times per day during a times
period of one week. This allows them to get familiar with the road environment
while still having some variation from drive to drive in type of traffic and weather
conditions. The same route is also recorded on video, also with some variations in
traffrc and weather. This allows us to study whether glance duration in real driving
is comparable to a situation in which participants watch video of the same road

environment.



Chapter 11

chapter 11 further assesses the expectations that people develop during driving. In
this study, we employ a high-end driving simulator. people make various drives on
the same road, but variation is made to the environment. The road has the same
Iay-out, traffic rules, curyature and intersections from drive to drive, but it in some
conditions it has a different appearance (more or less trees, buildings, road width
etc). After several drives, the traffrc situation is changed and responses to this un-
expected change are recorded. Responses of drivers in a varied road environment
are compared with those in a road environment that aÌways remains the same. par-

ticipants also receive different types of information to warn them for the changed
situation. This study is also used to test what tlpe of information is most effective
in warning the driver.

Chapter 12

Again the focus is car driving and this time videos are used as stimulus material.
The idea here is to study glance duration at traffic signs and to assess what sort
of changes to traffrc signs are perceived and which ones are not. Videos are made
of a drive around the block, showing the video from the perspective of the driver.
The videos are made in real traffc, so there are other cars, cyclists, pedestrians.

Participants watch the video 5 times before a change is introduced. Participants are

instructed to look and verbally respond to a driving related change.

In different conditions, people are confronted with a change of a particular traffrc
sign. The changes are varied in type of feature change (small changes, large changes)

and how well they frt in the scene. Since the participants' task is to watch a video, we
are not able to measure a driving response such as reducing speed. Glance duration
at the various signs is recorded during the 6 'drives' and all participants are asked

if they see any changes. This is asked after the video is stopped, immediately after
the change. Glance duration between those who notice and those who do not can

be compared. Independently of whether they report the change, they perform a

recognition test. Different trafß,c signs (also the changed sign) are briefly shown and

participants have to guess what sign is shown. The idea here is to test if there is
better sign recognition for those people who encounter the changed sign. After the
test, participants are told what the change has been to determine whether they can

recall it after all. In one of the conditions, participants receive an auditory warning
just before the change is introduced. This is done to study the effect of attention level

on change detection.

Chapter 13

Chapter 13 discusses the results and makes a link between the literature and the
various experiments performed for this thesis. While discussing the experimental
results, we draw conclusions and focus on practical applications.
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7.1 Introduction
Under some conditions, only a small part of the available attentional resources is

directed to the task at hand. In these situations, people perform their task fairly
well, whiÌe maintaining resources available for other tasks or thoughts. This

phenomenon is typicalÌy present in well-practised tasks or vigilance tasks. Jerison

lL97Ol andWarm lt977l state that vigilance tasks require sustained attention, with
the tasks being prolonged and continuous. In a tlpical vigilance task, the targets

occur infrequently in terms of time and are usually clearly perceivable when the

observer is alerted to them. Compared to the number of distractors, targets occur

a-periodically and without forewarnings. The observer's response ty'pically has no

effect upon the probability of appearance of the targets in vigilance tasks. A typical
vigilance task would be inspecting individual items for classifrcation (manufactured

goods), or monitoring an ongoing process like in a radar air traffic control centre and

vehicular control (Wiener, L984). These tasks, while requiring sustained attention,

may induce a low level of arousal (Parasuraman , 1984). Especially in an environment
that is highly predictable (with a person having strong expectations about what will
happen), not too much conscious attention may be paid to the task at hand. Mermall
(1970) concluded that driving can be a task with minimal commitment, referring
to the situation in which drivers are occupied with themselves (e.g. when day-

dreaming), thereby reducing the interaction with the outer world. He states that

drivers 'somehow' learn to drive without thinking about it or without being con-

sciously aware of the driving situation. In these situations, people passively use their
mental model to select important information from the environment, rather than
actively scan the visual stimuli in the surroundings and update the mentaÌ model.

This kind of passive information processing will be the background of this chapter,

referring to a state in which expectations have replaced alarge part of the active

information intake compared to a highly attentive person. This way of information
processing requires little attention, leaving attentional resources to be distributed
to other areas, for instance other tasks or thoughts. It is a very economic state of
information processing, but the state is only adequate if the person's expectations

are correct. In case something unexpected happens (that does not correspond with
the expectations), one could either miss crucial information completely (fail to select,

or select but fail to respond) or there may be a delay in manual response time as

a result of the extra time needed to interpret this information. If this would
happen in a professional situation, the costs of the economic state of information
processing may be failing to notice an unexpected detail or responding too late,
possibly resulting in accidents.



Some evidence for the effect of expectations on searching for targets has been
provided in static experiments. Meyers and Rhoades (1978) looked at the effect of
expectancy on visual scan patterns and showed that searching for an object at a
non-predictable location was much slower than searching for an object at a likely
location. This implies that participants direct their visual scan pattern according
to where participants expect information to be, resulting in an effective search if
these expectations are correct. Literature suggests that the pattern of eye movements
somehow indicates the goals of the observer and possibly the area of interest {Liu,
1999; Stark & Ellis, 1981). Theeuwes {1991c) investigated the effect of expectation

on top-down (active) visual search of every-day traffic scenes presented on slides.

The study showed that expectancies about the location of the target (traffic signs are

normally located on the right side of the road) had an effect on the eye scan behaviour
(searching on the right side of the road). Search behaviour seemed to be based on the

meaning and content of a scene in combination with the object one searches for. In
contrast to Meyers and Rhoades, Theeuwes did not fnd that participants adjusted

their search strategy when they learned that expected location was not always a good

cue for responding. Search strategies remained the same even in conditions in which
the target object was consistently presented at unlikely positions. Participants always

tended to search at the most likely locations, leading to a No-answer if the target was

not found in this place.

Most studies, dealing with visual search, are concentrating on static environments,

such as pictures or presentations of scenes on a computer monitor. However, in
tasks with a presentation at one discrete moment in time, visual search is assumed

to be more active than it may be in dynamic scenes, in which there is a continuous

stream of stimulus material and not a sequence of pictures. Few experiments have

studied the Çpe of visual information that gets perceived in a dynamic environment

when people have strong expectations, directing little attention to actively scanning

the environment. How do these expectations influence glances in the visual environ-

ment? Do people respond more adequately to expected information since this is in
accordance with what people expect or does inconsistent information lead to a more

adequate response since this is information with a high informational value and

therefore attracts more attention? The questions that will be asked are related to

these issues:

1. Will glances be different if participants are able to develop expectations of
when to expect targets compared to the glances of participants without these

expectations?

2. WilI targets that are presented in a way that is in contradiction with the expecta-

tions (irregularities) be missed and if not, will manual response times to these

targets be higher?
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7.2 Experiment 1

7.2.1 Method
The assumption behind the idea of economic information processing is that if people

do not have strong expectations about the environment, they are less certain of where

important information may be located and they spend more time glancing at all stimuli.

Ifpeople develop expectations because of sequential exposure to a certain scene, they

feel more certain, not feeling the urge to glance at all stimuli. In Experiment 1, the

hypothesis was tested that people with expectations about what information is

relevant and what information is not, will spend more time looking at information

that is assumed to be relevant. A second hlpothesis is that if information is presented

that does not correspond with the expectations, the information will be missed.

In order to test these assumptions, a lab task was developed that had some

correspondence with a simulated driving environment. The task environment

consisted of a road, grass along the sides of the road and relevant objects {the stimuli)

and irrelevant objects (corresponding to houses or trees in the surroundings). Scenes

from the task are shown in Figure 7.La and 7.7b.

In order to test the hypotheses, manual responses and glances were recorded. Eye

movement studies have yielded some valuable results in exploring visual scan

patterns, especially in dynamic environments. If participants move their eyes toward

a new position, attention will be moved along to that same position (Hoffman &

Subramaniam, 1995). Eye movement measures can be a valuable tool for exploring

the effect of expectation on visual information perception, or at least reveal something

about how expectations affect visual scan patterns.

Parti.cipiznts

Thirty participants took part in the experiment. Their ages varied f.rorn 22 to 63 and

both male and female Dutch participants were included. AII participants reported

to have good visual acuity. Half of the participants were part of the predictable

condition and half of the group was part of the random condition. Participants were

randomly assigned to one of the two experimental conditions. Participants were paid

for their participation.

Apparatus

A corneal-pupil reflection measurement device (Inducom Inc.) was built into an

experimental configuration, suited for measuring eye movements and recording the

manual responses. This video-based system sampled at 50 Hz, with the infra-red

light source and the eye camera being situated slightly at the right of the eye level

(approximately 0.75m from the participant's eye). A high-speed processor (Scanbeam



Inc.) computed the centre of both cornea and pupil reflection and calculated the

difference vector. The output of the high-speed processor, consisting of x and y
co-ordinates, was entered into a computer (Pentium 166 processor) that mixed the

data on-line with the task environment that was presented and the manual responses

that participants made. The images were generated by an Accel Galaxy video display

adapler and displayed on a 19' SVGA colour monitor. The display resolution was

I280x1024 with a high colour (16 bits) palette at 75 Hz A mouse button was used

for the manual responses.

Tasl¿

As is shown in Figure 7.1, rt.e task environment consisted of a virtual grass field
with a virtual road, on which the participants virtually moved forward. Along the

side of the road (on the grass field), all kinds of object shapes were placed that

were not relevant to the task participants had to perform (cf. houses along a road).

Along the road, purple circles appeared on the horizon and they became larger as

the participant was moving through the environment aìongside the road with a

continuous pre-set speed. If an object was close to the participant, it would be on

the right side of the road and finally disappear from the screen. Every 1.1 seconds,

a purple stimulus passed by. The task of the participants was to decide whether the

closest (and thus largest) object was a circle (distractor) or an oval (target). Objects

were always circles, but if they were the closest object to the participant, they

could either stay a circle or they could change into an oval. If this change occurred,

participants had to press a mouse button to indicate they noticed the target. In cases

in which the circle did not change (distractor), they did not have to take any action.

This t1-pe of stimulus (that could either change into a target or stay a distractor) was

used in the experiment to force participants to always look at the largest stimulus.

This was necessary in order to have accurate eye movement recordings and to make

sure that the stimuli they responded to could be identifed. No feedback was given

about their performance.

TWo experimental conditions were used- Participants were either part of the

'predictable condition' or of the 'random condition'. In the predictable condition,

the order in which the targets (ovals) were presented among the distractors

(circles) was predictable, with the targets and distractors alternating. The number

of targets was equal to the number of distractors. In the random condition, the

sequence of targets and distractors was random, so participants could not predict

whether the next stimulus was going to be a target or a distractor. Also here, the

total number of targets was equal to the number of distractors (and equal to the

predictable condition). Figure 7. 1 shows a static picture of the dynamic scene that the

participants would encounter in Experiment 1.
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Figure 7.1 The task environment of experiment 1, with (a) showing a distractor (circle) and (b)

showing a stimulus that has just turned into a target (oval)

Participants did not have to pay any specifrc attention to the yellow or orange objects,

nor to the road or the grass. If participants detected a target, they had to press a
mouse button. The task was not to respond as quickly as possible but as accurately
as possible (therefore, manual response times were not measured). AII participants

received three sessions of 10 minutes, with a S-minute break in between. In Session

1, the random condition was completely random and the predictable condition was

completely predictable. In Session 2, the random condition was still completely
random, but in the predictable condition, one irregularity was introduced. This
irregularity consisted of a target where a distractor would normally have been shown.

This happened after about B minutes. In Session 3, two irregularities were included
in the predictable condition, one extra target instead of a distractor after about 3.3

minutes and one after about 9.3 minutes. The random condition would also have

the extra ovals, but they cannot really be called irregularities since there was no

predictable pattern in the presentation order.

Procedure

After reading the instructions, participants were seated in front of the monitor of the

computer. Their head was resting in a chin rest, which was located 0.97m from the

screen. Before starting the experiment itself, the eye movement equipment had to
be calibrated to the eyes of the participant. After the calibration, a dynamic preview
of a session was given for about one minute, to give the participants an idea of the
environment and the stimuli they were about to see and what they had to respond

to. Participants could start the experiment by pressing a mouse button. Participants

were instructed to press the mouse button to indicate the presence of a target. The

experiment lasted about 45 minutes per participant, with three sessions of ten
minutes per participant.



Statistical analysis

For eye movement data, the percentage of total glance duration was calculated. The

time that a participant looked at the largest and closest stimulus was divided by
the total time that this stimulus actually was the largest and closest stimulus. The

percentage of total glance duration was defrned as 100%o if a participant started looking
at a stimulus as soon as it was the largest and closest stimulus {this would be after the

preceding stimulus disappeared from the screen) and glanced at the stimulus until it
entirely disappeared from the screen. A glance at a stimulus was made if participants

looked in the horizontal area of 4/3 times H {height of the stimulus) to the left of the

stimulus or 3/3 times H to the right side of the area (to be consistent, height was the

criterion, since this remained the same in targets (ovals) and distractors (circles).

The definition of the area on the right side was smaller, since participants tended to
look on the left side of objects. This was probably due to the fact that objects were
moving from left to right side, so following atarget led to glances at the left side of
the stimulus. This means that the area used for the analysis of glances was focussing

on stimuli just before the target disappeared from the screen. The height of targets

and distractors, just before they disappeared from the screen/ was always the same.

Since the data set for the percentage of glance duration was extremely large, five

sequential data points for the largest stimuli (cìassified by targets and distractors)

within one participant were averaged into one new data point. This was done after

it was checked whether there was a difference in variance between the 5 sequential

points. This did not turn out to be the case. When an irregular target was introduced

in Sessions 2 and 3, the data points around the irregularity were not averaged, so

only raw data were analysed just before and after the irregularity. The data were

analysed with ANOVAs (analysis of variance).

Data of seven participants had to be removed from the analysis since there were too

many missing glance data due to technical failures of the eye movement equipment.

This meant that the eye tracker had not been able to measure the glances during

the entire experiment and therefore too many data samples were missing. Of those

seven participants, three participants were part ofthe predictable condition and four

were part of the random condition. Therefore, the total number of participants in the

random and the predictable condition was 11 and 12, respectively. The ages of the

frnal group of participants did not differ from the originaÌ sample.

7.2.2 Results
Session -l

In Session 1, no irregularities were present in the predictable condition. In the

random condition, participants pressed the mouse button when a distractor was

present (false alarm) in 1.81% of the cases. Plus they failed to respond to a target
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(miss) in 5.0LVo of the cases. For the predictable condition, the error rates were

. O.9OVo and 3.89V0, respectively. There was a marginally signifrcant difference in dl

:::ïiffJ:ïii:'ffi tjl'"l,;i,l' p<0 0e2t' with no signincant difference in

There was a main effect of Stimulus (target or distractor), showing a higher percentage

of glance duration for targets compared to distractors [F(1,21) : 32.!2, p<0.0001].

Also a main effect was present of Condition (random/predictable), showing Ìonger

glances for the random condition lFlI,2ll : 10.70, p<0.00361. There was aZ-way

interaction between Stimulus and Condition, that showed that the longer glances

at targets compared to distractors were only present for the predictable condition

"9 tF(I,2I): 16.65, p < 0.00051. This interaction is shown in Figure 7.2.
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In the random condition, in which participants were not able to develop any expecta-

tions on when a target would occur, no difference was found between the distractors
and the targets. However, Figure 7.2 also shows that although participants in the
predictable condition reduce their glance duration for the distractors, they do not use

their expectations to increase the glance duration for targets.

Session 2

The difference between Session 1 and Session 2 was that after the session had run
about 8 minutes {445 out of the 575 stimuli), an extra target (oval) was shown, which
means that for the predictable condition, one circle was replaced by an oval. This
extra target is called the irregularity.

In the random condition, participants pressed a mouse button when it was a dis-

tractor (false alarm) in l.l2%o of the cases. In 3.35% of the cases, participants in the
random condition did not respond to a target (miss). For the predictable condition,
this was 0.85%o and l.76Vo. Here, there was no significant difference in dl between
the two conditions [t(16) : 0.57, p<0.57], indicating no significant difference in
sensitivity.

In the predictable condition, 8 out of the 12 participants did not respond to
the appearance of the extra target, probably indicating that they did not notice

this. In the random conditions, all 11 participants responded correctly to the

appearance of this target. As for the percentage of total glance duration, data were
again averaged over 5 sequential trials. The percentage of total glance duration

{summation of target and distractor glance duration) did not differ between the

random and the predictable condition (which was to be expected, since we only
expected a shift in percentage glance duration between targets and distractors).

A higher percentage of total glance duration was found for the targets [FlL,2ll :32.16,
p<0.0001]. Similar to Session 1, the longer glances at targets were only present

in the predictable condition lF(1,21) : 7.2I, p<0.0141. Figure 7.3 shows the

percentage of glance duration just before and after the irregularity for the random

and the predictable condition.

If we only look at the data points around the irregularity {10 data points before

and 10 data points after the irregularity (including the irregularity itself)) without
averaging these data, a lower percentage of glance duration after the irregularity
is found only for the predictable condition, which may indicate a change in glance

pattern lFlL,2I) : 11.10, p< 0.003]. This effect was also present if those participants

who did not respond to the irregularity were removed from the analysis. Moreover,

this effect lasted for 15 stimuli after the irregularity.
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; Figure 7.3 The percentage of total glance duration for the two experimental conditions in Session

i 2 of experiment 1 with 10 stimuli before the irregularity and 10 stimuli after. Here data are not

! u,reraged, so every point on the x-axis is one glance at one stimulus.

: Session 3
Ëi In Session 3, two irreguÌarities were used, one after 185 out of the 575 stimuli (about

3.3 minutes) and one after 519 stimuli (about 9.3 minutes). Also here, this meant that

what was expected to be a circle in the predictable condition changed into an oval.

In Session 3, participants in the random condition pressed a mouse button when it
was a distractor (false alarm) in 1.74%o of the cases. In 2.86Vo of the cases, partici-
pants in the random condition did not respond to a target (miss). For the predictable

condition, this was 0.56Vo arrd 2.l)Vo. Also here, the sensitivity between the different
conditions was not signifrcantly different [t(13) : 0.37, p<0.72].

Of the 12 partícipants in the predictable condition, 5 participants responded to

the frrst irregularity. AÌl participants that responded to the irregularity in Session

2 also responded to the frrst irregularity of Session 3. For the second irregularity in
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Figure 7.4 First irregularity in Session 3 of experiment 1, with one data point representing the

percentage total glance duration for one stimulus.

Session 3, also 5 participants responded. Only one participant that responded to the
frrst irregularity did not respond to the second one. In the random conditions, all
11 participants responded correctly to the appearance of this target.

If we look at the averaged data, again no main effect was found of Condition on the
percentage of total glance duration (summation of target and distractor), which was

to be expected. Also in this session, a higher proportion of glance duration for targets

compared to the distractors was present [F(1,21) : 7.79, p< 0.01]. This time however,

the percentage glance duration to targets and distractors did not differ between the

random and the predictable condition. If we look at the data that were not averaged

over 5 trials and assemble the stimuli around the first irregularity {10 before and

10 after the irregularity (including the irregularity itself)), there are no indications of
a change in glance pattern after the irregularity, which is clear from Figure 7.4.
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In line with the frrst irregularity, the analysis of the 10 data points around the

second irregularity showed no effects; it seems that in Session 3, the difference in

percentage of glance duration between targets and distractors that was present in

Session 1 and2 had disappeared.

7.2.3 Discussion
Hypothesis 1: Difference in glønces with expectations

The experiment showed that there is a difference in the way people glance at stimuli

if they have expectations about what stimulus will be atarget and which one will be

a distractor. There is no difference in glance duration for the targets and distractors

if they are presented according to a random pattern, but there is indeed a difference

if they are presented according to a predictable pattern. If the order of presentation

is predictable, less time is spent glancing at the distractors. This difference between

glance duration for targets and distractors for the predictable condition disappeared

after some irregularities were introduced, possibly adjusting the expectations.

However, because of the absence of a control condition, in which no irregularities

were introduced, the presence of this phenomenon remains to be unknown.

Hypothesis 2: Missing targets in case of irregularities

Session 2 and 3 were used to see what happens if a target is not presented according

to the expectations. In case of Session 2,8 out ofll'e 12 participants did not respond

to the target at all. This meant that 213 of the participants probably did not notice

the target {or at least failed to respond) since they expected to be confronted with
a distractor and they spent less time glancing at the stimulus. This shows there are

indeed some indications that there are misses in case that information does not fit
the expectations. For the first irregularity in Session 3, only 5 participants responded

to the extra target. This meant that again, almost 213 of. the participants missed the

target since they expected a distractor. In case of the second irregularity of Session

3, also 5 participants responded to the irregularity. Although these participants were

not exactly the 5 responding to the first irregularity of the second session, 4 out of the

5 participants were. This only strengthens the assumption that it might be due more

to the particular glance strategy of the participants than due to a change in glance

strategy after noticing the frrst irregularity.

Since the difference in glance strategy between the random and the predictable

condition disappeared in Session 3, this is an indication that participants indeed

changed their strategy based on the irregularities. This might be evidence that

participants gradually changed their glance strategy after encountering some

irregularities such that their new strategy was similar to that used by participants in

the random condition. However, a control condition with no irregularities presented

would have to be introduced in order to explain this phenomenon.



7.3 Experirnent 2
7.3.1 Method
Experiment 2 was similar to experiment 1. The key differences were the type of
stimulus, addition of a control condition, measurement of manual response times
(RIs) and a slightly different calculation in the percentage of total glance duration.

The character of the stimuli was changed in order to see if the same results would be

found with different stimulus material (change in letter instead of shape). In order
to allow a more general interpretation of the data, an extra condition was added in
experiment 2. Rather than have the participants in the predictable condition have

sessions both with and without irregularities, experiment 2 t,ad Three between-

participants conditions, 1) Random, 2) Predictable with no irregularities and 3)

Predictable with irregularities introduced.

The extra condition was a predictable condition in which no irregularities were

present. This condition was lacking in experiment 1. Also, RIs to the appearance

of the targets were measured in experiment 2. Measuring RT provides further data

on a participant's information processing strategy. Failure to press the mouse button
wouÌd suggest that the participant did not process the information, and hence, could

not identify the appearance of a target. Measuring RTs also allowed more adequate

calculation of percentage of total glance duration. The size of targets and distractors,

just before they disappeared from the screen, was always the same. Since it makes

sense that participants stop glancing at atarget as soon as they identify it as a target

and press the mouse button, the proportion of the total glance duration will have

to take this into account. By estimating the percentage of total glance duration for

targets as the proportion of the time untiÌ the mouse button was pressed, the data

are more useful.

The hlpotheses were similar to experiment 1, with an extra hypothesis that

unexpected information would lead to a delay in RIs.

Participants

TWenty-seven participants took part in the experiment. The participants' age varied

from 18 to 35 and they were all Dutch students (male and female). All participants

reported to have normal or corrected to normal visual acuity. All participants were

randomly assigned to one of three experimental conditions, with 9 participants in
every condition. All participants were paid for their participation.

Apparatus

The apparatus used for presenting the task and recording responses was equal

to experiment 1 (Accel Galaxy video display adapter and 19" SVGA monitor).
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However, a different eye tracking system was used, made by Iscan Inc. (also using

the corneal-pupil reflection technique). This system was more accurate than the one

describedinexperiment l.Theprocessorsampled af 60H2, withtheeye'spupiland
corneal reflection positions being calculated with 12-bit resolution. The eye camera

with the infra-red light source was positioned at the same location as in experiment

1. The video-based system sampled at 250 Hz. Again, the output consisted of x and

y co-ordinates, and was entered in the same Pentium 166 processor. Also here, the

defrnition of a glance at a stimulus was 4/3 times Height on the left side and 3/3

times Height on the right side. Participants were instructed to use the mouse button

to indicate the presence of atarget.

Procedure

After reading the instructions, participants were seated in front of the computer

screen with their heads on a chin rest. Before the start of the experiment, the eye

movement equipment had to be calibrated. After completing the calibration process,

a preview of a session was given for about one minute, to give the participants an

idea of the environment and the stimuli they were about to see and what they had

to respond to. The mouse was used as a response button. Participants could start the

experiment themselves by pressing a mouse button. Per participant, the experiment
lasted 45 minutes, consisting of four sessions of seven minutes each. In between

sessions, participants received a short break.

Taslt

For this experiment, the same lab task was used as in experiment 1. However,

the character of the stimuli was changed and there were three experimental
conditions instead of two. Participants were either part of the predictable condition,

Figure 7.5 The task environment of experiment 2, showing a stimulus that has jusl

target (O) The stimulus behind the target is still a Q.

turned into a



the predictable+ condition or the random condition. In the predictable condition,
the order in which the targets (in this experiment Os instead of ovals in experiment
1) are presented among the distractors iin this experiment Qs instead of circles in
experiment 1) was predictable, with one O being followed by one Q, after which
another O follows etc. The task environment is shown in Figure 7.5.

Treisman and Gelade (1980) and rreisman {1988) stated that if combinations of
features are required for object recognition, visual spatial attention is required. They
stated that attention is required when features must be located or combined in order
to specify objects. Therefore, in this experiment, we have chosen to make a distrac-
tor almost similar to a target, with the only difference being the presence of one

feature.

The number of Os was equal to the number of Qs. A stimulus always started at the
horizon as a Q (circles in experiment 1), and if it approached, the largest stimulus
(nearest to the participant) would either remain a Q (remain a circle in experiment
1) or it would change into an O (changed into an oval in experiment 1). Compared

to experiment 1, there was no gradual change from distractor to a target (in which
a circle turned gradually into an oval) but this would be a change at one moment in
time, with the extra leg of the Q disappearing in case of a target. The physical place

where a distractor could change into a target could vary a little in order to prevent
participants knowing the exact location beforehand (a simulated distance between
50 and 25 meters from the participant).

In the predictable condition, every other Q would turn into an O. In the

predictable+ condition, the sessions started out like the predictable condition.
The only difference was that in the predictable + condition, some irregularities were
introduced. In Session 2, a Qchanged into an O (extra target) after about 5.2 minutes

lor 276 stimuli) of the total 7 minutes of the session. According to the predictable

order, participants would expect a distractor. The same irregularity appeared in
Session 3 after about 2.4 minutes (afTer 127 stimuli) out of 7 minutes. Here also,

an O appeared where normally (according to the predictable pattern) a Q would
have appeared. Tlvo irregularities were present in Session 4, one after abo'¿t I.2
minutes (65 stimuli) and one after about 6.0 minutes (318 stimuli). Besides these

irregularities, the session of the predictable + condition followed the same pre-

dictable order as in the predictable condition. The sequence of the targets and

distractors in the random condition was completely random, with an equal number

of Qs and Os. The experimental confrguration of experiment 1 was used, except for
a different eye-movement measurement device-
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Participants had to make a manual response every time a Q turned into an O. They

were told that Qs could only turn into Os just before they disappeared off the screen.

It was stressed that the manual response had to be as accurate and as fast as possible.

Participants did not need to respond to the Qs that remained a Q {distractors). No

feedback was given about their performance- Between the sessions, the participants

had a five-minute break.

Statistical analysis

The same types of analysis were used as in experiment 1. Since in experiment 2, RIs

had to be analysed as well, t-tests for dependent samples were used, comparing the

individual mean with individual manual response times.

7.3.2 Results
The data of all participants were included in the data analysis since, in contrast with
experiment 1, there were no technical failures of the eye movement equipment.

Percentage total glance duration Session -l

Per stimulus, the percentage of total glance duration was computed. If a participant
would look at a stimulus when it was the largest one on the screen, followed it on

the screen as it was getting closer, and stopped looking at the target when pressing

the response button, the percentage of total glance duration was 100%0. For the dis-

tractors, the time was 10070 if participants started glancing at the distractor as soon

as it was the largest on the screen and were still looking when it disappeared from
the screen. As soon as the stimulus disappeared from the screen, the measurement

for that stimulus was ended. Since the stimulus could quickly change into a target,

the task required participants to keep glancing at distractors until they disappeared

from the screen.

For the percentage of total glance duration, there was a higher percentage for
targets compared to distractors IFll,24l : 37.40, p < 0.0001]. Target giance durations
were signiúcantly longer than distraction glance durations, but only for the pre-

dictable and the predictable+ condition, not for the random condition lF12,24l :
7.79, p< 0.00231. This interaction is shown in Figure 7.6.

Manual response times Session 1

Manual response times were calculated as the time between a Q turning into an

O and clicking the mouse button. For Session 1, Ionger RIs were found for targets for
the random condition 1420 msecl compared to the predictable and the predictable +
condition (360 msec) lFlZ,23l : 3.65, p<0.041.
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Figure 7.6 The interaction between Condition and Stimulus on glance duration for the three

experimental conditions in Session 1 of experiment 2.

Percentage totøI glance duration Session 2

In Session 2, one irregularity was present in the predictable+ condition after 276

stimuli. Again, longer glances at the targets compared to distractors were only

present for the predictable and the predictable+ condition/ not for the random

condition lîl2,24l : 4.90, p< 0.0161. These results are similar to the results obtained

in Session 1.

In order to see whether the glance stfategy in the predictable+ condition changed

after introducing the irregularity, the data of the 10 stimuli before the irregularity

and the 10 stimuli after were analysed. The overall glance durations after the irregu-

laritydidnotdifferfromtheonesbeforetheirregularitylFll,zal -- I'a7, p<0.311'
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Manual respanse times Sessíon 2

In the predictable + condition, 4 out of the 9 participants did not respond at all to the

irregularity. For those participants that did respond, a t-test for dependent samples

showed that there was only a significant difference between the mean RI in the

session and the RT to the irregularity itself, indicating participants who did notice

the irregularity responded slower than they normally did to targets (mean delay for
all participants was 330 ms) [t( ) : 4.75, p< 0.014]. The other RTs (before and after

the irregularity) did not signifrcantly differ from ihe mean RT. Also, the Rls for the

random or the predictable condition did not show any difference from the mean RI
around the time of the irregularity. Figure 7.7 shows the RIs for the predictable +

condition around the irregularity.

08

07

06

03

02

01

Figtre 7.7 The RIs of the predictable+ condition in Session 2 of experimenf 2 around the time of

the irregularity, indicated by *, in comparison to the mean RT in that condition.
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Percentage total glance duration Session 3

In Session 3, 1 out of 9 participants in the predictable+ condition did not respond

at all to the irregularity. For Session 3, again an irregularity was introduced for the

predictable + condition after 127 stimuli (the second irregularity in the complete

experiment). Similar to Session 7 and 2, more time is spent on glancing at targets

than at distractors for the predictable and the predictable+ condition only lFlZ,24l
:7.16, p<0.0041.

When analysing the glance durations close to the irregularity (10 trials before and

10 after the irregularity), no main effects or interactions were found, which was to

be expected if participants wouÌd have changed their glance strategy after noticing

the irregularity. This effect was not present, even if participants that did not notice 
i

the irregularity were excluded from the analysis. 5

ã
Manual response times Session 3 :
For Session 3, the same analysis was done for the RIs around the irregularity. 

E

Altogether, 1 out of the 9 participants did not respond to the irregularity. RIs :
before and after the irregularity were analysed and all RIs (including the RT to the ;
irregularity) were compared to the mean RI for the entire session. AIso in this case, ä
only the RT to the irregularity was signifrcantly higher (with an increase of about :
200 ms) than the mean RT in the predictable+ condition [t(7) : 4.I3, p< 0.005]. The ;
other RIs were not significantly different from the mean RL This increase in RT was Ë

not present for the predictable condition around the time of the irregularity, nor for 
É

the random condition. ;
¿
z

Percentage total glance duration Sessiorz 4 E

In this session, two irregularities were introduced. The results of Session 4 were

similar to the previous session: longer glances at the targets only in the predic- !
table and the predictable+ condition lll2,zal : 6.09, p<0.0071. When anaìysing 5
the 10 trials before and after the frst irregularity, no main or interaction effects were

present- The same holds for the second irregularity.

Manual response times Session 4

TWo out of 9 participants in the predictable + condition did not respond at all to

the extra targets. For the RIs around the time of the frrst irregularity in Session 4

for those participants who did respond, RIs to the irregularity were about 150 ms

higher than the mean RI in that session tt(6) : 2.8I, p<0.031. RTs to the target

shown after the irregularity were about 130 ms higher than the mean RT in that

session [t{6) : 0.56, p<0.02].
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Again, 2 participants did not respond at all to the second irregularity. Of those
participants who did respond, the RIs to the irregularity {extra target) were about
310 ms higher compared to the mean RT tt(6) : 4.35, p< 0.0051. RTs to the frrst target
after the second irregularity were about 230 ms higher [t(6) : 2.85, p < 0.03]. The RTs

before the irregularity were all not significantly lower than the mean.

7.3.3 Discussion

Just like in experiment 1, the assumption was tested that participants with expecta-
tions about when to expect a target and when to expect a distractor will glance at
stimuli differently than participants who do not have these expectations. A second
assumption was that if something happens that is not in correspondence with these
expectations, this information wiÌl either be missed or RIs will be increased.

Hypothesis 1: Different glance strategy based on expectations

In all sessions, a difference can be found in the way participants glance at the stimuli
in the different conditions. In the condition in which participants were not able to
develop any expectations on which stimulus wili be a target and which one will be
a distractor, no differences were found in the time that participants spent looking
at the targets compared to the distractors. For the two conditions in which the
targets and distractors were presented according to a predictable pattern (the predic-
table and the predicatable+ condition), participants spent less time glancing at the
distractors compared to the time glancing at the targets. There was no clear change
of glance strategy in the predictable+ condition after the irregularities.

Hypotltesis 2: Missing information or higher RTs in case of Ìrregularities
This assumption could only be tested by including some irregularities in the
predictable+ condition. In the predictable condition, no irregularities were included
and in the random condition, the irregulariÇ was not really an irregularity since
there was no predictable pattern to begin with.

The irregularity in session 2 was missed by 4 out of the 9 participants, who did not
respond to the target at all. The irregularity in Session 3 was missed by 1 out of
the 9 participants. The 2 írregularities in session 4 were missed by 2 participants.
Altogether there was one participant who did not notice (or respond to) any of the
irregularities. When we look at the manual response times of those participants
who did respond to the irregularity, increased manual response times for irregular
stimuli were found compared to expected targets. on average, an increase in manual
response times of 330 ms was found for the frrst irregularity. This can also be called
the 'cost' of expecting something that doesn't turn out to be true. For the second
irregularity, this cost is about 200 ms and for the third 150 ms and for the last



irregularity 310 ms. These costs are very high when the nature of the average RI is

considered. Sometimes (in case of the first irregularity) these RIs to irregularities are

almost twice as high as the average response time in that particular session.

This indeed does confirm the hypothesis that less time is spent glancing at stimuli

that are not considered to be important, with the costs being reflected in missed

targets or long RTs if the expectations were not correct.

7.4 General discussion and practical implications
The combined results of experiments 1 and 2 showed that for both types of stimuli

(changing shape in experiment l and changing letter in experiment 2), participants

glance differently if they have expectations about what stimuli will be the targets

and what will be the distractors. In the predictable condition, less time is spent

glancing at distractors. Manual response times are also faster if the stimulus that

one expects to be a target is a target indeed. For those participants that do not have

expectations about the stimuli, the same amount of time is spent glancing at targets

and distractors and RTs to targets in the random condition are higher compared to a

predictable condition. However, if some information is included that is not in con-

gruence with the expectations people have, this information is either missed or the

RI to the appearance of the irregular targets is high, with manual responses even

being slower than in the random condition.

The results support the hypotheses described in the introduction. More time was

spent on what is considered to be important and less time was spent on what was

considered to be irrelevant. Although this is a very effcient way of using knowledge

(or what is considered to be knowledge) in order to divide our attention, it may be

very inefúcient if this knowledge does not turn out to be true. Important items can

be missed, and even if they are noticed, correct manual responses are very slow.

In the classical attention theories, these results fit into the framework of top-down

processing. As Theeuwes (1991c) already stated, expectancies about the location of a

target (traffrc signs in his case) had an effect on the efficiency of the search behaviour.

The current results also indicate that expectancies about the location of targets based

on experience with the task direct glance durations, and may have negative con-

Sequences in case these expectancies are incorrect, showing the importance of

top-down search. This phenomenon may have huge negative consequences in real

life for tasks that are performed top-down, directed by expectancies developed whiÌe

performing the task. Here we can think of operatol monitoring tasks or scanning

visual information during driving. If people who work at the customs of an airport

have specific expectations of what they may fnd in suitcases, deviant information
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may be missed easily. If drivers expect to encounter a certain trafÍc situation (since

they have been for years) but it has changed, they may not register the changed

information or respond too late. Before any conclusions like this can be drawn
for practical situations, more research will have to be done to investigate this
phenomenon in more real-life situations. Although this study is a good first step, the

focus of the study is too limited to generalise all results. This study is limited to a
single task paradigm and the head was always kept in a fxed position, something
that is not very applicable to real-life tasks. Only after exploring this phenomenon in
more realistiÇ tasks, knowledge can be gathered about what can be done in order to
break through these expectations and turn this economic visual information process-

ing into a more active visual information intake.



Appendix 7.1

In the original publication (Martens, 20041, no difference was made between

'failure to select' and 'failure to respond'. When writing this thesis, we wondered

if it was possible to make a distinction between these two categories.

In 0 to 7.5Vo of. all stimuli (relevant and irrelevant information), there was

a 'failure to select' if observers were not able to develop any task related ex-

pectations (random condition). For the condition in which observers were able

to develop expectations about the stimuli {predictable condition), distractors

were not selected in 0.05% to 3.8% of the cases compared to 0% - 1.670 of the

cases for the targets. Here we speak about cases since the percentage does

not apply to the number of distractors but rather to the total number of cases

(number of observers times the number of distractors). Even though one may

claim that these percentages are low, it is striking to find that even when people

have expectations about what will be relevant, this information is not always

selected.

Despite the low occurrence of 'failure to select', we found a much higher

occurrence of 'the failure to apprehend'. In those cases in which people had

task related (but in some cases incorrect) expectations (predictable condition),

'the failure to apprehend' occurred in 58% to 67Vo of the unexpected cases,

despite the fact that the 'failure to select' only occurred between 0 and 3.8% of

the cases. Apparently under these task conditions, 'the failure to apprehend'is

primarily the result of 'failure to respond' and not so much the result of 'failure

to select'.

Our second experiment, described in this chapter, showed that in case of task

related (but incorrect) expectations, there was a failure to respond in about

I1 Lo 44Vo of the cases, whereas this was between 0 and 1170 for the cases

in which observers were not able to develop task related expectations. Even

the responses that were provided (hits) suffered from expectations in case of

unexpected but relevant information. For those observers that did generate a

response, there was still a negative effect in terms of an increased response

time for unexpected but relevant information. Under those circumstances,

response times could be twice as high compared to the normal response times

to expected and relevant information. Furthermore, response times to un-

expected but relevant information were even higher than under circumstances

in which observers did not have expectations and therefore already had higher

response times to relevant information.
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Expectations, glance duration and manual response:

effect on detecting and ignoring stimuliz
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8.1 Introduction
Detecting and responding to visual information that is relevant for our task at hand

is a crucial part of task performance. However, in some conditions, people do not
respond to relevant and clearly visible information. We refer to this phenomenon as

'the failure to apprehend'. 'The failure to apprehend' refers to a situation in which
visual information presented to the observer is clearly visible once pointed out,

is relevant for the task but there is no (or an incorrect) response. It is interesting
to understand why this occurs. The main question is whether this is the result of
the failure to visually select the information ('failure to select') or whether the infor-
mation is selected (e.g. glanced at) but the processing of the information is not deep

enough to enable a response {'failure to respond').

The most likely situations that induce 'the failure to apprehend' are situations in
which only a small part of the available attentional resources is directed to the task
at hand. In these situations, people perform their task fairly well, while maintaining
resources available for other tasks or thoughts. This phenomenon is typically present

in well-practised tasks or vigilance tasks. Vigilance tasks require sustained attention,
being prolonged and continuous (Jerison, 1970; Y,{arr.rr, 1977). These tasks t¡-pically
result in low task load (Jerison, I97O; Warm, 1977) or induce a low level of arousal

{Parasuraman, 19841. During vigilance tasks, observers monitor targets that occur
infrequently and the targets are clearly perceivable when the observer is alerted
to them. Examples of typical vigilance tasks are inspecting individual items for
classifrcation of manufactured goods, or radar monitoring in an air traffrc control
centre (Wiener, 19841. The challenge for the operator is to maintain some level
of alertness despite the low task load (Jerison, L977). In vigilance tasks, operators
are found to miss crucial information despite the fact that the targets are of high
importance to national safety. what was considered to be shocking in the first
vigilance tasks (e.g. Mackworth, 1948) was the fact that observers missed targets even
when visually fixating them {Baker, 1960; Mackworth, Kaplan & Metlay, 1964).

Detection of relevant information also depends on expectations {van der Hulst,
Meijman & Rothengatter, 1999). Based on experience, people know where and when
relevant information is likely to appear. Research on expert performance confirms
this by showing that experts primarily focus attention on domain-specifrc stimuli
whereas non-experts also pay attention to other stimuli. Experts in American football
are faster in detecting changes in photographs related to football than novices
(werner & Thies, 2000). chess masters have better immediate memory for chess-
related information with brief exposures (De Groot, 19ZB; Chase & Simon, 1973a,
1973b), expert chess players are better in detecting changes related to the chess play
than novices {Reingold, Charness, Pomplun & Stampe, 2O0I) and experienced drivers
are better in detecting driving-relevant changes compared to non-driving task related



changes (Groff & chaparro, 2003; pearson & Schaefer, zoos). These results suggest
that expertise, and possibly thereby expectations, guide perception.

Meyers and Rhoades (1978) illustrated the strength of expectations by showing that
search for an object at a non-predictable location was much slower than search for
an object at a likely location. Theeuwes (1991a) showed that expectancies about
the location of the target (traffic signs) had an effect on the scanning behaviour
(searching on the right side of the road where they are normally located). Martens
{2004) found that with a predictable order of targets and distractors, participants
glanced at targets longer than at distractors. These studies all imply that people
direct their attention according to where relevant information is expected to be,
resulting in an effective and economic search if these expectations are correct. This
type of search is also referred to as 'top-down' and can be contrasted with search
which is primarily 'bottom-up'. If visual selection is controlled by the properties of
the stimulus field (e.g. salience by physicaì features), this is referred to as ,bottom-

up'. If visual selection is controlled by intentions, goals, deliberate strategies and
expectations of the observer, it is said to be 'top-down' (see Egeth & yantis, 1997;
Theeuwes, 1993, 1994; Eriksen & Hoffman, r9z2; posner, 19g0; yantis & Jonides,
1984; Yantis, 7996,2000 Abrams &Jonides, 1988; Findlay, 19g1; Fischer & Weber,
1993; shepherd, Findlay & Hockey, 1986). since in the aforementioned studies
(Meyers & Rhoades, 1928; Theeuwes, 1991a; Martens, 2004) processing is based
on expectations, it is said to be top-down. Top-down visual search can be so strong
that observers have been found to ignore salient objects when these objects are
irrelevant for their task (Theeuwes, 1990, 1gglb). The nature of top-down effects on
processing of scenes is thought to be the result of an interaction between incoming
perceptual information and higher level memory representations, such as schemata
(Theeuwes, r992al. schemata are general cognitive structures that help to organise
perceptual information (e.g. Bartlett, 7932; coren, ward & Enns, 1994; Rumelhart,
1976). People use schemata to structure their world (schank & Abelson, rgTZ) , with
a schema being a summary of all similar things in similar events. Schemata activate
expectations about what things look like, how they behave, what type of objects
are present in a scene, and how they are spatially related to each other (Biederman,
1981; Biederman, Mezzanotte & RabinowiTz, r9B2 Hollingworth & Henderson, 199g;
Taylor & crocker, 1981). It is by means of these expectations that schemata guide
information processing.

However, expertise or expectations may also introduce a perception fallacy that
can have negative consequences. People may remember perceiving items that were
not actually there, just because people expect them to be present. Alternatively,
information conflicting with the expectations may be overwritten {Gale & Findlay,
1983), which may result in not perceiving this information. Consider the following
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example of Sarter and Woods 11997).In the cockpit of highly automated aírcraft,

pilots failed to detect changes in an automation confi.guration when the automa-

tion took an unexpected action. Since this was not expected, it was not detected.

Pilots also reported that they looked where they expected to frnd changes which

may explain the detection failure. If observers only look where they expect to find

information or changes, then there is the risk of missing important information. So

if the expectations are correct, detection is rather effective and fast, but in case of

incorrect expectations detection may be slow or even absent. Interestingl¡ Johnston

and Hawley (1994) stress that even though schemata-driven perception is strong, the

human system still remains alert for novel input. This indicates that even though

new or unexpected information would not frt the schema, it can still be processed

{but see Christie and Klein, 1996).

The focus of this study is 'the failure to apprehend', based on the notion that expec-

tations guide visual search and responses. In an earlier study, Martens (2004) had

participants identify targets amongst distractors in a dynamic computer simulated

environment. The task of the participants was to click a mouse button for targets

and ignore distractors. The purpose of the experiment was to assess the effects of

expectations on eye glance duration and manual responses to targets and distractors.

The results showed that in a predictable task environment, glances at distractors are

shorter compared to glances at targets. The negative side effect of these expectations

was shown in case of unexpected information. When an unexpected target appeared

where a distractor was expected, participants either missed the target or responses

were severely slowed.

The current experiment again addresses the effect of expectations on glance duration

and manual responses to expected and unexpected information. A similar dynamic

task environment was used, with two main differences compared to the former

study. One difference relates to the type of distractors used and the other relates to

unexpected information. The type of stimuli that Martens (2004) used were stimuli

that either changed into a target or remained the same (by default being a distractor).

This specific set-up could have resulted in the shorter glances at distractors in case

of expectations. If people expect a stimulus to be a distractor they may not glance at

the stimulus long enough to encounter the point of change, since they do not expect

the stimulus to change. Therefore the current experiment used another definition of

targets and distractors. A neutral stimulus was presented that either changed into

a target or into a distractor aI a certain point, possibly forcing participants to await

that moment. The question was whether this set-up would also result in shorter

glances at distractors (irrelevant information) compared to glances at targets (relevant

information). The second difference concerned the unexpected information. Martens

l2OO4l only introduced unexpected extra targets where participants expected a



distractor {requiring a response when one did not expect to give one). The current

study also introduced unexpected extra distractors where participants expected

a target (requiring participants to refrain from responding when one expected to

respond). Missing information due to wrong expectations may lead to serious con-

sequences/ but false alarms may have serious consequences as well. An additional

question was whether providing a second implicit cue about the identity of a stimulus

(target/distractor) would help participants in correctly responding to the unexpected

information. If this is indeed the case, additional information can be used to reduce

the negative effects of expectations. In case of'the failure to apprehend', we try
to make a distinction between 'failure to select' (the information was not selected

for further processing) and 'failure to respond' (the information was selected but

processing was not deep enough to enable a response).

8.2 Method
8.2.1 Participants
In total 50 participants took part in the experiment. Participants were randomly

assigned to one of frve conditions for this between-participant design (10 participants

per condition). Their ages ranged from 18 to 32 and both male and female Dutch

participants were included. All participants reported to have good visual acuity. They

were paid for their participation.

8.2.2 "lask

The task environment was similar to the one used in Martens 12004). As is shown

in Figure 8.1, the task environment consisted of a virtual grass field with a road,

on which the participants had the illusion of moving forward. Aiong the side of the

road (on the grass field), irrelevant objects were located, comparable to buildings and

trees next to a road.

Figure 8.1 The task environment that was

into a distractor.

shown to participants, with a stimulus that just turned



From the horizon, a continuous flow of stimuli, formed by an asterisk, surrounded
by two shapes (a square and a diamond) appeared. These stimuli became larger

as the participants virtually moved through the environment with a continuous
pre-set speed. If an object was 'close' to the participant, it would be on the right
side of the road and frnally disappear from the screen. Every 1.1 seconds, a stimulus
disappeared from the screen. The task of the participants was to decide whether the

closest (and thus largest) object was a target or a distractor. They were instructed
to press the mouse button as soon as they detected that a stimulus changed into a
target. A target was deflned as a cross and a distractor as a plus sign. In order to
avoid that participants would press the mouse button at fixed time intervals (every

2.2 seconds), some variation was introduced in the moment at which a stimulus
changed. This also stimulated participants to really glance at the stimuli and follow
them with the eyes. The stimulus , farget and distractor set are shown in Figure 8.2.

Figure 8,2 The stimuius as it appeared on the screen {aJ, either changing into a target {b) or a

distractor (c).

A cross was surrounded by a diamond shape (Figure 8.2b) and a plus sign was
surrounded by a square shape (Figure B.2c). The target and distractor were presented

in a predicable way, with one target always being followed by a distractor and vice
versa. Participants were not instructed that the stimuli would have this predictable
order of presentation.

8.2.3 Conditions
In totai five conditions were included in the experiment, with ten participants per
condition. condition 1 (control condition) had a completely predictable order in
which targets and distractors were presented, with a target being foilowed by a

distractor and vice versa. 'Ia.rgets (crosses) were always accompanied by diamond
shapes and distractors (plus signs) were always accompanied by squares. In
condition 2,3, 4 and 5, some irregularities were presented. The difference between
these four conditions was the type of irregularity. In condition 2 and 3 (unexpected
targets, UT) , irregularities were introduced: a target could appear where normally a

distractor would appear. In this case the order would be distractor - target - target

(c)(b)



- target - distractor - target. Participants had to respond whereas they most likely
did not expect to respond. In condition 2 IUTICC : unexpected target/congruent
conjunction) a congruent conjunction was shown, whereas in condition 3 (UT/IC :
unexpected target/incongruent conjunction) an incongruent conjunction was shown.

In condition 3, a targel (cross) was surrounded by a square (incongruent conjunc-
tion) whereas normally targets were surrounded by diamond shapes. In condition
4 and 5 {unexpected distractors, UD), a distractor was shown when normally a target

would appear. In this case the order would be distractor - distractor - distractor

- target - distractor. Participants had to refrain from a response whereas they most

likely expected to be responding. In condition 4 {UD/CC : unexpected distractor/

congruent conjunction) the unexpected distractor was accompanied by a congruent

conjunction and in condition 5 (UD/IC : unexpected distractor/incongruent

conjunction) this irregularity was surrounded by an incongruent conjunction {plus
sign surrounded by diamond whereas normally plus signs were surrounded by
squares). In condition 2 and 4 (congruent conjunction), participants actually had

two cues whether something was a target or a distractor. In condition 3 and 5

(incongruent conjunction), participants had one cue and one (implicit) misleading

cue. Participants did not receive any information about the surrounding shapes

(implicit information). In all conditions, 2730 stimuli were presented (390 stimuli
x 7 sessions with each session lasting 7 minutes). In condition 2,3,4 and 5, there

were 5 irregularities \n 2730 stimuli presentations. Note that the presentation of the

remaining 2725 stir:r'ulí was the same over all conditions.

8.2.4 Apparatus
A corneal-pupil eye reflection tracking system (ISCAN) was built into an experimen-

tal configuration, suited for measuring eye movements. The processor sampled at

60 Hz. The eye's pupil and corneal reflection positions were calculated with 12-bit

resolution. The infrared light source and the camera were located 0.35m in front

of the right eye of a participant. Before the experiment could be started, the eye

measurement system had to be adjusted to the right eye of the participant- A par-

ticipant was seated in front of a computer screen with his/her head resting on a chin

rest. This rest was located 0.97m from the screen.

The computer that was used to run the experiment was a dual processor Pentium III
866 MHz processor. The images were generated by an Evans & Sutherland SimFusion

OpenSim 4000 and displayed on a 19" SVGA colour monitor. The display resolution

was 1280x1024 with a high colour (32 bits) palette at 60 Hz. The computer that

was used in order to generate the sessions and to start the task was a Pentium 166

processor, which was also used for storing the data during the experiment. The

buttons of a mouse were used as response buttons (participants couÌd click any of

the three available buttons).
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To record the comments participants made during the sessions, a microphone was

attached to the chin rest. The idea was that it would be an instinctive response of

participants to comment on the fact that they incorrectly pressed the mouse. They

were specifrcally instructed to verbally respond if they noticed they made aî error.

A video camera recorded the sounds of the microphone in parallel to a graphic

version of the session, which ran simultaneously with the session the participants

saw, on a computer outside the experimental room.

8.2.5 Procedure
After reading the instructions, participants were seated in front of the monitor of

the computer. Their head was resting in a chin rest, which was located 0.97m from
the screen. A one minute preview of a session was shown prior to the experiment.

Altogether, the experiment had seven sessions, with 390 stimuli each. Each session

was 7 minutes long, with a short break in between sessions.

During the experiment, participants' eye movements were recorded, as well as the

response time to the appearance of the target (or in case of a false alarm to a distrac-

tor). As already stated, voice recordings (verbal corrections of responses) were also

made. Participants were instructed to respond as fast and accurately as possible and

to verbally indicate errors. The object of this last measure was to give participants

the opportunity to correct their initial response to an 'unexpected absence of a target'
after they noticed the error. By using these recordings it was possible to separate

the participants that did not notice the irregularity from the participants that did
respond but noticed the incorrect response.

8.2.6 Statistical analysis
The dependent variables were the number of correct responses, glance duration,
response time and the number of comments the participants made during the

sessions (to verbally correct an incorrect response). Chi-square tests were conducted

to compare the number of incorrect responses to the irregularities of the conditions
with unexpected targets (misses) to the number of incorrect responses of the condi-
tions with unexpected distractors (false alarms).

For the analysis of glance duration, the percentage of the total giance duration
for a stimulus was used instead of glance duration in ms, the same procedure as

was used by Martens l20o4l. The time that a participant glanced at the largest and

closest stimulus was divided by the total time that this stimulus actually was the

largest and closest stimulus. The percentage was deflned as 100% if participants
glanced at the stimulus as soon as it was the largest and closest stimulus {this would
be after the preceding stimulus disappeared from the screen) and did this until
it entirely disappeared from the screen. In order to get glance duration in ms, the
percentage should be multiplied with 1100 (1.1 seconds).



ANOVA (analysis of variance) was used to analyse the effect of stimuli (target/distrac-

tor) on glance duration. Tukey HSD post-hoc tests were used to compare the duration

of glances at irregularities with glances at surrounding targets. T-tests were used

for comparing response times to irreguiarities to the mean response time to targets

in the corresponding session. Also, a t-test analysed the effect of conjunction

on the number of correct responses. Since the data analyses did not show clear

effects of the conjunction, the data for condition 3 and 5 will not be described

in further detail. If possible, data concerning the number of correct responses

to the irregularity were analysed excluding and including verbally corrected

responses. Because the data Set was too large to analyse, each frve separate Sequen-

tial percentages of total glance duration were averaged for each participant when

analysing data for an entire session.

8.3 Results

8.3.1 Percentage of total glance duration targets and distractors

In order to determine whether glances at expected relevant information (targets)

were longer than glances at expected irrelevant information (distractors), the

percentage of total glance duration for targets was compared to that for distractors.

The detailed results are presented in Appendix 8.1. Every session, including the

sessions with irregularities, showed significantly higher percentages of total glance

duration for targets relative to that for distractors. Over all sessions, the percentage

of total glance duration was 35.96Vo for distractors and 41.50% for targets.

8.3.2 Number of incorrect responses

The number of incorrect responses (misses or false alarms) to the irregularities were

analysed. The detailed results are shown in Appendix 8.2. For all irregularities, quite

many errors were made (on average 3170 misses and B2Vo false alarms) compared

to regular targets and distractors (on average 3% misses and lVo false alarms). For

four out of five irregularities, the number of false alarms was larger than the number

of misses. Since participants were instructed to speak out loud when they made an

error, incorrect answers that were verbally corrected could be analysed as correct as

well. This allowed a better understanding of whether the irregularity was detected

or not. In case of verbally corrected data, the response was incorrect (one responded

whereas one should not have responded) but we recorded that the error was

noticed. This allowed us to analyse incorrect responses and incorrect responses what

were verbally corrected. When treating verbally corrected data as correct responses,

the difference between misses and false aìarms was smaller, with two out of five

irregularities resulting in more false alarms than in misses. These results are also

shown in Appendix 8.2.
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8.3.3 Response times
The iesponse time to the unexpected target and the response times to the frve targets

before and the frve targets after the irregularity were compared to the individual
mean response time (calculated per particþant) of each condition in each session.

Detailed results are shown in Appendix 8.3.

For condition 2 (unexpected target), response times are for correct alswers (hits),

whereas for condition 4 (unexpected distractor), response times are for incorrect
answers (false alarms). For all correct responses to unexpected talgets (hits), the

response time to the irregularity was signilcantly higher than the mean response

trmes to targets. This means that correct responses suffered from a delay in response

time. As an example, Session 1 of condition 2 (UTlCCl had significantly higher
response times for the unexpected target and the flrst target after the irregulariÇ
were signilcantly higher than the mean response time in Session I lt(91 : 7.02i

p<0.0001 and t(9) : 2.36; p<0.05 respectivelyl (see Figure 8.3).
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.& 8.3.4 Percentage of total glance duration and irregularities

å First of all, it must be mentioned that all irregularities were selected by means of eye

! Slances. The occurrence of 'the failure to apprehend' in this experiment is therefore

i not the result of a'fatltre to select' but rather to a 'failure to respond,.

! The percentage of total glance duration was analysed around the presentation of the

ð irregularity. If glance duration increased around this irregularity, this could indicate
implicit detection. Interesting is also to determine whether correct responses were
accompanied by longer glances. In most cases, glances at irregularities were equally
long as glances at the stimuli surrounding the irregularity. For unexpected targets
(condition 2), the percentage of total glance duration was comparable to that of the
surrounding distractors (participants expected a distractor and glanced at the irregu-
larity as short as at a distractor). This was also the case if only glance durations
for correct responses are included in the analysis. In condition 2, there were two
irregularities that showed a signifrcantly different giance duration compared to sur-
rounding distractors (in one case longer and in one case shorter). Excluding incorrect



responses showed that longer glances are not related to correct responses' nor are

shorter glances related to incorrect responses.

For unexpected distractors (condition 4) glances were in most cases equally long

as glances at surrounding targets (participants expected a target and glanced at the

irregularity as long as at a target). There was no difference in glance duration between

correct and incorrect responses. For those sessions in which longer or shorter glances

were found around the irregularity, this effect disappeared when excluding data of

incorrect responses. Again here, shorter glances were not associated with incorrect

responses, nor were longer glances associated with correct responses.

8.4 Conclusions
8.4.1 Number of correct resPonses

A relatively high number of errors was made when irregularities were presented.

In case of unexpected information, the costs in terms of errors are high. For four

out of five irreguìarities, more false alarms than misses were found' one possible

explanation can be found in the method for assessing responses. If initially someone

does not respond to the unexpected target, but realises this in time, (s)he can still

respond. Aithough the response is rather late, it is still counted as 'correct' (hit). once

someone responds to the unexpected distractor, but realises the incorrect response, it

is already too late since the response was already recorded as an 'incorrect' response

(false alarm). Even though this explanation is feasible, it cannot explain all results.

Even when incorrect responses {false alarms) that are detected by participants (with

participants verbally correcting their error) are treated as 'correct responses" there is

still a higher number of incorrect responses for the unexpected distractor compared

to the unexpected target ieven though the difference here is smaller)' The expecta-

tions about the presence of targets seem to generate an almost automatic (incorrect)

response, which may or may not be noticed. Generally speaking, there were equal

or less verbal corrections than there were incorrect responses without verbal

correction. So in most cases there is an incorrect response without people detecting

the error. In some cases people detect the error but are not able to stop the initiated

response in time (resulting in a false alarm with a verbal correction).

8.4.2 Response times
Besides many incorrect responses, there are also other costs involved wiih incorrect

expectations. Those participants that did respond to the unexpected target ihit) had

higher response times than the response times of the expected targets in the corre-

sponding session. This effect was present in all sessions- In some cases, the response

times to targets presented directly after the irregularity were higher as well.
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Response times to unexpected distractors (note that responding was incorrect (false

alarm)) did not differ from the mean response time to targets in the corresponding
session. This shows that participants responded as fast as they normally would to a

target without any hesitation. This was the case for all sessions. The fact that these
response times were not longer than the response times to other targets corresponds
with the idea that participants responded to this item as a target since they expected
a target. In some cases, the response times to targets presented directly after this
unexpected distractor were higher, indicating there may have been some late
detection of the irregularity.

8.4.3 Percentage of total glance duration
one should keep in mind that due to the nature of the experiment, there was no
need to glance at targets longer or shorter than at distractors. Since the set-up in
the current experiment required participants to glance at a stimulus until it either
changed into a target or into a distractor, there was no a priori reason to fnd a
difference in glance duration between targets and distractors. Therefore, a difference
between glance duration would be a difference between expectations on forehand
about the nature of the stimulus.

All irregularities were selected by means of glances. In case of ,the failure to
apprehend', the information was selected but apparently not processed to a deep
extent to enable a correct response. All sessions showed significantly longer glances
at targets than at distractors. These results conflrm the results of Martens lzoo4),
showing that participants spend more time glancing at information they expect to
be relevant than glancing at information that is expected to be irrelevant. The
irregularities did not change glance strategies, since participants remained to glance
at targets longer than they did at distractors after an irregularity.

concerning glance duration around the irregularities, there is no evidence that
correctly identifred irregularities were accompanied by longer glances. For the
unexpected targets (participants expected a distractor), glances were as short as
the glances at surrounding distractors. This was the case even for those cases in
which people correctly responded by pressing the mouse button. For the unexpected
distractors (participants expected a target), glances were as long as the glances at
surrounding targets, but nevertheless this led to many incorrect responses. Glances
at the irregularity for those who responded correctly were also not longer than
glances at surrounding targets.



8.5 Discussion and practical implications
The current experiment replicates the flndings of Martens l2oo4l. People glance at

information they consider to be relevant for a longer period of time than they glance

at information they consider to be irrelevant, even though they glance at both tlpes

of information. Despite the different character of the stimuli and the fact that in the

current experiment, the stimulus was not by default a distractor, similar results were

found. This confirms the generalisability of the effect. Expectations make people

spend more time glancing at information they consider to be relevant. However, if
information is not in line with expectations, there are costs involved. These costs

can be threefold; there is 'the failure to apprehend' (there is a 'failure to select' or

a 'failure to respond' despite the fact that the information is selected by means of

glances), response times are relatively high or one responds when a response should

have withheld. In the current study, 'the failure to apprehend' is not the result of a

'failure to select'but rather a'failure to respond', most likely due to insufficiently

deep processing. Apparently it is harder to inhibit a response to 'expected to be

relevant information' than it is to respond to 'expected to be irrelevant information'.

This may be related to the fact that one glances at 'expected to be relevant informa-

tion' longer than one glances at ',expected to be irrelevant information'. However in

both conditions, quite some errors were made (even with longer glances). Misses

occur between 0 and 70vo of the cases and false alarms between 60 and 100%.

Verbally corrected data decrease the percentage of false alarms to between 30%

To 70Vo, although one has to realise that in real-life tasks, it is often not possible

to correct an initiated action in time. The maximum mean increase in response

time was around 420 r'rlLs, being twice as high as the mean response time of that

session and that condition. Individual data showed even larger effects. Compared to

incorrect responses, correct responses were not found to be accompanied by longer

glances at the irregularities. Adding an extra implicit cue to distinguish targets from

distractors did not result in better responses' Apparently more is needed to break

through these exPectations.

These costs of expectations (high percentage of misses, false alarms and high response

times) may have major implications for real life tasks. Imagine an a\r traffr.c control-

ler. while looking at a visual display with incoming airplanes (s)he may fail to detect

or respond very late to an unexpected event. or an operator who has to press a

button every time a product fulfills quality requirements, pressing it more or less

automatically with unqualified products ending up together with qualifred products

(imagine the consequences for medication). It is therefore recommended to conduct

more research regarding this difference in real life situations, in which participants

have strong expectations about relevant and irrelevant information.
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Appendix 8.1

Percentage total glance duration for targets and distractors.

Session Effect Targets Distractors

Session 1

Session 2

Session 3

Session 4

Session 5

Session 6

Session 7

F(l,451 : LLL.45; p<0.0001

F(1,45) : 27.78i p<0.0001

F(1,451 - L7.8L¡ p<0.0001

F(1,451 - 21.30; p<0.0001

F ll,44l : r5.67i p < 0.001

F(1,45) - 10.48;p<0.01
F(1,451 = L2.74i p<0.001

38.62V0

4L.58Vo

4l.79Vo

4l.77Vo

4r.78%
4L.76Vo

42.28Vo

35.55%

35.98%o

36.líVo

36.24Vo

35.31%

36.22Vo

36.24V0



Appendix 8.2

Number of incorrect responses to irregularities'

Number of incorrect responses without taking verbal corrections into account

(n.s. is not significant)

Irregularity Effect Misses (cond 2) False ala¡ms (cond 4)

0

1

7

4

4

8

10

9

7

7

Number of inco¡rect resPonses treating verbally corrected errors as correct

responses (n.s. is not signiÉcant)

Irregularity False alarms {cond 4l

Session 1 p< 0.01

Session 3 P<0.01
Session5-1 D.s.

SessionS-2 n.s.

Session 7 n.s.

0

1

7

4

4

6

6

4

4
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Appendlx 8.3

Response times to irregularities in various sessions and va¡ious conditions,
Note that in condition 2, responding is correct (hit), in condition 4, responding
is incorrect (false alarm).

5-1

5-2

t(9) = 13.31; 0.269
p< 0.0001

n.s. 0.282



Appendix 8.4

Higher response times for targets presented after the irregularity.

Session Cond. Effect of targets after irregularity

L2345

L Cond2 tl9l-2.36i n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.

p< 0.05

Cond 4 t(9) -4.01; n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.

p < 0.01

3 Cond 2 t(9) :5.35; tl9l -3.12; n.s. n.s. n.s Ð,
s?

T

a

¡

p< 0.001 p< 0.01 3

Cond 4 n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. ;

5-1 Cond 2 tlgl:a.M¡ n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. å
p< 0.01 {

Cond 4 n.s. t(8)- 7.08; t(S)- 8.50; n.s. n.s. ã

p< 0.0001 p< 0.0001 ¡

5-2 Cond 2 t(9) :3.31; n.s. tl9l -2.57; n.s. n.s.

p< 0.01 p< 0.05

Cond 4 t(6) :3.01; n.s. n.s. n.s. rì.s.

P< 0.05

7 Co¡d 2 t(9) : s.03; n.s. tlgl :z.aoi t(9) :3.10; t(9) : s.58; ð"

p<0.001 p<0.05 p<0.05 P<0.001 ;
Cond 4 n.s. n.s. tpl-a.ßi n.s. n.s. å

p<0.05 ¿
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9.1 Introduction
If a task is well practised, only a small part of the available attentional resources

has to be directed to that task. This is also the case for the driving task in which
novice drivers have to invest a lot of effort into driving, but after some experience

less attention has to be paid to the task itself. The driving task is often decribed in
terms of the three different performance levels distinguished by Rasmussen (1986).

Although Rasmussen's model is a general task performance model, applicable to

different sorts of tasks, it frts the driving task well (a.o. Hoedemaeker, 1999; Kuge,

Yamamura, Shimoyama & Liu, 1998; Hollnagel, Nåbo & Lau,20031. The three levels

of behaviour that Rasmussen distinguishes are knowledge-based, rule-based and skill-
based. Knowledge-based behaviour is applied in novel situations or at new Ìocations

and it represents a more advanced level of reasoning. It is the most demanding level

of the three. An example in the driving context is a novice driver who still has to

think about how to shift gear or an experienced driver who is driving in a city centre

he has never been before. Rule-based behaviour is characterised by the use of rules

and procedures to select a course of action in a familiar situation. The rules can be

a set ofinstructions, e.g. if..... than...., acquired by a person through experience or
provided by another person. An example in the driving context is giving priority to

other road users, where drivers have learned that in the presence of speciflc traffrc

signs and road markings they have to give priority. Skill-based behaviour represents

a type of behaviour that requires very little attention and does not allow conscious

control to perform or execute an action. An example is an experienced driver steering

the car between the road markings. The driver does not have to think about his task

and small deviations in lateral position automatically trigger a steering response.

Skill-based behaviour is shown when a task is highly trained-

In case of skill-based behaviour, for instance in case of experienced drivers, there is
strong top-down control, with expectations of the driver guiding the gaze direction.
In static non-driving surroundings Meyers and Rhoades (1978) investigated the effect
of expectancy on visual scan patterns and showed that searching for an object at

an unexpected location was much slower than searching for an object at a likely
location. This implies that participants look where they expect relevant information
to be, resulting in an effective search if these expectations are correct. In abstract

laboratory experiments, Martens (2004) and Martens and Slegers (2002) showed that
people fail to notice unexpected information or show increased response times to
unexpected information. In the driving context, several studies point to expectation

as a crucial factor influencing reaction times (Green, 2000; Evans, 2004; Rumar,

1990). Theeuwes (1992c) investigated the balance between top-down (active) visual
search (ruled by expectations) and data-driven search (ruled by the object properties)

in the driving context. In the Theeuwes study (1992c), participants watched a video



of an approach of an intersection whiÌe searching for a specific traffic sign that was
either located at an expected or an unexpected location. The results showed that eye

movements of experienced drivers were frrst directed at expected locations, leading
to a delay in response time for targets at unexpected locations. The major advantage

of using eye movements as a dependent variable is that they are fairly involuntary if
participants are not instructed to search for specifrc items in the environment (Bhise

& Rockwell, 19731 and they indicate the goals of the observer and possibly the area

of interest {Liu, 1999; Stark & Ellis, 1981). This makes it a vaiuable tool for exploring
the effect of expectation on visual information perception- Martens {2004) controlled
expectations by designing an experiment in which expectations were built up inside
the experiment. She showed in an abstract dynamic environment that people spend

more time frxating targets they expect to be relevant. This frxation pattern results
from sufficient practice with the task (skill-based behaviour). Unexpected informa-
tion is either missed or responses are slow (even slower than when one does not have

any expectations).

This means that especially in a road environment that is highly predictable (for

instance because he or she has driven the road numerous times) the experienced

driver will have strong expectations about what will happen, which will guide his

visual scanning. The expectations are assumed to guide visual search, with strong

top-down control.

This scanning according to expectations may appear to be a very efficient process.

However, it may also bear risks. What if something unexpected happens that does

not correspond to the expectations? It could be that the driver either notices this
information since the unexpected is conspicuous, or would the driver miss this

crucial information because it was not expected?

Most visual search experiments use predefined search targets, whereas in driving
there are no specifrc predeflned search targets. Few studies have examined visual

search in a dynamic familiar environment without predefined search targets while
controlling the expectations. The questions addressed in this study relate specifically

to the driving task and to visual search without predefrned targets while controlling
expectations. The frrst hypothesis of the study is that drivers spend less time glancing

at trafíc signs if they are being exposed to the same route numerous times due to

developed expectations. The second hypothesis is that after driving a road numerous

times, drivers respond less adequately to a change in the traffrc situation than people

that did not encounter this road before.
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9.2 Method
A virtual driving task in a low-cost driving simulator was used since this allowed

changing the road environment rather easily compared to a freld experiment. The

virtual road consisted of an 11 km long combined rural (9 km) and urban (2 km) road.

Participants were seated in front of a computer monitor and were asked to drive a

simulated road, using a steering wheel, gas and braking pedal (see Figure 9.1).

Figure 9.1 The task environment of the experiment, with a participant driving through the virtual

environment, wearing the eye movement equipment.

The road contained two intersections, 3 curves and 10 traffic signs along the route

(see Appendix 9.2 for a list of the traffic signs displayed). Trees, houses, opposing

traJfrc and parked cars were included in the database to make it more realistic. While
people were driving the route, their glance direction was recorded and recorded in
the overall scene. This allowed the analysis of glance duration and glance frequency

to the traffrc signs.

9.2.1 Participants
Thirty-six participants took part in the experiment. Their ages varied frorn 2l ro

46 and both male and female Dutch drivers were included. Participants had their
driving licence for at least 3 years and drove over 5000 km/year.



9.2.2 Conditions
The thirty-six participants were randomly assigned

3 conditions are also explained in Table 9'1'

to one of 3 conditions. The

Table g. 1 overview of the type of drives for the 3 conditions, in chronological order.

Condition

drives

Day I
r2345

Day 2

t2345
Day 3

12345
Day 4

r2345
Day 5

L2345

l"tControl

2'd Control 024

Experimental 011111 11111 11111 11111 IIT23

0 : practice drive

1 : driving road 1 (last intersection: having priority)

2 : driving road 2 (last intersection: having to yield)

3 : road recognition test while driving road 1

4 : road recognition test while driving road 2

In the experimental condition 12 particípants drove the same road 24 times on

5 successive days. Monday through thursday, 5 successive drives were made and

on the ffth day, only four drives were made. Tlventy-three drives were made with

the participants having the right of way at both intersections. In drive 24 there was

a change in priority situation at the second (and last) intersection. The changed

situation was indicated by a different traffrc sign (the Dutch priority ¡fi *ut
replaced by the Dutch yield sign!) and by priority road markings

on the road (see Figure 9.2).

The change was introduced in the 24'h instead of the 25th drive since participants

may have been expecting something on their last drive. After this 24th dtive, partici-

pants had to perform the traffic sign recognition test. In this test, participants slowly

drove the road one more time while the experimenter indicated the locations where

traffrc signs used to be present on the former 24 drives. Participants were asked to

indicate what traffrc sign had been present there by selecting the sign out of a iist of

20 general Dutch traffic signs printed on a paper (see Appendix 9.1)- This test was

included in order to test the level of expectations regarding the traffc signs shown

along the route and to test whether participants could explicitly report the changed
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Figure 9.2 The last intersection that was changed into a yield situation for the experimental

condition. The sign shown in Figure 9 2a, meaning you have the priority over the crossing road, was

replaced by the sign, shown in Figure 9.2b1, meaning yield to road users on the crossing road. Shark

teeth,showninFigure9.2b2|pr\oriIyroadmarkings,ffiwereplacedtoconfirmthe
necessity to yield) The indication for having the priority or having to yield was done according to the

Dutch guidelines for intersections.

sign. In a fleld and a laboratory experiment, MacDonald and Hoffman {1991) found
that the most dominant influence on correctly reporting a road sign was the prob-
ability of drivers having to make an overt response related to the sign information, or
the so called action potential. The action potential for the changed sign was clearly
high. Although the normal recognition rate for passed signs is low (e.g. Shinar &
Drory, 1983; Johansson & Rumar, 1966; Johansson & Backlund, lgTO; Milosevis &
Gajic, 1986) the traffic sign recognition test was expected to be sensitive since the
experimental condition drove the road 24 times before performing the test.

In the first control condition 1.2 particípants did not make any experimental drives,
but just performed the traffrc sign recognition test. The condition allowed us to test
how predictable the traffic signs were even if people had not previously been exposed

to the road environment.



In the second control condition 12 parlícípants drove the road only once in order to

record glances and driving speed of people that did not yet have any expectations

based on prior experience. In this condition the last intersection was an intersec-

tion where they had to give the right-of-way (similar to drive 24 of the experimental

condition). After this drive people also performed the traffrc sign recognition test.

All participants reported to have good visual acuity and did not wear glasses or

Ienses during normal driving. They were paid for their participation.

9.2.3 Apparatus
A pupil/cornea reflection eye tracking system (ISCAN) was used to measure the

glance direction of the participant. This was done by illuminating the left eye

with an infrared source. A camera obtained a clear image of the eye by using an

infrared pass flter to identify the dark image area of the pupil. Another camera

mounted slightly below the left eye recorded the participant's field of view. The eye's

pupil and corneal reflection positions were calculated with a sample frequency of

I20Hz. The camera that recorded the participant's field of view was connected with
a Panasonic VCR. The camera image with the super-imposed glances was recorded

on VHS tapes for later analysis. The cameras and the infrared source were built into

a specially designed cap (also see Figure 9.1). During the experiment participants

could move their heads like they would normally do while driving.

The computer used for running the experiment was a dual Pentium 3 processor

running at 866 MHz. This computer was also used for storing the data obtained

during the experiment. The images were generated on an Evans and Sutherland

SimFusion OpenSim 4000 and displayed on a 2I" SVGA Monitor. The monitor's

resolution was 1280x1024 wtth high color palette (32 Bits) and a refresh rate of

60 Hz. A Logitech force feedback steering wheel and pedals were used as input

devices. There was one braking pedal and one gas pedai (automatic gear). The speed

of the car was shown on the lower part of the monitor for the participant and was

saved to the computer's hard disk. Participants were seated about 1m in front of the

screen.

9.2.4 Task
The task of participants was to drive as they normally would on this type of road

in real 1ife. Participants in the experimental condition (24 drives over 5 days) were

asked to pretend that this was their daily drive home. The official speed limit was

80 km/h with a speed limit of 50 km/h in the urban area 12 km of length). No mirrors

were present, but this did not cause a limitation in driving since participants did not

make any turns or did not overtake. Objects alongside the road were trees, different
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types of houses, parked cars and traffrc signs. While driving on the road participants

encountered opposing traffrc without any lead vehicles.

9.2.5 Procedure
Before the actual experiment started, participants received a written and a verbal
instruction that expiained their task and the procedure. After this participants were
seated in front of the computer monitor (one participant at a time) and the controls
(steering wheel, gas and braking pedal, simulating an automatic gearbox) were
demonstrated. The eye movement equipment was calibrated by the experimenter
with the participants' heads on a chin rest. After the system had been calibrated
participants were allowed to freely move their heads and made a practice drive on

an empty road during 2 minutes to get used to the controls.

After every drive participants received a 3O-second break. The last task for all
participants was the traffrc sign recognition task.

9.2.6 Statistical analysis
The calibration of the eye movement equipment before the start of the experiment
allowed the calculation of the actual glance direction within a scene. Video images,

showing the dynamic road scene, were recorded via the camera attached to the
baseball cap and a cross, superimposed in the scene, indicated the glance direction.
In this study, the term 'glance' indicates what someone gazes at, irrespective of
whether this is flxated, frxated interrupted with saccades while gazing at the same

object or whether the gaze is following a moving object. The analysis of these glance

data was done by slow-playing the video with a reduction factor of 5 (5 times slower
than normal playing speed). Every time the cross (glance) was within a range of
0.5 cm around aTraffc sign within the area between 250 and 0 meter in front of the
traffic sign (at this distance the trafúc signs was clearly visible and readable) this
was recorded to be a glance. The acquisition of glances was done manually. Other
experiments (see Chapter 10) were already performed in real life traffic without the
possibility to automatically acquire these data (due to the lack of control over the
environment it had to be done from video). In order to compare results between this
lab task and the real life experiments, the data acquisition was also done manually.
For the assessment of glance duration, 10 trafÍc signs were selected and are listed
in Appendix 9.2.

An analysis of variance {ANovA) was used to analyse the total glance duration
(which was a summation of the glance duration for all glances) per traffc sign
and the mean driving speed per selected road section (the seiected road sections
are listed in Appendix 9.3). Fisher {1992) claimed that the true measure of sign



effectiveness is not sign recall, recognition or naming per se but rather the extent

to which, in operational terms, sign content affects drivers' preparedness for action
and subsequent responsiveness to events. AIso, Häkkinen (1965), Scremec (1973)

and Summala and Hietamäki (1984) assessed the effect of traffr.c signs on driver
behaviour by measuring vehicle speed changes at predetermined locations close to
the road sign. Since the results of glance frequency were similar to the results of total
glance duration these results will not be discussed separately.

In order to analyse whether the duration of glances al traffic signs changed with
exposure, only data from the experimental condition were anaiysed (this was the

only group with numerous exposure). Since on the last day participants only drove

4 drives instead of 5 (a change in the very last drive might be too obvious, so the
drive before that was chosen to be changed) no straightforward analysis with the

factors Day (5 levels) and Drive (5 levels) could be performed. Therefore, data with
10 Traffic Signs, 4 Days and 5 Drives, or with 10 Trafúc Signs, 5 Days and 4 Drives
will be taken together in the analyses. Days and Drives were maintained as separate

factors (instead of 24 drives) since it was speculated that the first drive on the next
day would again lead to somewhat longer glances than the last drive on the day

before. The probability of a Tlpe I error was maintained at 0.05 for all subsequent

analyses.

9.3 Results

9.3.1 Glance duration

Effect of familiarity
In order to analyse the effect of familiarity, glance duration was analysed for the frrst

4 Days and 5 Drives. A main effect was found for Day [F(3, 33) : 5.61, p < 0.01]

indicating a decrease in glance duration at traffic signs with increasing number of

days. The interaction between Day and Drive [F(12, 132) : 2.50, p < 0.01] showed

that the largest decrease per drive was found on Day 1. This interaction is shown in
Figure 9.3.

The interaction between Day and Trafúc Sign lF(27, 297) : I.73, p < 0.051 is shown

in Figure 9.4, showing that the decrease in glance duration over days may differ from
sign to sign.

The results also hold if 4 Drives and 5 Days are included in the analysis. There

was no initial difference in traffic sign glance duration between the second control

condition and the Írst drive of the experimentaÌ condition lFlI,221 : 0.12, p < 0.731.
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Figure 9.3 Mean glance duration as a function of day of testing (4) and drive number within

each day (5).

Note that traffic sign 10 was different between these conditions, indicating 'Yield' in
the second control condition and indicating 'Priority' in the experimental condition.

When comparing glance duration on the last drive of the experimental condition
(with the changed trafúc sign but after numerous exposure to the road) with glance

duration on the ftrst drive of the second control condition (the same traffrc sign but

here it was the frrst time people drove the roadl, a main effect of Condition [Fll,zzl
: 25.75, p< 0.011 showed that the experimental condition had signif,cantly shorter

traffic sign glances than the Eecond control condition (0.72s compared to 1.32s). This

indicates that familiariÇ leads to shorter glances al traffrc signs (not onþ within
participants as was shown within one group but also between participants).
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Figure 9.4 Mean glance duration per trafñc sign as a function of day of testing (4),

Effect of change inpriority situation

In the last drive of the experimental condition, the priority situation was changed.

This included a change in traffic sìgn 10 and the presence of priority road markings.
In order to assess possible effects on glance duration, glance duration for trafflc sign

10 was compared to glance duration for Íraffc sign 1 (being the same traffrc sign on
23 drives but being different on drive 24 ldrive 4 day 5). One may assume that if
participants noticed the change in traffrc sign the glance would be longer. Literature
has shown that first pass glance durations are longer for semantically informative (i.e.

inconsistent) objects (Loftus & Mackworth, 79781 and that first pass glance duration
is correlated with the rated likelihood of that object in the scene, with longer glances

at objects that were less likely to be found in a particular scene (Friedman, 1979).
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Henderson, Weeks and Hollingworth (1999) found that total fixation duration was

longer for semantically informative than for uninformative objects and in reading

it is widely reported that un-familiar words require longer frxation durations than

cornmoR words (Rayner and Pollatsek, 1989). The explanation for this is that an

unfamiliar word requires more processing and within certain limitations, the measure

of ûxation duration is considered to reflect object identiûcation time (Henderson,

Pollatsek & Rayner, 1987; Underwood & Everatt, 1992).

A t-test for dependent samples did not show a signifrcant difference between

glance duration in Drive 3 (Day 5) and Drive 4 (Day 5) for the changed traffrc sign

[t(11) : 0.25, p<0.81]. The¡e was also no significant difference between the glance

Drive

Figure 9.5 Mean glance duration for tÌaflc sign 1 and traffic sign 10 as a function of drive number

within the last two days (day 4 arrd 5). Tlafflc sign 1 was the same as traffic sign 10, with the only

difference that trafñc sign 10 changed on day 5 on drive 4 The bars indicate the standard error.

140



duration in Drive 3 (Day 5) and Drive 4 (Day 5) for traflc sign 1 [t(11) : 0.24,

p<0.811, being the same traflc sigrr as traffrc sign 10 during 23 drives. In drive 24,

traffrc sign 1 and traffrc sign 10 were diffe¡ent since trafúc sign 10 changed into
a yield sign. Figure 9.5 shows the glance duration for those two signs on the last

2 days. The figure shows that even though the traffrc sign changed people did not

spend more time glancing at that sign.

As an illustration, glalce duration for the 10 traffrc signs in drive 1 for the second

control condition, in drive 1 for the experimental condition and in drive 24 for the

experimental condition are presented in Figure 9.6.

Figure 9.6 Mean glance duration at traffrc signs for the frrst drive of the erçerimental condition,

the first drive of the second control condition and the 24ft drive of the experimental condition. Note

that trafñc sign 1O is different between 'experimental condition drive 1' (participants have priority)

and'2nd control condition drive 1' and 'experimental condition dríve 24' (participants have to give

prioiity)
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100

beforehand. These locations were interesting for assessing effects of familiarity and

responses to changes, e.g. just before andjust after the intersection that changed, just

before and just after the intersection that did not change, and at a control location

outside the built up area. The 7 locations are listed in Appendix 9.3. An increase in
driving speed was found over days [F(3, 33) : 10.30, p < 0.01] and over drives [F(4,
44) : 3.94, p<0.011. The interaction between Day and Drive [F(12,132) : 3.50,

p<0.01] showed the largest increase per drive for Day 1 (see Figure 9.7).

Effect of change in priority situation

To assess the effect of the change in priority situation in driving speed, two types of

analysis were performed. First, the mean driving speeds between the frrst drive of

the second control condition and the last drive of the experimental condition were

compared. The road layout for these two drives is exactly the same, but for the

experimental condition, the last intersection was different {no priority) than all prior

4

Location

Figure 9.8 Mean driving speed on the 7 locations for drive 1 of the second control condition and

drive 24 of the experimental condition Note that participants of both groups encountered the same

road environment, but on location 6, the experimental condition had encountered a priority inter-

section on the 23 prior drives The bars indicate standard error.
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drives (having priority). Since there was a general increase in driving speed over

the drives in the experimental condition, it is not expected that the driving speeds

between these two conditions are comparable per se. However, if the shape of the

curve of driving speed on the 7 locations is similar for the two conditions with the

exception of location 6, this may indicate that this difference is caused by the lack

of perception of the changed situation (even though the intersections are the same,

the participants do not respond the same). AIso, a comparison of driving speeds on

location I and 6 is made since here the traffic sign on location 1 indicates the same

situation as was shown in the 23 prior drives on location 6. The data in Figure 9.8

show the driving speeds for the 7 locations.

What we can see is that in the second control condition, driving speeds for location

6 are lower than they are for location 1. This can be explained by the difference in
priority situation (location t having priority and location 6 having to yield). This

difference can not be found for the experimental condition (drive 24) with driving
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Location 1 Location 6

Figure 9.9 Mean driving speed on location 1 and location 6 as a function of day of testing and drive

number within each day. Note that location 1 and 6 were the same, except for drive 4 on day 5. Here

lhe intersection changed from having priority to having to yield. The bars indicate standard error
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speeds on location 6 being comparable to the driving speeds on location 1. The

absence of a decrease in driving speed in the experimental condition is therefore
interpreted as a lack of response to the change in priority situation.

Second, the driving speed over the last 2 days for location 1 was compared with that
for location 6. If there is an increase in driving speed on location 1 that continues
to be present in drive 4 on day 5, and this increase is absent for location 6 in drive
4 on day 5, this indicates that there was at least some response to the changed traffic
situation (being the absence of an increase in driving speed). A Fisher LSD post-hoc

test showed that for location 1, there was no signifrcant difference in speed between

drives 3 and 4 on day 5 (p<0.32). This is also not the case for location 6 (p<0.45),

which is shown in Figure 9.9.

The absence of a difference in driving speed may again be interpreted as the absence

of a response to the changed priority situation. Just after crossing the intersection,

the experiment stopped and participants were asked if they noticed anything specific

in this last drive. Ten out of the 72 participants claimed that they did not see anything

remarkable. One participant said that she noticed something had changed when
approaching the intersection (even though she could not specifcally indicate what
had changed). Another participant spontaneously reported a change when crossing

the intersection at a high speed {therefore not showing an adequate response). He

claimed that it was mean that we changed something since this was not previously

indicated {apparently he had not seen the sign and just responded to crossing the

road markings).

9.3.3 Traffrc sign recognition test
In order to analyse whether participants actually had expectations in the different
conditions, a traffic sign recognition test was performed. At the end of the experi-

ment (at specific locations), participants had to select a traffc sign from a list of

20 traffrc signs (see Appendix 9.1) of which they thought it had been present there

during the previous drives (for the second control condition and the experimental

condition) or that they considered likely there (for the first control condition that

was exposed to the road for the first time). While participants slowly drove the road,

the experimenter indicated these locations {identified by poles without a traffrc sign)

and participants had to select the traflc sign they considered to be the correct one at

that specific location. The number of errors on the traffc sign recognition test was

compared between the three conditions (the experimental condition and the two

control conditions). The experimental condition had completed24 drives in the same

environment (with in the last drive a different traffrc sign at the last intersection),

while the frrst control condition had not been exposed to the road before and the

second control condition only once- The number of correct responses was compared
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using a Kruskal-Wallis test. There was a signifrcant difference between the three

conditions ly"lz,36) : 28.99, p < 0.01] The experimental condition scored better

(5% mistakes) than the second control condition l24Vo mistakes) and both condi-

tions scored better than the frrst control condition (50% mistakes). This means that

exposure or familiarity indeed increases the expectations that subjects have about

the content of traffic signs at certain locations (including the one at the last intersec-

tion). After 1 drive, participants scored better than guessing, but the expectations are

even higher after being exposed to the same road numerous times. When focusing

on traffic sign 10 (the sign that changed for the experimental condition in the last

drive on day 5), we see that condition, 11 out of 12 participants

said that the¿fisign was s s on the second control condition,

11 out of 12 participants n was shown. This suggests that

expectations were controlling participants' perception.

9.4 Discussion

The present results are clear: When people drive a road, they develop expecta-

tions regarding the traffic signs. The traffic sign recognition test resulted in better
performance for those who drove the road several times compared to people who
drove the road only once. However, when having to report the last traffrc sign that
was changed in the last drive, people report the traffrc sign that had been present

there on previous drives, and not the one that had actually been presented to them
in the last drive.

In addition the results show that the more often people drive a specifc road the less

time they spend glancing at traffic signs. This is in line with the results of Martens
and Fox {2007) who found that under real driving conditions, drivers glance duration
for objects along the road decreases if they drive a road numerous times. This effect
is strongest on the frrst day. Apparently familiarity with the road increases rapidly
on the frst day and only slightly more on successive days. Presumably, the driver
workload also decreases with increasing familiarity with the road, with drivers
spending less time attending information they already know. This leaves more time
for attending other items. Furthermore the expectations people developed during the
course of the experiment were reflected the increase in average speed on various
locations.

Finally our prediction that people that encounter one type of traffic situation several
times will respond less adequately to a changed situation than participants that
encounter this situation for the frrst time could not be rejected. Driving speeds for
the yield situation were lower (and therefore more adequate) for people who drove
the road for the frst time compared to people who had driven the road several



times. Only 2 out of the 12 participants showed any response to the change, but only
after crossing the priority road markings {shark teeth, see Figure 9.21 and not as a

response to the changed traffrc sign or in anticipation to the shark teeth. Glances

at the changed traffrc sign were as short as the glances at unchanged information
suggesting that even though road users glanced at the sign they did not process it
sufficiently to respond to it appropriately.

These results support the idea that with stronger expectations, less active informa-

tion processing takes place (glance duration decreases, even if things change). When

unexpected changes are introduced, the new information is not sufficiently processed

thereby resulting in less adequate or even absent responses. Although participants

did glance at the changed traffic sign (as they did with all other traffic signs that were
familiar) they did not respond to it accordingly. In this case, driver perception seems

to be the direct result of driver expectation with corresponding behaviour.

9.5 General discussion and practical implications
When reading the literature, one could assume that the greater the significance of the

information for the driver, the more or the longer the glances it will receive. Several

studies show that objects of central significance are fixated more than incidental

objects and that hazardous objects are fixated more than the equivalent object in a

non-hazardous situation (e.g. Hillstrom & Yantis, L994; Loftus et al., 1987; Chapman

& Underwood, 1998; Underwood, Chapman, Berger & Crundall, 2003). Underwood

11974) even states that with developing {driving) skill, it gets easier to divide attention

without any impairment in processing the information relevant for the primary
task (in this case driving). This is in correspondence with later findings (Underwood

et al. , 20031 that experienced drivers were better in recalling information about objects

that were incidental to the main sequence of events without worse performance on

task-relevant items. In case of our experiment, this would mean that participants

would have more resources and time available for detecting new objects (such as the

shartk teeth that were introduced) if participants have shorter glances at the familiar

signs. Groff and Chaparro (2003) hpothesise that changes to task relevant items

are detected faster than changes to non-relevant items and that the ability to detect

changes should increase with the viewers task experience, but only to the extent

that the type of change is meaningful to both the object and the task. They found

that responses to driving task relevant items (a.o. trafflc signs) were faster than to

changes not relevant for the driving task. Furthermorer more driving experience led

to a better detection of changes to traflc signs. Groff and Chaparro (2003) state that

individuals use a schema along with their own experience to guide the allocation of

attention to both the objects and features they consider most relevant to the task.

They specifically state that individuals learn through repeated encounters which
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information is most important and allocate their attention accordingly. Based on

prior experience with a given task, an individual may employ specifrc search strate-

gies in the absence of bottum-up saliency features to guide attention. However, again

this does not explain the drawback of the system, referring to the current results of

not adequately responding (or maybe not even noticing) changes.

Crundall, Chapman, Phelps and Underwood (2003) measured eye scanning patterns

while watching driving videos with more and less experienced drivers. They found

S that with more experience, the fxation durations to items were shorter. This resulted

i in an increase in the sample rate, Ieaving more time to also frxate other locations.

i This increase in sample rate is assumed to illustrate a decrease in workload. Recarte

ä ^nd 
Nunes (2000) found that increasing workload resulted in less variability in the

i horizontal and vertical gaze positions, so in a reduced glance activity. Again, the

Ï literature mentioned here indicates that our participants would have had more time

! to detect the shark teeth-
i,
*
.: The decrease in glance duration may be part of the probiem. De Graef, Christiaens

i and d'Ydewalle (1990) and Henderson, Weeks and Hollingworth (1999) claim that

å the observer's eyes remain on each region until processing is completed. Glance

ü ¿uration under those conditions wiil depend both upon the complexity of stimulus

$ features and upon the observer's task. However, in case of strong expectations, it

{ may be that there is a top-down control over glance duration instead of bottom-up
j 

"ontrol. 
In that case it may be that glance duration reflects the processing time that

{ the observers expects to need. Rensink, O'Regan and Clark (1997) claim that the

i 
"llocation 

of visual attention is driven by a task-related schema, leading to the

Ï 
"onclusion 

that more experience with a task should result in a more detailed schema

i' 
and a more efficient allocation of attention. For our task this means that more

ã experience with the road resulted in more effrcient allocation of attention,

i illustrated by drivers taking shorter glances at objects they are already familiar with.

; However, Rensink et al. also state this would result in improved change-detection

å ability for objects more relevant to the task. In our experiment, the change in priority

$ situation was not detected by the participants. Apparently the top-down control was

far stronger than the bottom-up features from the presented information. Informa-

tion that is highly relevant for the driving task is most likely not being perceived or

at least not responded to if it does not frt the expectations.

There are some differences between the type of experiments cited and the current

experiment. For example, in the Underwood et al. study, all hazardous situations

had abrupt onsets as opposed to the current experiment with a gradual onset (the

recognition of some object initially in the distance and as the participant gets nearer



it can be recognised as something that presents a danger). Also, in the Underwood

et al. study, participants were told that they would need to answer questions, creating

a specifc mind-set probably with a more active visual information intake. This is

defrnitely also the case for the Groff and Chaparro study, where subjects were even

informed about upcoming changes, leading to active visual information processing.

If people look but fail to suffciently process changes in the traffrc situation in case

they are not warned for possible changes, this has serious consequences if adequate

adaptation of behaviour to the changed situation remains to be absent.

Van Elslande and Faucher-Alberton 17997) refer to accident data that show that road

users who are familiar with a site tend to perform their normal sequence of actions

despite new or contradictory information. This cleariy points to the strong top-down

control, with little room for bottom-up features. The look-but-fail-to-see accidents

{e.g. see Staughton & Storie, 7977; Herslund, 1993, 2O0I; Jørgensen & Jørgensen,

1994) are also assumed to be related to expectations. In look-but-fail-to-see accidents,

drivers claim that they did not see the other vehicle until they were so close that

a collision was unavoidable. In many cases, the driver looked in the appropriate

direction (top-down control) but failed to give priority to the other vehicle, most

likely since they did not expect any vehicle to be present {e.g. Rumar, 1990; Brown,

2005). Apparently, the presence of another road user did not have strong enough

bottom-up features to actually result in a response. Brown (2005) even claims that

these accidents are particularly likely when driving on very familiar roads, with
drivers using stereotyped search patterns. Herslund and Jørgensen (2003) confrrm

that experienced drivers develop fixed routines for searching information.

The results of the current study have major implications for the real trafflc

environment where changes to local traffic situations can have a large safety impact

if drivers do not notice this. In that sense, the effects in real life are expected to be at

least as large for two reasons. One, the experimental set-up (where they know they

are being watched) normally has participants pay attention to good performance,

whereas this may not always be the case in real driving. Second, a simulated envi-

ronment in an experimental set-up may be more likely to change than a real environ-

ment that never changed in the last 2 years that someone has driven that route.

The question that remains is what type of information would bring the driver to a state

of active information processing, increasing the changes of appropriate responses?

Woutd adding instead of just changing a road sign help? The next step in research

would be to find out what type of information would be able to break though this

passive information processing state. With timely warnings that something actually

changed in the driving environment, an adequate action is likely to result.
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Appendix 9.1

The trafúc sign recognition test, using general Dutch signs (second sign in the

úrst row indicates 'Yield', third sign in the third row means 'End forbidden to

overtake').



Appendix 9.2

Ttaffrc signs as used in the analyses of the experiment.

TYaffic sign 1: Priority crossing

Tlaffrc sign 2: Loose gravel

Tlafúc sign 3: No overtaking

Tlaffic sign 4: Curve to the left

Ttaffic sign 5: Curve to the right

Ttaffic sign 6: Curve to the right

Tlaffic sign 7: Maximum speed limit

Tlaffic sign 8: Children

TYaffrc sign 9: End speed limit

Tlaffrc sign 10: Priority Crossing

Appendix 9.3

The selected road locations for analysing speed

1) 200 meters before the frrst intersection

2) 200 meters after the first intersection

3| 200 meters on a control location

4) 200 meters before the start of the urba¡ area

5) 200 meters after the start of the urban area

6) 200 meters before the last intersection

7) 200 meters after the last intersection
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Does road familiarity change glances?
A comparison between watching

a video and real drivinga
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10.1 Introduction
When a road user drives along a road, different aspects of the environment demand

and compete for attention. How does this process of aìlocating attention to different
objects work and how do drivers select information? It is expected that attentional

factors such as motivation, expectation, vigilance, mental effort and divided attention
play a crucial role in visual selection performance. Hughes and Cole (1988) state

that the driver's information needs should have a signifrcant effect on visual search

strategy. When people are uncertain about their surrounding environment, for
instance if they are driving in a new road environment, they will be more actively
searching for information. Theeuwes (1989) states that top-down visual search only
takes place when a driver is uncertain about the situation, and is actively searching

for information in order to reduce this uncertainty. This implies that in a road

environment that is highly predictable to the driver (for instance because he or she

has driven the road numerous times), the driver may not actively search for relevant

objects and may pay less attention to the driving task.

Martens and Fox (in press) addressed this issue in a simulated driving task. They
showed that drivers spent less time glancing at traffc signs the more often they
drove a particular road stretch. In addition, even though these drivers glanced at

the traffrc signs less often they knew what was displayed on these traffic signs,

suggesting that driving the same road several times leads to stronger explicit
expectations. One could argue that it is only Ìogical that items that have been

encountered before are glanced at for shorter periods of time. Studies have shown
that viewers tend to cluster their flxations within informative regions of a scene

(Antes, 1974; Buswell, 1935; Mackworth & Morandi, 1967; Yarbus, 1967). If one

already knows what certain objects respresent (because it was fixated before), it may
be semantically less interesting. However, other studies found that viewers were
no more likely to fixate the more informative target object than the less informa-
tive object early during scene viewing (Henderson, Weeks & Hollingworth, 1999;

De Graef, Christiaens & d'Ydewalle, 1990), and Friedman (L979) found no effect of
informativeness on the number of discrete looks to an object from a position beyond
that object. This defrnition of informativeness' remains to be the problem in many
studies, showing the relationship between informative scene regions and fixations
(Mackworth & Morandi, 1967; Antes, 1974; Buswell, 1935; Yarbus, 7967).In reading,
it has been found that unfamiliar words require longer fixations than common words
(Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989). The idea here is that unfamiliar words {as may be the
case for unfamiliar objects) require more processing and therefore the measure of
fxation duration may be considered to reflect object identifrcation time (Henderson,

PoÌlatsek & Rayner, 1987; Underwood & Everatt, 19921. However, the direct transfer
from this knowledge of reading or watching pictures to looking while driving a car
or watching a video of the driving scene remains to be diffrcult.



Given the flndings of Martens and Fox (in press), one can argue that people only

need to passively update their existing mental model if they are familiar with the

environment, which appears to require less attention than actively encoding the

environment. These results are in correspondence with findings of Martens (2004t.

She found that in arf\hcial experimental settings, participants spend more time

glancing at objects they consider to be relevant (targets among distractors). In this

senser a traffrc sign can be considered to be less relevant if the information on the

sign is already known.

However, a problem with the notion of passively updating the mental model is that

it may very weiì be that drivers do not notice changes to road environments if they

are not actively scanning their surroundings. First studies in simulated task environ-

ments have shown that quite alarge part of the participants do not notice informa-

tion that is not in accordance with their expectations or when they do notice, their

responses are delayed (Martens, 2004, Martens & Fox, in press). This negative side of

getting familiar with a certain task environment might be the result of not spending

enough time glancing at the objects in the task environment. But this decrease in

glance duration to objects in the task environment once people get familiar with the

environment has only been shown in computer simulated environments. It would be

important to determine whether passively scanning the objects in the surrounding

once people get familiar with the environment can also be found in the real world.

Many studies have shown that attention and eye movements are guided by a common

selection process (Bichot, 2001). We attend to objects of interest while ignoring

irrelevant ones. Mori and Abdel-Halim {1981) found that under free driving condi-

tions (without a specific search instruction) or:lry ll.2Vo of the traffic signs were

frxated for a duration that was equally long compared to the condition in which

participants were instructed to read all the signs. Zwahlen (1981, 1987, 1988)

reported that driver's eye scanning behaviour is not much different for warning

signs, advisory speed signs, curve signs, stop ahead, or stop signs although these

signs have different guidance or warning purposes. For stop signs, Zwahlen (1988)

found that test drivers fixated the signs on average between 1.45 and 2.77 times,

with an average duration of between 650 and 820 ms. curve warning signs were

úxated on average between 1.6 and 3.5 times, with an average frxation duration

of 510to620ms lZwahlen,1987).Luoma(1988) studiedtheinterdependencebetween

fixations of the eyes and conscious perceptions during driving. This study addressed

the controversy whether looking at an object actually entails "perceiving" (remem-

bering) that object. He found that trafflc signs that appeared in isolation were almost

always perceived foveally and signs that were fixated were also always perceived.

Road advertisements were perceived rather seldom, although one could argue that

they may have been perceived and forgotten immediately since they were not traffic



q

related. The glance duration for the traffrc signs was between 4I0 and 644 ms on

average. Luoma states that a relatively short glance may be an indication of adequate

characteristics of trafúc signs related to information ergonomics. On the other hand

too short a glance did not lead to perception (127 ms for a pedestrian crossing sign

and 283 ms for a pedestrian crossing ahead sign). This last result is again a reason

to believe that too short glances at specifrc objects because drivers are familiar with
the road does not lead to perception and therefore changing information on a sign to

indicate a changed situation may lead to dramatic results if this change in informa-
tion is not perceived.

The objective of the present study is to show that this observed decrease in glance

duration over subsequent drives, wich may result in worse performance when things
in the environment change, is also found under real driving conditions. In line with
the previous findings it is expected that the more often a driver encounters a specific
road, the less time he/she will spend glancing at specific objects, such as traffic
signs. Glance durations could be different in a real driving task since the simulated
and lab tasks that Martens (Martens, 2004; Martens & Fox, in press) used were less

varied than real driving conditions, not having all elements that occur in a real traffic
environment. First, typically in real driving there are many more visual elements
along a road {houses, trees, pedestrians, cyclists, other cars) than there were in
the simulated tasks. Second in real driving there is more variation from one trial
to the next (difference in opposing traffic, different weather conditions, different
pedestrians etc.). Third, typically the drivers' freld of view is wider in real life than in
a lab environment with a computer monitor. It might therefore be the case that the
decrease in glance duration found in the simulated environment is primarily due to
the absence of any change from run to run, and not per se applicable to real driving
scenarios. Fourth, the luminance values of simuiated trafflc signs on a computer
screen do not correspond to the luminance values of signs in the real world, and the
resolution of the image projector in simulations is somewhat limited. This results in
recognition distances in a simulated environment that are smaller than in practice
(Godthelp, 1980; Alferdinck & Hoedemaeker, 2004). This limited resolution may also

result in differences in behaviour between real driving and simulated driving, as

were found in a study with participants approaching a still-standing vehicle at high
speeds and braking at the last moment possible. only at high speeds, participants
used a higher safety margin in the simulator compared to real driving {Kaptein,
van der Horst & Hoekstra, 1996). In the range of more high-end simulators, these
differences will be less.

In addition to the goal of replicating previous findings concerning totaÌ glance
duration in a real driving task, the study assesses whether there are differences
in glance durations for specifrc objects between driving a particular road stretch



and watching this very same road stretch on video. The main difference between
driving and watching a particular road stretch is that actual driving is more risky
(things may happen that are not under control of the experimenter and situations
may be different between various participants). By comparing the glance durations
found in real driving with glance durations when watching a video (and pretending
to be driving), it can be determined whether using videos as stimulus material for
assessing glance durations and decreases in glance durations to specific objects would
be feasible for future studies. In the current experiment, it was deliberately chosen

to actively involve the viewers of the video by having them pretend to be driving. If
participants watch a video of the same road several times for several days, it may be

that boredom leads to daydreaming (probably to a less active eye scanning patterns
than people would have in real driving) or to attention being drawn to other objects

not relevant to the driving task. Although this is an interesting research question

in itself, the main goal of this experiment was to frnd evidence that assessing total
glance duration and frequencies when participants get fami\iar with a certain tlpe
of road environment can be done with showing videos as well as in real driving
conditions. Since there was some doubt whether this would succeed in the condition
of passively watching a video (due to the familiarity aspect), it was decided to have

participants simulate they were driving. If this turns out to be a valuable tool for
assessing glance durations to specific objects, this will suggest that time-consuming
feld experiments (you have to drive to a specifc area) are not really necessary

anymore. In addition, it allows experimental control over adverse effects of weather
conditions (bright sunshine is not to be preferred in eye movement studies) and

variance between different conditions to which participants are exposed (it is hard

to make sure that all participants receive the same situations). An advantage of
showing a video while participants simulate to be driving compared to just showing

a video is that responses to certain situations can also be measured, such as letting
go of the gas pedal (or braking) before entering a curve or a braking response to an

unexpected event (braking lead vehicle, child crossing the street etc.). It also offers

the possibility to change things in the same road environment from one drive {video
scene) to the other (something which is almost impossible in real life) but still show

a very realistic image (compared to some simulations in which speciÍc colours may

be far more conspicuous than they would be in real life). This offers some more

flexibility in the types of issues to be investigated compared to passively watching a

video. The driving behaviour itself is however not part of this study.

There are a few studies that compared driving in real traffrc with watching the very
same road on video passively. However, these studies were not focusing on glance

duration, but rather on performance or obstacle conspicuity. Hughes and Cole (1986)

instructed drivers to verbally report all the objects that attracted their attention. Half
of the participants watched a 16mm colour movie made from the route and half of



the participants actually drove a vehicle in this environment. The verbally reported

data indicated that in comparison to real driving a movie provided a reasonably

adequate simulation. The problem with the study is that verbal reports may omit
information that participants use to perform a task {Ericsson & Simon, 1980). There

is even some evidence that in verbal reports, participants do not report all items they

actually perceive, since the percentages for reported traffr,c-related items are quite

low in several studies (a.o. Hughes & Cole, 1986; Renge, 1980). It might very well be

that participants see more than they can verbaìise, since verbalising takes more time
than perceiving per se {Martens, 2000). MacDonald and Hoffman (1984) found that
retrospective verbal reporting of road sign information in a laboratory experiment
using movie satisfactorily replicated results obtained in a freld trial. These studies

suggest that the absence of the driving task did not have a substantial effect on

reporting behaviour. Again, in these studies, glance durations to specifrc objects were
not measured, so it remains unclear whether this comparison of results also holds

for glance durations. Hughes and Cole (1988) investigated eye movement behaviour
involving participants watching a video without any other task and with a com-

pensatory tracking task. The tracking task was located near the focus of expansion

and was intended to be a simulation of the kind of demand imposed by longitu-
dinal vehicle control. In the free conditions participants were just asked to watch
the frlm, in the memory condition participants were told that they would need to
answer questions about the fllm afterwards. In the attention conspicuity condition,
participants had to report all objects that attracted their attention and in the search

conspicuity condition, participants had to report all road traffrc control devices and

experimental disc targets along the route. Watching the video resulted in a broader
distribution of horizontal frxation locations compared to the conditions in which
participants were also performing a tracking task. The left region (Australian study,

so road signs were located on the left side) was progressiveiy more fixated as the

specifrcity of the instruction changed from free observation to search. Under com-

pletely non-directed observations {free) the left region lost its apparent importance
so that sky, road and central regions assumed just as much importance in attracting
frxation. Hughes and Cole state that a driver does not passively acquire informa-
tion but instead makes some attempt to purposefully interrogate the visual environ-
ment based on his information requirements and previous knowledge about the
location of specific objects in the road scene. Cohen (1981) found that eye movement
behaviour differed between drivers viewing the road and observers looking at a
photograph of the same scene. However, this study was done under static conditions
and may therefore not be applicable to the current research question. Lee and Triggs

(1976) found that the detection ofperipheral lights from a vehicle was not affected

by whether the observer was a driver or a passenger, assuming that the act of driving



makes insuffrcient demand to affect visual behaviour. However, in Lee and Triggs'

study, participants were under all conditions confronted with the 'real life' traffic
scene, something which is not the case for a video experiment.

The current experiment was conducted to determine whether the decrease in glance

duration, as found in simulated environments, often leading to inadequate responses

to changes in the environment, is also found in real driving. Second, the experiment
is conducted to determine whether having participants watch a video while simu-
lating driving is a valuable tool for analysing glance duration and glance frequency
to specifrc objects.

10.2 Method
lO.2.l Participants
A total of 28 paíd participants took part in the experiment. Participants were
randomly assigned to one of two experimental conditions; the field condition (real

driving) or the video condition. The ages ranged Írorn 21 to 46, with both male and

female participants included. All participants considered themselves to be experi-

enced car drivers {having their driver's license over 3 years and driving regularly).
All 28 participants reported to have adequate visual acuity. None of the participants
wore glasses or hard lenses, because of possible interference with the eye movement
measurements.

1O.2.2 Apparatus
A pupil/cornea reflection eye tracking system (ISCAN) was used to measure the eye

movements of the participants. This was done by illuminating the left eye with an

infrared source. A camera obtained a clear image of the eye by using an infrared pass

filter to identify the dark image area of the pupil. Another camera mounted slightly
below the left eye recorded the participant's freld of view. If the system is adequately
calibrated, the system has an accuracy of 1 degree of visual angle. The eye tracking
system had to be calibrated to the participant's eye by means of frve different cali-

bration points. For every individual participant, the calibration procedure was

performed before the start of the drives every day. The eye's pupil and corneal

reflection positions were calculated with a sample frequency of I2O Hz. The camera

that recorded the participant's fleld of view was connected with a Panasonic VCR.

The camera image with the glances included was recorded on VHS tapes for later

analysis. The cameras and the infrared source were built into a specially designed

cap {see Figure 10.1). During the experiment, participants could move their heads

like they would normally do while driving.
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Figure 1O.1 The ISCAN eye movement equipment that was used during the experiment with the

apparatus being attached to a baseball cap.

In the video condition a video taped from the driver's point of view was played back

on a Panasonic VCR and projected on a video screen by means of a HITATCHI XGA
beamer. The projection screen had a width of 3 meters and a height of 2.5 meters.

Participants were seated approximately 2.5 meters from the projection screen. A
Logitech force feedback steering wheel and pedals (braking pedal and gas pedaÌ,

automatic gear) were used as input devices for the video condition. Participants

were asked to pretend they were the driver of that car and to copy the steering, gas

and braking behaviour of the 'virtual' driver. The virtual speed of the participant,

measured by the force on the gas pedal, was shown on a separate display on the table

in front of them. The simulated sound from the engine (linked to the virtual revolu-

tion-counter) was generated on a Pentium II computer and was played back using

computer speakers attached to a Creative SoundBlaster soundcard.

The car used for taping the video condition was a Chrysler Voyager. For the freld

experiment (real driving condition), participants drove a Dodge Ram Van with an

automatic gear. Just like every drive for participants in the f,eld condition would



vary, the videos were also recorded over different drives, which led to differences

between every video, but not to differences between participants (whereas there

was a difference from participant to participant in what they encountered in the real

driving condition). In the field experiment, the driving speed between participants

could vary (since they regulated their own speed) whereas this was not the case for
the video condition.

10.2.3 Task

The route (in both the freld condition and the video condition) took the partici-

pants along a two lane road that was partly a rural road and partly an urban area.

The total length of the route was l-B kilometers. Participants in the úeld condition

were required to drive from the starting point to an end point, make a U-turn and

drive back to the starting point. This was done four times in a row on one day

with an instructor in the car providing directional information. Participants were

instructed to drive as they would in normal life and drove with an automatic gear.

The video condition showed the same route from a driver's point of view, with the

route projected on a video screen. The videos only showed the route itself, so the

U-turns were not included in the video. To make sure there was enough variety

in the video condition from one day to the other (as there would be for the freld

condition), video recordings of the route were made on three different days. To make

the task more realistic, participants were instructed to copy the behaviour (steering,

braking, and gas) of the 'virtual' driver from the video as good as possible. They were

told that their actions would be recorded and that their driving behaviour would be

compared with that of the virtual driver as a performance indicator. This was done

to keep the participants' attention committed to the driving task.

1O.2.4 Conditions
The experiment consisted of two conditions; the field condition in which participants

drove the 18 km route in a car and the video condition in which participants watched

the same route from the viewpoint of a driver.

1O.2.5 Procedure
In both conditions participants began with reading instructions before the actual

experiment began. Participants were also verbally instructed to drive as if this was

their daily trip home from work and to obey the traffic rules as they normally would.

After reading the instruction, the baseball cap with the eye movement equipment

was put on their head, participants were seated behind the steering wheel and the eye

movement apparatus was calibrated by means of 5 different calibration points. The

participants were told not to touch the cap containing the eye movement apparatus

after the calibration process.
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In the video condition participants sat behind the steering wheel and had a clear

view on the video screen. When the video started participants were asked to 'begin
driving' and 'keep driving' until the video stopped. Just like in the field condition,
the participants 'drove' the route four times on one day without a break. Before

every drive, a number on the video screen wouÌd indicate the drive number for
participants to understand they would now start a new drive. The experimenter left
the participant alone in the video room and went to an adjacent room with a window
allowing a view on the participant. The only information provided by the driving
instructor was the direction-

In order to build up expectations, participants either watched the video or drove

the route four times in a row on three successive days. The video sequence was
presented to all participants in the same order. It was decided to use three days

since Martens and Fox (2003) found that the decrease in glance durations over days

stopped more or less after three days.

LO.2.6 Statistical analysis
The dependent variables used in this experiment were the total glance durations of
specifc predefrned targets and the total number of glances {glance frequency) to the
predefined targets. These two measures have been used before (a.o. Zwahlen, Russ

& Schnell, 2OO2¡ ZwahIen, 1995) for assessing the information acquisition processing

of road signs during normal driving.

A power analysis was performed for both dependent measures. In case that statistics
did not show any effect, the power analysis was consulted in order to check if the
data had suffrcient power to reveal potential effects. If this was not the case, this
will be stated when describing the absence of any effect. The probability of a T\'pe
I error was maintained at 0.05 for all subsequent analyses. In order to compare the
total glance durations and glance frequencies, analyses of variance were performed
with the independent variables Condition (with 2 levels, field or video), Day (with
3 levels), Drive (with 4levels) and object (19 different objects). Altogether 19 objects
were selected out of a total of 42 signs the participants encountered along the route.
The objects were selected to come to a combination of varied objects (road signs,
markings on the road, informative signs, signs with symbols and signs with text,
etc). some objects were presented more than once. This allowed us to look at the
differences between these signs. The 19 different objects are described in Appendix
10.1. If there is a number between brackets, this means that this object was not
stand-alone but was combined with other objects in lateral position (e.g. lz) means
that this object was combined with one other sign).



We use the term total glance duration for the summation of the total time participants

glanced at the object. A cross superimposed on the road scene indicated the actual

glance direction. A1l drives with the glance direction superimposed were taped on

video. The analysis of these data was done by slow-playing the video with a reduction

factor of 5 (5 times slower than normal playing speed). Every time the cross (glance

direction) was within a range of 0.5 cm around atraÍftc sign within the area between

ZS0 and. O meter in front of the traffic sign (at this distance the traffic siSns were

clearly visible) this was recorded to be glanced at. If a participant glanced outside

this spatial window the next glance inside this spatial window was considered to be

a new glance. Although the acquisition of glances was done manually, the criterion

of 0.5 cm was marked on the screen and did therefore not leave room for any subjec-

tive interpretation. The relevant objects never obscured one another (which could

have led to confusion which sign was glanced at). Since it was a dynamic scene' par-

ticipants followed the object with their eyes as it 'moved' relative to the participant,

which also facilitated the decision what object was being glanced at'

1O.3 Results

10.3.1 comparison glance durations and frequencies between video and

real driving
In order to determine whether there was a difference in total glance duration to

the pre-specified objects between the two conditions, glance durations between real

driving and watching the video were compared. There was no significant main effect

of Condition on glance durations.

For glance frequency, there was a difference between the two conditions [F(1,26)

: 6.43, p<0.02] with some more glances at the objects in the video condition

(average of g.gL glances over all objects in the video condition and 1.04 glances in

real driving).

10.3.2 Familiarity with the road environment

For total glance duration, there was a main effect for Day lFl2,52) : 47.23; p < 0.0001],

with a decrease in glance duration over days. This was also the case for glance

frequency lElz,52) : 11.80; p<0.00011. Also a main effect was present of Drive on

total glance duration [F(3,7S) :6.76i p<0.0004] with decreasing glance duration

with an increasing number of drives. The effect of Drive on Slance frequency lF12,5Zl

: 3.33; p < 0.02] showed the same t¡-pe of pattern. In general it can be claimed that

the more often people encounter the same road environment, the less time they

spend glancing at objects, by decreasing the number of glances and by decreasing

the glance duration per glance. For total glance duration, there was an interaction

between Day and Drive [F(6,156) : 2.3I; p<0.037).
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Figure 10.2 The 2-way interaction between

The error ba¡s indicate the standard error.

3

and Day on total glance duration (s).

The decrease in glance duration was mainly present for the 'priority road' sign, the
'warning horse back riders' sign, the 'curve to the right' sign¡ one of the ,speed limit
50' signs, the 'sta¡t urban area soest' sign and the speed camera. The decrease was
absent in case of the 'warning pedestrians' signs, two of the other ,speed limit S0,

signs and the 'end speed limit 50' sign.

In case of the normal driving task unde¡ real driving conditions, traffic signs were not
selected by road users in about ZOVo of the cases during the first drive. After driving
the same road several times, traffic signs were not selected in about 25 ta 35Vo of aII
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Figure 1O.5 The 2-way interaction between Condition and Object on glance frequency. The error

bars indicate the standard error.

For total glance duration, there was an interaction between Object and Day [F(36,936)
:1.61;p<0.014],withthedecreaseoverdaysbeinglargerforsomeobjectscompared

to the other. This effect is shown in Figure 10.3.

A post-hoc comparison (Fisher LSD) showed that even though glance duration

decreases over days, the objects that received the longest glances on day 1 are also

the objects that received the longest glances on day 2 and day 3. This is also the case

for objects having the shortest glances. However, the group of objects that received

the longest glances increased with the days, since the total glance duration over days

decreased (the high peaks for some objects decreased). This was also the case for the

shortest glance durations; all objects that received the shortest glances on day 1 also

received the shortest glances on day 2 and 3.
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There is a 2-way interaction between Object and Condition for the total glance

duration [F(18,468) : 8.23; p<0.001], with the total glance duration differing per
condition. This interaction is shown in Figure 10.4 for the total glance duration.

A Fisher LSD showed a difference for two 'speed limit 50' signs (object 8 and 9,

p < 0.01 and p < 0.02 respectively, with longer glances for video), two 'painted speed

limit 50' signs (object 13 and 14, p<0.02 and p<0.0003 respectively, with shorter
glances for video), 'warning speed camera' (object 17, p.0.002, shorter glances

for video), ' start urban area Soest' (object 18, p<0.006, longer glances for video),

and 'warning pedestrians' iobject 4, p<0.OO2,longer glances for video). The 2-way
interaction between Object and Condition was also present for glance frequency

[F(18,468) : 9.68; p<0.0001] and is shown in Figure 10.5.

There was a 3-way interaction between Da¡ Drive and Object, both for total glance

duration [F(108,2808) : 1.51; p<0.001] and for glance frequency [F(108,2808) :
1.31; p<0.02].Also, a4-way interactionbetweenCondition,Day,DriveandObject
was found for total glance duration [F(108, 2308) : 1.36, pc0.009] and for glance

frequency [F{108, 2808) : 1.29; p<0.03].

10.3.4 Comparison on the frrst drive
This study was mainly conducted to investigate whether the decrease in total
glance duration to road signs with increased exposure to the same environment in
a simulated environment was also present in real driving and in watching a video
while simulating driving. However, from a methodological viewpoint it would be

interesting to see if there are any differences between these two conditions in the
frrst drive on the first day. It may very well be that if familiarity would not have
played a role, looking into the data from just one drive (not being interested in a

possible change in glance durations after numerous exposures), results are different.
When analysìng the total glance duration data of the first drive that participants
made, there was no main effect for condition. There was a main effect of object

[F{18,468) : 9.57; p<0.0001] and an interaction between Condition and Object

[F(18,469) : 3.64; p< 0.0001]. This interaction is shown in Figure 10.6.

Selecting the objects that received the longest glances in the video condition did not
lead to the same results compared to selecting the objects that received the longest
glances in the real driving condition. Although there was overlap (some objects
scored longest glances in the video condition and in the real driving condition),
this was not the exact same selection of objects. There were quite large individual
differences.
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found before in simulated task environments, this phenomenon was present for the
real driving condition as well as for the video condition. However for day 3, the total
glance durations for the video condition are a little longer than for the real driving
condition {see Figure 10.2). This may be explained by the fact that in the video
condition, there are limits to the resolution of the projection. Due to the limitations
in resoÌution of the projection, a 'floor' effect could have caused this small effect.
It could have been the case that the lowest possible identifrcation times for the video
condition may be higher than the lowest possible identifrcation times for the real
driving condition. Therefore, it may be harder to get an equal reduction in glance

duration after a certain point (floor) due to the difficulty to identify the objects at
an early stage. However, there might be other explanations; participants in the real
driving condition may encode the glanced objects more deeply and thus may become
familiar with them more quickly. Alternatively, participants in the real driving
condition may have diverted their attention quickly from the objects of interest in
order to deal with other more pressing demands in the real-world driving task. No
interaction was found for glance frequency, indicating the pattern for day was the
same for both conditions. However, this conclusion does not necessarily hold since
the power of this effect was low The decrease of total glance duration over days and
drives was more the result of people glancing at an object shorter per glance and
less glances than the mere result of people having a lower number of glances at the
different objects over days and drives. Irrespective of the explanation, the results
indicate that the decrease in glance durations for objects after numerous exposures
to the same road is present in both the freld condition and the video condition.
However, caution is required when using the exact values of the decrease in glance
durations after numerous days. Also, the number of glances at objects is generally a

little higher for the video condition, probably explained by the fact that under real
driving conditions participants have more objects to glance at {wider viewing angle)
and the driving task may be more pressing than with simulated driving.

There is also a clear difference in total glance duration between the individual objects,
with some objects receiving longer glances than others, with quite some individual
differences. Most of the objects that received the longest total glance duration also
received the largest number of glances and this also held for the shortest glance
durations and the least number of glances. However, an interesting element is that
in general the decrease of total glance duration over days was present for all objects,
and that objects that received longest glances (compared to other objects) at day
1 still received longest glances (compared to other objects) on day 2 and even on day
3. This may lead to the conclusion that objects that do attract longer glances (relative
to other objects and irrespective of the number of glances) remain to do so even after



people have seen or have driven this road numerous times (even though the absolute

total glance duration decreased). However, an object that receives long glance

durations on one location does not necessarily do so on another location. Based on

these results, it seems impossible to claim that certain signs always receive short

ior rather long) glances. Also, the claim that glance durations to objects presented in
combination with other objects suffer in comparison to objects presented alone does

not hold. Differences in glance durations between similar objects cannot simply be

explained. The results for glance frequency were not directly related to total glance

duration, not leading to the same stable decrease with exposure.

When comparing the glance data of the objects for the first drive of the frrst day,

there was no systematic difference between the video and the real driving condition.

However, the interaction between condition and object shows that total glance

durations and glance frequency to the individual objects differ between the two
conditions. Using the total glance duration or glance frequency data to select the

objects in the video condition that received the longest glance durations does not

lead to the exact same results as are found in the real driving condition, although

there is overlap in identifred objects in those categories.

Over all objects, no difference could be identifred in the interaction between day

and drive between the two conditions, neither for the total glance durations nor for
glance frequency. However, the interpretation of this result should be dealt with care,

since power of this specific effect was low. Over all drives, there was no difference

in the interaction between day and object between the two conditions (again neither

for total glance duration nor for glance frequency) and over all days, there was no

difference in the interaction between drive and object for either parameters.

The present study confirms in part of our previous simulator study (Martens & Fox,

in press) showing that drivers spend less time glancing at specific objects the more

they drive a specifr.c road stretch, but this time the results were found in a real driving

situation. Also in the video condition this decrease was found. The results are also in

line with earlier studies showing a decrease in total glance durations after numerous

exposures to the same task environment in non-driving situations (Martens, 2004).

This suggests that the decrease in glance durations as found before in the simulated

environment, leading to drivers only passively updating their mental model and

leading to a higher chance of missing changed information is also present in real

driving. This illustrates a possibly serious safety risk.



10.5 General discussion and practical implications
In general it can be stated that the use of video (with instructions to participants that
they have to simulate they are driving) for analysing total glance duration and glance

frequencies for road signs can indeed be feasible for a limited selection of purposes,

but that great care is needed. One of the main outcomes of the current study is that
the decrease of total glance duration with increased exposure that has been found in
simulated environments was also found in real driving. A second important outcome

is that this decrease has also been found in the video condition. This means that
over all objects, the two methods lead to comparable results when investigating total
glance duration to objects. For glance frequency, people have slightly more glances

at an object when watching a video compared to real driving and the decrease with
increased exposure is not as gradual as it is with total glance duration.

However, when making a distinction between different objects, e.g. when looking
into the objects that received the longest or shortest glance durations, there are

indeed some differences between the two conditions. This means that the video
confrguration is not useful for identifying objects that would receive longest and
shortest glance durations under real driving conditions. Although there are objects
that receive the longest glances in the video condition that also receive the longest
glances in the real driving condition, there is no exclusive overlap. So despite the fact
that some studies have found similar results when comparing verbal reports during
driving with watching a video {MacDonald & Hoffman, 1984; Hughes & Cole, 1986),

this does not simply correspond to total glance durations to objects along the road.

This study did not look into the difference in glance duration and glance frequency
between watching a video and watching a video while participants pretend to be

driving. The results from the current experiment show that the latter method should
only be used for expioratory or pilot research, looking into glance durations to road
objects. The video tool is suitable for looking into the effect of multiple exposures
or familiarity with the road environment on total eye glance duration without being
interested in exact glance durations to objects as they would be in real life.

Ç



Appendix 10.1

List of 19 objects.

1) Priorþroad

2l Pedestrians

3) Pedestrians (3)

4l Pedestrians (2)

5) Danger horseback riders (on supplemental sign)

6) Cu¡ve to the right (2)

7l Speed limit (3|

8l Speed limit

9) Speed timit (2)

10) Speed limit (2)

11) End speed limit

Lzl Speed limit (50) painted on road (3|

13) Speed limit (50) painted on road

l4l Speed limit {50) painted on road (2)

15) Speed limit (50) painted on road {2)

16) Information sign restaurant

L7l Warning sign speed camera

18) Start urban area 'SOEST' (2)

19) Speed camera
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11.1 Introduction
Trafflc accidents are caused by many different factors. One of these factors is driver
distraction. In many cases, driver distraction refers to distraction by something inside

the vehicle. Examples are a driver who looks at an in-vehicle display or changes the

radio station. When a driver takes his eyes off the road and looks inside the vehicle,

it seems plausible that he can not respond to what happens outside on the road. The

information on the road never enters the visual system, leading to a faiÌure to respond.

However, an interesting but dangerous phenomenon arises when drivers are looking

at the road but still fail to select or respond to information relevant for the driving
task. We refer to this phenomenon as'the failure to apprehend'; the information is

clearly visible and relevant for the task at hand, but there is no response.

Examples of this phenomenon are described in Danish studies, that specifrcally look

into trafflc accidents at priority intersections (Herslund, 1993, 2OOI; Summala et al.,

1996; Räsänen & Summala, 1998; Rumar, 1990). They describe accidents in which
drivers, after hitting a cyclist who had priority, claim that they did not see the cyclist

even though they specifically looked for other traffic. These types of accidents are

so called looked-but-failed-to-see accidents {Hills, 1980). Although not scientifically
provenr one of the explanations is that drivers only look for other cars. They do not

detect cyclists or motor cyclists since they do not expect other road users but cars

to be present.

In this respect, top-down visual search plays an important role. Top-down visual

selection takes place when people select objects from a scene that share some

features with the speciúc target object they are looking for (e.g. Treisman & Gelade,

1980; Wolfe et al., 1989; Findlay, 1997). Top-down selection is also shown in the fact

that when searching for an object in a scene, people first search at the likely locations
for these objects. Search for an object at a non-predictable location is much slower
than search for an object at a likely location (Meyers & Rhoades, 1978; Theeuwes,

1991c). Research on expert performance cÌearly shows the strength of top-down

selection. Because of their attentional set, experts primarily focus on domain-specifrc

stimuli whereas non-experts may also pay attention to other stimuli (Werner & Thies,

2000; De Groot, 1978; Chase & Simon, I973a, I973b; Reingold, Charness, Pomplun
& Stampe, 2001; Groff & Chaparro, 2003; Pearson & Schaefer,2005). These results
suggest that intentions, goals and expectations guide selection and thereby percep-

tion. However, this top-down selection, ruled by intentions, goals and expectations

may also introduce a fallacy. If road users are familiar with a road, they develop

expectations about the presence of objects and how to behave. The fallacy may occur
if these expectations are incorrect.



Martens and Fox (in press) already found that the visual glance duration to objects

along the road decreases if people drive the same road several times. In a low-cost

simulator, they had participants drive the same road several times over different
days, thereby increasing the familiarity with the road. OnÌy on the last day, a change

was made in the lay-out of the road, in which a priority situation was changed into
a give-way situation (with proper road markings and traffrc sign). If people drove

the same road numerous times they had more explicit expectations about what was

represented on traffic signs than people who had driven the road only once. Besides

decreasing glance duration, the effect of familiarity with the road was also reflected

by an increase in average speed. Only 2 out of the L2 parLicipants somehow noticed

anything of the change. Of these 2, one participant only verbaÌÌy responded to the

change when actually crossing the intersection (so not in due time) and the other

hardly responded and claimed to have noticed some change but did not remember

what it was. Glance duration to the traffic sign that changed was as short as that of

unchanged information. This suggests that even though the information is selected

(glanced at), it is not processed to such a deep extent that it enables a response.

These results support the idea that this is the fallacy of strong top-down information
processing: With increased exposure to the same road, expectations are so strong

that even though new information is selected, it does not result in a response since it
does not fit the expectations. Although selected, it is not processed to a deeper extent

that it allows a proper response.

Even though this previous study clearly showed that driving exactly the same road

will result in this failure to repond to clearly visible stimuli, the question arises

whether such an effect is more general in nature and can also occur when the road

is not exactly the same. In other words, is it feasible that more general expecta-

tions that drivers have developed over time with a road lay-out in general may also

induce 'the failure to apprehend'. If such an effect occurs then one may ask how

one can break through these expectations allowing an adequate response. These two

questions were studied in a driving simulator experiment.

11.2 Method
The central question was whether familiarity with the road resulted in 'the failure to

apprehend' and whether this 'failure to apprehend' mainly occurred if drivers drove

the same road several times or whether it also occurred if the road environment

partly varied from one drive to the other. In order to study 'the failure to apprehend',

a change to the road lay-out was introduced from one drive to the next. In this study,

a normal road was changed into a No-entry road.
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In order to control familiarity with the road, a condition was included in which the
road environment always varied from one drive to the next. In these cases, the same
road was used as a basis (with the same curvature, the same number and location
of intersections and the same priority situation) but there were variations from one
drive to the next. These variations were:

1. separated or non-separated lanes,

2. the type of buildings next to the road {high flats, houses or trees only) and
3. the distance from the road to the buildings {close or further away).

some examples of the type of variations from one drive to the next are provided in
Figure I1.2 to 71.4.

ll.2.l Pafücipants
Altogether, 78 participants completed the experiment. All participants were recruited
from the TNO participant data-base. Participants drove more than 5.000 kilometers
per year and had had their driver's license for at least 5 years. Both men and women
participated. All participants had normal or corrected to normal eye sight and were
paid for their participation.

11.2.2 Apparatus
The experiment was conducted in the TNo driving simulator. During the experiment,
a participant was seated in a fixed base mock-up of a BMW 3lg (see Figure 11.1) and
had all normal controls (steering wheel, accelerator, brake, car had automatic gear
shift). Based on these controls, a mathematical vehicle model computed the momen-
taneous state of the vehicle model. Feedback of steering and gas pedal forces was
given to the driver by means of electrical torque engines.

The momentaneous position and heading angìe of the vehicle were transmitted via a
supervisor computer to a simFUSIoN computer Generated Imaging (cGI) system,
which computed the visual scene as seen from the position of the driver. This image
was projected on a cylindrical screen in front of the mock-up with a forward angle
view of 120 degrees. Participants also had a rearview mirror, a right mirror and a left
mirror at their disposal.

Generating the visual images by the cGI takes about 66 msec, which yields a pure
time delay in the simulated vehicle system that is not present in the real vehicle.
A predictive algorithm has been added to the vehicle Model (Hogema, rggz, lgggl
to compensate for this delay. Thus, the output of the vehicle Model consists of both
the actual position and the CGI delay-compensated position.



The Sound System generated real-time sounds in the Mock Up of the driving simulator

and provided the participant with sounds of the engine, tyres, driving wind and

nearby other vehicies. The Sound System generated 3D-audio. The direction from

which the participant in the mock up heard each sound component matched the

location of the sound source in the simulated environment. For example, when a

participant passed a car, the sound of that car first came from ahead, then gradually

came closer and would frnally end behind the mock-up.

The Motion Base PC received input from the Vehicle Model PC by means of an

Ethernet communication link. The Motion Base PC transferred its input signals to

commands for the Motion Base System. The Motion Base System was a 6 Degrees

of Freedom (MOOG 2000 E) hexapod motion platform with the associated control

equipment. The mock-up was placed on the platform; the RGB projectors and the

projection screen were stationary.

11.2.3 Task
The task of the participants was to drive several drives on a road in the simulator.

Participants were instructed to imagine that the drives were their daily drives home

from work. They were instructed to drive as they normally would on such a road

under these conditions. Participants were not instructed about what they would

encounter, did not know that there would be a change in the last drive and they were

not informed about the exact numbers of drives that they had to make.

11.2.4 Experimental conditions
Eight different conditions were used, with 9 or 10 participants per condition. For

6 out of the 8 conditions {Condition 1,2,3,4, 5 and 8), participants made 19 drives,

separated by 3 breaks. The frrst 18 drives were varied as indicated above (houses,

flats, trees, separated driving lanes or not and distance of the objects along the road).

Drive l-9 included the change.

Examples of these varied drives are shown in Figure 11.2 through L1.4'

The road was always a 2-lane road with opposing traffc but on several drives the

opposing traffic was physically separated by means of a wide mid section. There was

no preceding traffic because this might affect the behaviour of the participant (speed,

entering the No-Entry road) . The road was a 2 km long road with some wide curves.

There were three intersections present and there were no speed limits posted.

The last drive that participants made was a scenario with houses nearby the road

with separated driving lanes {see Figure 11.3). At the second intersection, there was
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a 'No-Entry' sign on the right side of the road (whereas there was no sign present

at that location in any of the previous drives). It was this last drive that made the
distinction between Condition 1,2,3,4 and 5. In Condition 6, participants made one

drive in total and in Condition 7 two drives.
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Figure 11.1 BMW mock-up in the TNO Driving

Simulator.

Figure 11.2 No separated driving lanes, houses

far away.

Figure 11.3 Separated driving lanes with grass

in the middle, houses nearby.

Figure 11.4 Separated driving lanes with grass

in the middle, trees far away.



Altogether the conditions were (see also Table 11.1):

1) Condition 1 lcontrol condition)

19 varied drives without a change at the end (There was not a No-Entry sign).

2) Condition 2

19 varied drives, the last drive showed the No-Entry sign. 
!
.J

3)Condi.tion 3 È

19 varied drives, the last drive showed the No-Entry sign and 2OOm before the inter- :
section, an in-vehicle voice warned the driver. The auditory message was: "Please i
note, traffrc situation has changed" (In Dutch: "Let op, verkeerssituatie gewijzigd') å

å
E

4) Condition 4 i
19 varied drives, the last drive showed the No-Entry sign and 200m before the inter- i
section, an in-vehicÌe voice warned the driver. The auditory message was: "Please 2:
note, traffic situation has changed, No entry" (In Dutch: "Let op, verkeerssituatie .i
gewijzigd, verboden in te rijden"). 6

ì
5) Condition 5 3

19 varied drives, the last drive showed the No-Entry sign and 200m before the inter- :
.'"

section, a yellow traffrc sign warned the driver reading: Please note, traffrc situation :
has changed (In Dutch: Let op, verkeerssituatie gewijzigd). Ì

Ë

6) Condition 6 :
1 drive, with the No-Entry sign. ¡

á
å

7) Condition 7 i
2 drives, the second drive showed the No-Entry sign and a 2OOmbefore the intersec- i
tion, a yellow traffic sign warned the driver reading: Please note, traffrc situation has !5
changed (In Dutch: Let op, verkeerssituatie gewijzigd).

P
B)Condition B å
19 similar drives (no varied environment), the last drive showed the No-Entry sign. ij

Different from the other conditions, all l-9 drives were exactly the same in their

physical appearance, so the same type of buiÌdings and the same road lay-out. All

drives were driven in the road environment as shown in Figure 11.3. This condition

was added in order to see whether the failure to respond would be stronger if people

had driven the exact same road several times.

An overview of the conditions is shown in Table I 1. 1 .



Table 11.1 Overview of the conditions.

Condition 2: In drive 19, the last inte¡section showed the traffic sign:

Condition l: Control condition, on drive 19, nothing was changed

Condition 4: In drive 19, an in-vehicle voice was activated: "Let op, verkeerssituatie gewijzigd, verboden

in te rijden" ** 200m before the intersection. At the intersection itself, atrafhc sign showed:

-U

an in-vehicle voice was activated: "Let op, verkeerssituatie gewijzigd"*

At the intersection itself, a traffic sign showed:

drive 19, 200m before the intersection, a sign similar to the following traffrc sign

This condition is the same as Condition 2, but here the 18 drives before had

appearance in terms of road lay-out and tlpe of buildings.
* In English: Please note, traffic situation has changed.

** In English: Please note, trafÉc situation has changed, No Entry.
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Condition 6: In drive 1, the following traffic sign was shown at the intersection:

condition 7: \n drive 2, 20om before the intersection, a sign similar to the following traffic

was shown: I
and at the intersection:

Condition 8; In drive 19, the last intersection showed the sign:

Condition 3: In drive 19,

200rn before intersection.

Condition 5: In

was shown:

and at the intersection:

slgn

the same physical



LL.2.5 Procedure
Participants took part in the experiment in pairs. After reading the instruction, they

filled in an informed consent. One participant was driving the simulator while the

other waited in the entrance room. The participant was seated in the simulator, and

all controls were explained. After this, the experimenter left the simulator room and

participants could get used to driving the simulator in a practice drive. After every

drive, the system would start up a new drive automatically.

After 6 drives, the participants would get a break. During the break of one partici-

pant the other was driving. Participants with only 1 or 2 drives did not come in pairs

but sequentially.

11.2.6 Statistical analysis
For most of the statistical analyses of the data, an analysis of variance (ANOVA)

was used with the between-participant factor Condition (8 altogether) and the

within-participant factor Drive (if participants made more than one drive) and Road

Section (the 2 kilometers before the intersection in which the traffrc situation was

changedwere dividedintoroad sections of 100m). The dependentvariableswere speed

(km/h), deceleration (m/s'z) and number of entries into the 'No Entry road'. For

post-hoc tests, the Fisher Least Significant Difference (LSD) was used. For pairwise

comparisons, Chi-square tests were used.

11.3 Results

Since it was a between-participant study, it was important to test whether there were

no initial differences in behaviour between the different participant groups.

11.3.1 Driving speed in normal drives

There was no initial difference in driving speed between the conditions in the frrst

drive. This means that the different participant groups were comparable. The data of

Condition 7 could not be included in this analysis since they only made one drive in

which they encountered the No-Entry sign. This made the speed data incomparable

to begin with.

When including all conditions with l-9 drives (condition 1 through 5 and condition 8),

an increase in speed was found over the 18 drives (main effect of Drive [F(17,918) :
t.97, p<0.01]). Drive 19 was not included in this analysis since it included the drive

with the No-Entry sign. Note that for condition 1 through 5, the road lay-out was

varied from drive to drive. Over all 18 drives, the main effect of Condition [F(5,54)
: 2.58, p<0.04] showed speed differences between conditions. There was a2-way

interaction between Condition and Road section [F(95,1026) : 2.33, p<0.0001],
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indicating that the increase in speed during the drives was somewhat different for
the different conditions. This interaction is shown in Figure 11.5. This flgure shows
that for Corrdition 1 and Condition 8, the increase in driving speed over all 18 d¡ives
was stronger than in othe¡ conditions.

11.3.2 Number of entries
Since the main goal of the trafÉ.c sign was to prohibit participants entering the
road, it is interesting to assess the number of people who actualìy entered the road
(which was forbidden) irrespective of their driving speed. These results are shown in
Table I1.2.

100

110

30

20

10

Figure 11.5 The interaction between Condition a¡rd Road Section over the frrst 18 d¡ives.



Table 11.2 The number and percentage of entries of the No-Entry road for the different conditions

# of participants # entering

Condition l: Control condition, in d¡ive 19, nothing was changed 10 : 10070

Condition 2: In drive 19, the last intersection showed the sign: 5: 56Vo

10

Condition 3; In drive 19, an in-vehicle voice was activated:

"Let op, verkeerssituatie gewijzigd"* at200m before intersection

At intersection the following sign:

10 0 :]vo

Condition 4: In drive 19, an in-vehicle voice was activated:

"Let op, verkeerssituatie gew4zigd, verboden in te rijden"
x * at 200m before the intersection. At intersection the following sign:

o:ovo

Condition 5: In drive 19, 200m before the intersection,

a sign similar to the following sign was shown:

and at the intersection:

10 | : lovo ç

å

t*

5

!

Condition 6: In drive 1, the following sign was shown at the intersection: 4: 40Vo

Condition 7: In drive 2,200m before the intersection,

a sign similar to the following sign was shown:

and at the intersection:

Condition 8'Participants encountered the same road 18 times in a row

In drive 19, at the last intersection, the following sign was shown

-U
* In English: Pleas note, traffic situation has changed.

x* In English: Please note, traffrc situation has changed, No Entry.

10 | : 10vo

10 3:30%
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Figure 11.6 Speed behaviour for Condition 1 (control condition) in drive 19. At road section 20,

there was no No-Entry sign present.

In the control condition, 100% entered the road, which was to be expected since the
No-Entry sign was not present. In case of the No-Entry situation, there were several
occasions of 'the failu¡e to apprehend'. When 19 va¡ied drives were made, 56% of
the patticipants still entered the road with the No-Entry sign only (Condition 2). This
was 4070 for the condition in which it was the first time people drove this road and
were confronted with the No-Entry sign only (Condition 6). So even if people drove
the road for the frrst time, there was a 'failure to apprehend'. Altogether, quite some

errors were made, entering the No-Entry road.

In Condition 8, participants encountered the exact same road 19 times. Here, 30Zo

entered the No-Entry road. Although this percentage is stiil high, it is not higher than
in the conditions with the varied drives. This indicates that the failure to respond
is not the mere result of being familia¡ with that specific road. Apparently the road

design itself leads to the failure to respond even when driving the road for the úrst
time and irrespective of the exact appearance,
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Figure 11.7 Speed behaviou¡ for Condition 2 in drive 19. At road section 20, there was a No-Entry

sign present.

In case of arr additional road sign before the No-Entry sign (Please note, traffrc situation

has changed; Condition 5 and 7), 10%o failed to respond and entered the road. Again,

irrespective of whether they drove the road 18 varied drives before (Condition 5) or

only once before (Condition 7). In case of an in-vehicle voice, 0% entered the No-Entry

road. This was the case for the in-voice message that just told them that there was

a change (Condition 3) or also pointed out what had been changed (Condition 4).

A Pearson Chi-square non-parametric test showed a main effect of conditìon on

number of participants that entered the road lX" 17) : 37,99, p<0.O0011. Most errors

are made in Condition 2 (Just No-Entry sign after 19 drives with variation), Condition

6 (frrst drive No-Entry sign) and Condition 8 (Just No-Entry sign after 19 drives

without variation). No errors were made in the conditions with the voice-messages

(Condition 3 and 4) and one error was made in Condition 5 ('No-Entry sign' and

additional sign after 19 drives) and Condition 7 ('No Entry sign' and additional sign

afTer 2 drives).
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Figute 11.8 Speed behaviour for Condition 5 in drive 19 (yellow additioiral sign and a

No-Eniry sign).

These data clearly shown that there is no indication that 'the faiÌure to apprehend'
oecurs more frequently after more drives, so e4rectations built with familiarity
cannot explain this. Also, the occurrence of 'the failure to apprehend' is comparable
between the condition with the variation in the lay-out of the road and the condition
without any variation.

11.3.3 Driving speed in the last drive (No-Entry stgn)
In terms of speed behaviour, drive 19 was the most interesting drive in the
experiment since it included the change in the No-Entry road. For condition 6, the
drive with the No-Entry road was their Érst drive (simulating people who did not
have any experience with this road yet but did encounter the No-Entry sign). For
Condition 7, this was thei¡ second drive (simulating people who did have some
expectations based on the drive before, but familiarity is much weaker). In Condition
1, the control condition, people were not confronted with a No-Entry situation.
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Figure 11.9 Speed behaviour fo¡ Condition 6 in drive 1 iNo-Entry sign already on the flrst drive)

Therefore, the speed behaviour of partieipants in Condition 1 can be taken as the
behavioural baseline for participants that do not select or do select but do not deeply
process the No-Entry information, Ieading to 'the failure to apprehend'.

The adequate response to the No-Entry sign would either be to come to a complete
stop (speed 0 km/h), or to turn left or right on the intersection. In order to make a
left or a right turn, participants had to drastically reduce their speed but did not have

to come to a complete stop. In order to make a fair comparison between adequate
and inadequate responses, the speed on road section 20 (at the No-Entry sign) was

manually replaced with the value 0 (speed 0 km/h) if one turned left or right.

\Â/hen analysing the speed data, it is most useful to make a distinction between
participants that showed the correct behaviour (stopped or made a turn) and

those who did not (entered the No-Entry road). For those participants that did not

1--------------- 5 ------------------- 10 ---------------- - l5 -------------------ZO
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Figure 11.10 Speed behaviour for Condition 7 in drive 2 (yellow additional sign and a No-Entry sign

on the second drive).

show the coffect behaviour, it is interesting to investigate whether there was any

change in speed. A decrease in speed may indicate that there was at least some

response.

Since the number of participants that did not show the correct behaviour varied f¡om
condition to condition, it is not possible to statistically analyse the data. Therefore,

the data are plotted in graphs for a qualitative analysis.

First of all, Figure 1l-.6 shows the data for the control condition. These data are

illustrative for participants who did not see the No-Entry sign at all (since in this
condition there was no such sign).

What can be seen from Figure 11.6 is that there are some participants that do seem

to show some decrease in speed at the last road section(s). This may be the result
of participants paying attention to the intersection. This is primarily the case for
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Road section (100m)

Figure 11.11 Speed behaviour for Condition 8 in drive 19 (a No-Entry sign and no variation from
drive to driveJ.

participant 2,3 and' 8. The decrease in speed is similar to the decrease in speed i¡
response to the lrst intersection (road section 7).

As we have already seen, in condition 2 fiust the No-Entry sign after 19 drives),
there were five participants that did not show the coffect behaviour. The speed
data for the last drive for those participants that did not stop or turn are plotted in
Figure 11.7.

What is shown in Figure 11.7 is that there are at least two out of the five participants
(participant L2 and 15) that do show a strong decrease in speed. Participant 18 alread
showed a similar decrease at the other intersection froad section 7) so this is not the
result of the No-Entry sign.

condition 3 and 4 only included participants that showed the correct behaviour.
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Figure 11.12 Maximum deceleration for Condition 1 (control condition) in drive 19. At road section

20, there was no No-Entry sign present

Figure 11.8 shows the results for Condition 5. There was only one participant that

did not show the correct behaviour.

Figure 11.8 shows that there is some form of response in terms of a small decrease in
speed that is stronger than speed changes found on the first intersection.

Figure 11.9 shows the results for Condition 6. There is no effect of the No-Entry sign.

Participants 53 does not show any response, and participant 54, 57 and 58 may show

some effect, but the speed is not lower than on any of the preceding road sections.

Therefore this is most likely not the result of the presentation of the traffic sign.

Figure 11.10 shows the results for Condition 7. Condition 7 only contains one par-

ticipant that does not show the correct behaviour. There does not seem to be any

effect on the speed.



Road section (100m)

Figure 11.13 Maximum deceleration for Condition 2 in drive 19. At road section 20, there was a

No-Entry sign present.

Figure 11.11 shown the results for Condition B.

T\vo participants (participantTt and 73) seem to show some effect on speed. Although

this could also be claimed for participant 78, the decrease in speed is not much

higher than has been found on previous road sections.

I1.3 -4 Ma¡rirnum deceleration
Besides the driving speed just before the No-Entry sign and actual aecess of the

No-Entry foad it is interesting to study the decelerations that were shown. It might

have been that in some conditions; participants decelerated more than in other

conditions. The stronger the deceleration level, the higher the chance that this is the.

result of drivers noticing the sign at the last moment. The higher the deceleration the

stronger one was braking.
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Figure 11.14 Maximum deceleration for Conditiou 5 in drive 19 (yellow additional sign and a

No-Entry sign).

The maximum deceleration levels are provided for all participants that entered the
No-Entry road.

Figure 11.12 shows that in the control condition, the maximum deceleration at
road section 12 does not exceed any maximum deceleration on prior road sections.
Therefore this will also be a criterion for 'the failure to apprehend,.

Figure 11.13 presents the data for the ñve participants in condition 2 thaf do not
show the correct behaviour. In this condition, with only the No-Entry sign in drive
19, there are some indications of a deceleration response despite the fact that they
did not come to a stop or made a turn. Participant 15 showed a maximum decelera-
tion that was far stronger than any of the maximurn deceleration levels on previous
sections- For the other participa¡.ts, the effects are not so clear.



Road section {100m)

Figure 11,15 Maximum deceleration for Condition 6 in drive 1 {No-Entry sign aiready on the

Érst drive).

In Condition 3 and4, all participants showed the correct behaviour. Figure 11.14

presents the results for Condition 5 (No-Entry sign and an additional yellow sign

pointing to the change). Participant 41 did not show a maximum deceleration level

on road section 20 that was higher than on the previous road sections.

Figure 11.15 shows the maximum deceleration levels for the four participants in
Condition 6. In Condition 6, participants were confronted with the No-Entry sign

at drive 1. There are no clear deceleration patterns for arly of the four participants.

Therefore there are no indications that there was a response to the traffrc sign.

Figure 11.16 shows the results for participant 62 in Condition 7, the one partici-

pant that did not show the correct behaviour. In Condition 7, pafücipants were

confronted with the No-Entry sign and the additional yellow sign on drwe 2.



Road section (100m)

Figure 11.16 Maximum deceieration for Condition 7 in drive 2 iyellow additional sign and a

No-Entry sign on the second drive)

There is no indication of any strong deceleration response of the participant as a
response to the signs that were shown.

Figure 11.17 presents the data for the three participants of Condition 8 that did not
show the correct behaviour. For participant 73, there seems to be an indication that
there is a maximum deceleration that points to a response to the traffrc signs that are

shown. The maximum deceleration levels for participant 7L and 78 do not exceed the
Ievels that are also shown at previous road sections.

11.4 Conclusions
11.4.1 Effect of familiarity
In the beginning of this report, we assumed that people who drive the same road
several times will become so familiar with the road environment that they respond
lêss adequately to a change due to the expectations they have built up.
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Figure 11.17 Maximum deeeleration for Condition 8 in diive 19 (a No-Entry sign ând no variation

from drive to drive).

In order to test this, the behaviou¡ as found in Condition 8 (19 drives on exactly the

same road, No-Entry sign only) was compared to the behaviour shown in Condition

6 (1 drive only, No-Entry sign only). The mean driving speed in Condition 6 fflrst
drive) was lower than the mean speed of Condition 8 in drive 19, but this was the

result of an increase in driving speed over numerous drives as was found in this

experiment. The current study showed that this increase in driving speed with more

drives is found irrespective of whether it is the exaet same road that people drive or

whether there are some va¡iations in its appearance.

In the last part of the drive fust before the No-Entry sign), there was no difference

in driving speed between these two conditions. In both conditions, the number of

errors of people entering the road was fairþ high l40Vo for first drive and 30To for

the 19th drive). Based on this information, we claim that it is not the familiarity

with the road per se that leads to the failure to adequately respond to the No-Entry

situation. Even if people did not d¡ive the road before, quite some partieipants failed
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to respond adequately. Apparently the road design is so prototypical that strong
expectations are triggered and even drivers unfamiliar with the road do not expect
a No-Entry road. This is confirmed by the speed behaviour data and the maximum
deceleration levels of participants that entered the road. For the four participants
that drove the road for the frrst time {no familiarity), the speed at this intersection
was not lower than the speed on any preceding road section in drive 19. Therefore
the assumption is that there really was no response at all to the No-Entry sign. For
the three participants that drove the same road 18 times before (familiarity), two par-
ticipants seem to show some reduction in speed. The maximum deceleration levels
generally seem to confirm these findings. There clearly is no worse response when
participants are familiar with the road compared to participants that drive the road
for the first time.

11.4.2 Effect of variation in the road environment
The question was whether there would be a difference in response to the No-Entry
road if people have driven the exact same road numerous times or if they have
driven a similar road but with variations in its appearance (same traffic rules but
with different buildings, trees, different road widths and different distance to the
buildings and trees).

In the last drive, the driving speed for condition 8 (exact same road lay-out every
drive) was not significantly higher than that of Condition 2 (variation in road lay-out
from drive to drive). For the 19 varied drives with only one No-Entry sign on drive
L9, 56vo of the participants entered the No-Entry road. This was 3ozo of the partici-
pants for the condition with 19 exact same drives and only one No-Entry sign on
drive 19. This indicates that even though the level of errors was high in both condi-
tions, people responded even less adequately to a road change if the road lay-out was
varied from one drive to the other. The number of participants that entered the road
but did show some response in terms of a decrease in speed or a clear deceleration
was equal in both conditions. Both conditions included one participant that showed
a decrease in speed despite the fact that their reponse was not adequate.

The results indicate that there are some differences in behaviour. With the varied
drives, people even tend to show less adequate behaviour compared to the people
who drive the exact same road numerous times.

11.4.3 Countermeasures
Now the question is what can be done to break through this failure to respond. In
order to investigate this, extra countermeasures were included into the experiment
in order to assess the effects.



One of the countermeasures was placing an additional yellow traffic sign ("Traffrc

situation changed"), a measure that is often taken in the Netherlands in case of

changed situations. In order to assess the effect of this additional sign, we compared

Condition 5 (19 varied drives, the No-Entry sign and the yellow additional traffic

sign) to Condition 2 ll9 varied drives and the No-Entry sign only). With the

additional sign, 10% entered the road whereas this was 56Vo for just the No-Entry

sign. So there is better performance with the additional sign, although 'the failure to

apprehend' is still found.

If we assess the effect of the in-vehicle systems, we compare Condition 3 (voice

warning about changed situation) and Condition 4 (specific voice warning about

changed situation AND not entering the road) with Condition 2 (only the No-Entry

sign). The in-vehicle messages were the only conditions in the experiment that

resulted in 100%o adequate responses. The number of people that entered the road in

the condition with the No-Entry sign only was 56%. This was 070 in the conditions

with the voice messages.

These results indicate that there is indeed a better response with additional counter-

measures. Best results are obtained with in-vehicle auditory messages. Interestingly,

there is no difference between the non-specifrc in-vehicle message and the specific

one. Apparently, the non-specifrc auditory message warns the driver sufficiently

in order for him/her to pay attention to visual information in the environment

(the No-Entry sign). It is not necessary to specifically tell the driver what the new

situation is.

11.5 Discussion

In a previous study (Martens & Fox, in press) we found that there are risks involved

in driving the exact same road several times. That study showed that familiarity with
the road makes road users develop expectations and in case of incorrect expectations

(a change in the priority situation) there were strong negative consequences due to

the failure to respond to relevant information, also called 'the failure to apprehend'.

However, the current study reveals that these negative consequences of driving the

same road severaÌ times are not the direct result of road familiarity.

In the current study, we found that 'the failure to apprehend' is also found in case of

driving a varied road or even when driving the road for the first time. This indicates

that there are situations in which 'the failure to apprehend' is not the mere result

of prior exposure to that particular road. Even though it was shown that quite some

errors were made in case of a change to a previously encountered traffic situation,
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the errors seemed to be the result of incorrect expectations induced by the road design
itself rather than the result of expectations that people developed while driving this
road several times (road familiarity). when the road appearance was varied from
drive to drive, behaviour was similar to the condition in which one encountered the
exact the same road numerous times.

Apparently a road lay-out may activate specifrc schemata without having driven that
specific road before. By having encountered similar roads in the past, drivers have
developed schemata that dictate what to expect on these types of roads and how one
should behave. Since schemala are characterised by strong top-down control there
is not much room for bottom-up selection of information. Information that does not
fit the schema will either not be selected or it will not be suffrciently processed. This
explains why there was no response to the No-Entry sign: the bottom-up features
were not strong enough to break through this strong top-down control. For some
participants, there were behavioural indications that there was some (although not
the correct) response. A slight decrease in speed for instance indicated that the infor-
mation was selected and processed to some degree. presumably, there was no correct
response since the top-down control by means of schemata was stronger.

In order to increase the chance of a response in these circumstances, two approaches
can be chosen. one approach lies in increasing the bottom-up control, the other in
decreasing the top-down control.

The frrst approach is to increase the strength of the bottom-up features of in this case
the No-Entry information. This is done in the experiment by placing an additional
sign. The colour of the additional sign was rather conspicuous in its surroundings
(yellow sign) and by having two new elements in the surroundings instead of just
one, bottom-up control was increased. The idea behind such an additional sign, that
is often used for indicating a changed traffrc situation in the Netherlands, is that
people will pay more attention to monitor what has changed. The additional sign
is supposed to be able to change the way drivers scan their surroundings. However
this assumes that the information from this additional sign is actually selected and
sufficiently processed. The current experiment showed that although the additional
sign did improve behaviour, there were still cases of 'the failure to apprehend,. only
by means of an auditory messager there were no cases of 'the failure to apprehend,.
It may very welÌ be that the additional sign was not selected or not sufficiently
processed in all cases, whereas the auditory message with strong bottom-up features
was always selected and fully processed.

A second option for reducing 'the failure to apprehend' is to decrease the top-
down control. This can be done by avoiding that schemata are developed. As long



as a specific road-layout is always accompanied by specific rules or prototlpical
behaviour, schemata will develop. In order to avoid the development of schemata
with strong top-down control, roads should be designed very differently than is
currently being done. Much more variation wouÌd need to be used, for instance by
varying the priority situation within one type of road, by applying different rules to
the same type of road, and by using the same type of road lay-out for different types
of roads and behaviour. Simply applying some variation in the road surroundings is
not suffrcient, as the present experiment has shown.

Even though both options offer the possibility to reduce the occurrence of 'the failure
to apprehend', the consequences ofapplying either one are quite different. The con-
sequence of strengthening the bottom-up features to indicate a unique, changed or
deviant situation would be to design the situation in a way that is most different from
the former or normal situation (different markings, traffrc signs, pavement, etc). The

consequence of decreasing the top-down control would be that a completely new
way of designing roads would need to be applied. In order to guarantee suffrcient
variation, all road authorities would need to co-operate and agree upon where to

implement what type of situation. By avoiding top-down control, driving would
be brought back completely to a knowiedge-based type of behaviour, requiring a

lot of attentional resources- The efficiency of task performance based on activated
schemata will thereby be lost. AIso, expectations will also develop if a driver becomes

familiar with a speciúc road. Therefore, the most plausible and efficient option
would be to strengthen the bottom-up features of the information that points to the

changed or deviant situation.
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Change detection

sThis chapter is based on the followiog submitted artiòlc
Change detection in road envi¡onmeDts: Wrere do wê
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L2.l lntroduction
Change Blindness is a phenomenon that has been studied for a number of years

(e.g. Mack & Rock, 1998; O'Regan, Rensink & Clark, 1999; Simons & Chabris, 1999;

Simons, Franconeri & Reimer, 2000; Rensink, O'Regan & Clark, 1997; Rensink,

20o0ai Hollingworth & Henderson, 2002¡ Rensink, 2002; Simons, 2000). Change

Blindness has been defrned as 'the inability to spot changes to objects, photographs

and motion pictures from one instant to the next' (for a review see Simons & Levin,

19971, and involves the inability to report, detect or see changes in visual stimuli that

are obvious once they are pointed out.

In classical Change Blindness tasks, participants view a scene, followed by a dis-

ruption. This disruption can be an eye movement (e.g. Grimes, 1996; Henderson

& Hollingworth, 1999a, 2003b), a blink (e.g. O'Regan, Deubel, Clark & Rensink,

20001, a blank screen (e.g. Simons, 1996; Rensink, O'Regan & Clark, 19971, a sudden

'mudsplash' on the screen (comparable to a sudden mudsplash on a car windshield)
(e.g. O'Regan, Rensink & Clark, 1996), motion picture cuts (e.g. Levin & Simons,

1997; Simons, 1996) or a physical occluder (e.g. Simons & Levin, 1998). After the

disruption, a modified version of the scene is shown, in which something has been

changed. In most cases, participants are instructed to look for that change. This type

of experiment has shown that participants are surprisingly bad ai detecting even

large changes to photographs or displays after abrief interruption (Simons & Mitroff,
200r).

It is tempting to expÌain Change Blindness by claiming that people do not look at

the element that changes. Hollingworth, Schrock and Henderson {2001) found that
changes were rarely detected until after they had been frxated. O'Regan, Deubel,

Clark and Rensink (2000) found that Change Blindness decreases if people look
directly at the change. However, they also found that in many cases, frxating the

information still resulted in Change Blindness. Over 4OVo of the participants did not
notice the change even though they were looking directly at it.

An interesting fact emerging from Change Blindness studies is that this pheno-

menon is not only found in artifrcial scenes, but also in photographs and movies

{a.o. Blackmore, Brelstaff, Nelson & Troscianko, 1995; Grimes, 1996; McConkie &
Currìe, 1996; O'Regan, Rensink & Clark, 1996; Pashler, 1988; Rensink, O'Regan &
Qlark, 1997i Simons, 1996) and even in real world situations (a.o. Simons, Chabris,

Schnur & Levin, 2002; Simons & Levin, 1998; Levin, Simons, Angelone & Chabris,
2002).In dynamic scenes such as movies, people are not good at noticing the changes

from one scene to the next. Simons (1996) and Levin and Simons (1997) asked par-
tìcipants to watch a movie with so-called editing mistakes. Changes included people

wearing different clothing from one shot to the next, or objects changing location.



Many of these changes were not detected by observers. To study the phenomenon of
change Blindness in a real world setting, Simons, chabris, schnur and Levin (2002)

used partly staged but real life situations. For instance, an experimenter carrying a
basketball would approach a naïve pedestrian, and start a conversation. During this
conversation, a group of students would pass between the experimenter and the
pedestrian and secretly take the basketball away. Only a few pedestrians noticed the
disappearance of the basketball. In another experiment, simons and Levin {1998)
had an experimenter approach a naïve pedestrian on the street and ask him or
her for directions. While having this conversation, two people carrying a ).arge

door walked in between the pedestrian and the experimenter, shortly blocking the .t
pedestrian's view of the experimenter. During this short period of time, the experi- !
menter was replaced by a second experimenter, who wore different clothes. About t
half of the participants reported not to have noticed the change, even though they :
actively interacted with both the first and the second experimenterl Another real i
life study {Levin, Simons, Angelone & Chabris, 2OO2) also confronted participants i
with an unexpected person change when two people carried a door in between the 

E
participant and the experimenter fust like Simone and Levin, 1998). 98% of the I
observers failed to see the person switch. When the person switch took place after 

',
an experimenter had approached a participant to ask him/her to take his photograph, ä
53% missed the person change. In case of a person change after the experimenter I
duck back behind a counter, 75Vo of the observers failed to see the person change. É

One explanation for this strong phenomenon is that the changes were made to items t
that were not relevant for the task at hand and that participants were therefore g

not paying attention to these items. Research has shown that even changes that 
Ê

are central to the scene, and therefore assumably attended, are often missed (for 
¿

example, see Angelone, Levin & Simons, 2003; Levin & Simons, 1997; Simons & ä
Levin, 1998; Simons, Chabris, Schnur & Levin, 2OO2). An explanation for Change ¡
Blindnessincaseofacentra]objectmaybethatalthoughcentrallylocated,itisnot
relevant for the task at hand. Various studies have shown that Change Blindness i
is relatively low, or responses are relatively fast, if the change is related to the å
specifrc context of the scene. Richard, Wright, Ee, Prime, Shimizu and,Yavrlk l2OO2l 

t)

showed that in car driving scenes, driving related changes lead to faster responses

than driving-unrelated changes. This was also found by Groff and Chaparro (2003)

and Pearson and Schaefer {2005). Change Blindness is also assumed to be highly
related to {in)attention to the changed object. In this respect the term 'Inattentional
Blindness' is also highly related. Inattentional Blindness refers to the tendency not to
see unattended objects (Mack & Rock, 1998). The difference with Change Blindness

is that in Inattentional Blindness, there does not need to be a specific change. In
this respect, Hochberg (2007) claims that the term'Inattentional Disregard'is more
appropriate than the term Inattentional Blindness. Additional tasks, such as the
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Working Memory Span Test {Baddeley et al., 1985) or a phone conversation, are

found to decrease change detection in driving-related Change Blindness paradigms

(Richard et al., 2OO2; McCarley, Vais, Pringle, Krarner, Irwin & Strayer, 2004). Also,

older drivers (who are known to have speciûc attentionaÌ problems) have found to

be more prone to Change Blindness in driving related changes than younger drivers

(Caird, Edwards, Creaser & Horrey, 2005; McCarley et a1., 2004i Pringle, Irwin,
Kramer & Atchley, 2001). Many researchers have shown a relation between attention

and Change Blindness (Pringle et aL.,200L; Richard et a1.,2002; Rensink, O'Regan

& Clark, 1997; Scholl, 2000; Simons, 2000).

Some studies have shown that there may be implicit processing of visual stimuli

without explicit awareness of a change. For example, fixation duration is affected by

changes in a scene, even without observers being able to report the change (Holling-

worth, Williams & Henderson, 2001, Ryan, Althoff, Whitlow & Cohen, 2000). This

increase in frxation time for changed items has been reported in a number of other

studies {Hollingworth & Henderson , 2002; Karn & Hayhoe, 2000; Hayhoe, Bensinger

& Ballard, 1998; Ryan & Cohen, 2004).

These frndings illustrate that it may indeed be the case that information is processed

without the observer being able to explicitly report it. If this is indeed the case,

then Change Blindness experiments, in which only a verbal response is required for

reporting a change may be too limited. Another way of processing change perception

is to study whether there is some effect of the presented information on other tasks.

By studying so called priming effects, one can examine the effect of the presentation

of a stimulus on the processing of a subsequent stimulus. This provides a suitable

method for examining the fate of processed stimuli that do not lead to explicit reports.

Chun and Jiang (1998) showed that presented information may directly influence

performance without explicit reports. Participants found a target more effi.ciently

when they had seen the search array before, even when they did not recognise

the display. This represents a form of implicit learning or positive priming effect

(Lewicki, Hill & Czyzewska, 1992; Reber, L989; Stadler & Frensch, 1998). Jacoby and

Dallas (1981) showed that prior presentation of a word had a large effect on its later

recognition at extremely brief presentations, irrespective of whether participants

remembered this prior presentation. They called this effect perceptual learning.

The current study focuses on Change Blindness in dynamic scenes when the items

that change are task relevant. One hy'pothesis is that tlpe of change induced affects

the occurrence of Change Blindness, with larger changes leading to a lower level of

Change Blindness. Another hypothesis was that there is a positive relation between

glance duration and change awareness. Besides explicit Change Blindness measures

and glance duration we also measured the ability to use presented information in



another task despite the ability to verbally report it. A third hypothesis was that
raising attention by playing an auditory warning just before the change would
decrease change Blindness. The study was performed by having car drivers watch
video films showing a driving scene and making changes to traffic signs from one
drive to the next.

It is important to note that the current Change Blindness study is different than most
Change Blindness studies. In most Change Blindness studies, the change is introduced
after a short visual disruption, such as a blank screen or an eye blink. However, in
real life settings, the change will not be introduced from one instant to the next,
but rather after ionger visual disruptions- one exampie of such a real world change
Blindness setting with a longer visual disruption is provided by Beck, Levin and
Angelone ,2007). They describe the example of a person sitting in the waiting room
of a doctor's offlce reading a magazine. The person looks up from the rnagazine at t]ne
scene in front of him for a few seconds and then, just as a man is walking through the
room, looks back down aT The magazine. somewhat later, the person looks back up at
the room and a nurse asks if the man in the room took anything from the room. This
is an example of a change Blindness study in a real world setting. If one has been
reading in the magazine for a while, the visual disruption between the room before
and the room after is rather long. This is exactly the criticism of smilek, Eastwood,
Reynolds and Kingstone 120071 to brief visual disruptions. They claim that experi-
mental Change Blindness tasks using photographs with changes from one instant to
the next are relatively artifrcial and that peoples' performance in these tasks might
not be representative of their behaviour in the real world. They plead for studying
Change Blindness in more naturalistic tasks in real world situations.

In our study, a change was introduced from one video frlm to the next and not from
one shot to the next. The video frlm showed a drive, fllmed from a driver's point of
view. Participants watched this video film of the drive, with a particular sign A being
shown. They watched this frlm five times, and the sixth time, the video frlm showed
another sign at the location where sign A was shown in prior 'drives'. In this sense,

there is a relatively long time interval between viewing sign A in the first flms and
sign B in the last flm.

L2.2 Nf:eth.od

12.2.1 Participants
l4o partrcípants took part in this study. However, because of problems with the
caiibration of the eye movement equipment, data from only 131 participants were
of sufflcient quality to be included in the analyses. The group consisted of 56 males
and 75 females, with an average age of 32 (ranging between 19 and 62 years of age).

a



All participants possessed a driver's licence; and had been driving for the last year

{> 5O0O kilometers). The group of 131 participants was randomly divided over five

different conditions, but age and gender were balanced in the different conditions

lsee 12.2.4 for a description of the conditions).

12.2-2 Task
Video

The participants' main task was to watch a video of various driving scenes. Partici-

pants were seated in front of a television monitor. The videos contained real scenes

fi.lmed in an urban area, from the car drivers' viewpoint. The route filmed is shown

in Figure 12.1.

Figur.e 12.1 The experimentaÌ route painted in black.

Participants' task was to watch the video as if they were the driver of the car. They

were told that they had to pay attention to everything they normally pay altention

to when they are driving.

The four numbers displayed in Figure 12.1 indicate the location of four trafúc signs

that were present along the route, together with numerous other traffic signs. These



four traffrc signs are presented in Figure I2.2. Traffrc sign 1 was the indication of
driving on a priority road (1), traffic sign 2 indicated two minor side roads 12), traffr.c

sign 3 indicated a minor side road from the right hand side (3) and traffi.c sign 4

indicated that one had to yield to a priority road l4l. Note that traffrc sign 3 in Figure

12.2was the critical traffic sign, which changed into another traffrc sign in the last

drive.

Figrre 12.2 Four of the traffic signs used along the experimental route

Participants were instructed that in the last drive {they did not know how many

drives there would be) the video would be stopped at some point in time and that it
was their task to indicate whether they had seen any change and if so what it was.

This change was implemented by replacing one trafflc sign with another, from one

drive to the next. This was done by physically changing the sign in the outside world
and recording the drive with the new sign. This was done to avoid any side-effects

resulting from artifrcially inserting signs into the scene after the recordings (e.g.

with software). Therefore, we simulated a situation in which a driver encountered a

certain traffrc sign on a particular drive and encounters another (sign change) trafÉc

sign in a subsequent drive. All traffic signs used were official Dutch trafflc signs. The

original sign was not visible in this last drive since it was replaced by a new one.

Therefore, the set-up of this experiment is different to most Change Blindness studies

in which the change occurs during a blink, a short blank interval or a saccade. The

change here was implemented from one drive to the next, so from one complete

video to the next. Participants were told that the change would be traffrc related and

that it would be presented just before stopping the video. They were explicitly told
that it would not be a change to an item that you do not normally pay attention to

as a driver, such as a change to the colour of the door of a house. They were also

instructed that they had to pay attention in all drives in order to notice the change.

They were not informed that the experiment was focusing on trafflc signs. Since the

drive around the block was always recorded in the same physical environment, the

number of trafflc signs present from one drive to the next was always the same.
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Tfaffic sign identification taslz

As well as measuring Change Blindness, which is an example of explicit perception,

implicit change detection was also measured. Implicit perception of changes was

measured by examining glance duration to traffrc signs. In addition, participants also

completed alraffic sign identification test. The question was whether there was better

identifrcation for traffrc signs that were presented in the study if they were briefly
presented at a later stage. This was the second task that participants had to perform,

a traffic sign identiflcation task. If participants who are Change Blind are better at

identifying the changed sign compared to participants who had not been confronted

with that sign in the video, this would be an indication of implicit processing. Also,

longer glance duration to the changed sign in case of Change Blindness can indicate

implicit perception.

In order to determine a personal threshold for the traffrc sign identifrcation test, a

pre-test was done before participants watched the driving videos. Participants were

seated in front of a computer screen which was occluded by means of a shutter. By

briefly opening the shutter, a pictogram became visible. After the brief presentation,

a mask was shown at the location of the presented pictogram. Participants' task

was to indicate what pictogram was shown. A forced choice paradigm was used by
asking participants to select one of two possible descriptions for each traffrc sign.

TWo examples are shown in Figure 12.3.

a) Prohibited to smoke

b) Prohibited to bring food

a) Fragile

b) Inflammable

Figure 12.3 Tlvo examples of the pictogram identification test with two answer categories.

The frrst pictogram was always visible for 60 msec. Presentation times were then
decreased or increased depending on the participant's response. The threshold that
was calculated aimed for an identiflcation rate of 6070, somewhat above change

level but with chances for improvement. 50 pictograms were used to determine
the personal threshold of each participant. The thresholds that were calculated by
means of the pictogram identifrcation task varied between 5 msec and 98 msec, with
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Figure 12.5 A participant watching the video. The Tobii equipment is visible just below the

television monitor with the two dots being the infrared light sources.

After every drive, the screen went blank for around 5 seconds. This was used as an

indication for participants that they completed one drive around the block. After
'passing' the critical traffic sign during the last drive, the video was stopped, the

image was blacked out and participants were asked to report any changes to the

scene. After reporting the change (or indicating that they did not see any change)

participants were seated in front of the computer monitor with the shutter and

performed the traffrc sign identifrcation test. Using each individual's own personal

threshold, several traffrc signs were briefly presented to participants and again they

had to choose between two alternative answers. This test incÌuded 10 trafflc signs,

some of which were part of the scene shown to participants in the videos. Ten signs

were used in the test in order to include signs that participants encountered and

to include signs they did not encounter in the video. Many more signs would have

increased the time between the presentation of the sign in the scene and the test. The

traffrc sign identifrcation test started about 20 seconds after the video was stopped.



At the end of the experiment, the experimenter explained what the change had been,

giving participants the chance to state whether they had seen the change. In cases

where this happened, 'correct detection' was noted.

12.2.4 Experirnental design
The experiment had a between-participant design and included frve conditions. The

conditions differed in the tlpe of change that was presented. In all conditions, par-

ticipants watched six drives on video. The frrst frve drives were slightly different
from drive to drive in terms of the presence of other traffrc, number of pedestrians

etcetera. However, they were similar in terms of location and lay-out of streets, road

markings, priority situation and traffrc signs. This was comparable to the variation
that would be present if a road user drove the same piece of road at different times

of the day or different days. The frrst frve drives were the same for all conditions,

so drive 1 for Condition 1 was exactly the same as drive 1 for the other conditions.

Drive 2 for Condition 1 was exactly the same as drive 2 for the other conditions

etcetera. The difference between the conditions was only present in the last drive

that participants watched {drive 6). This last drive was different between conditions

since the t1rye of change that was shown was different from condition to condition.

The first frve drives were included to expose the participant to the original sign

several times. This was done to increase pre-change awareness.

The idea of the different conditions was to assess the effect of different types of

changes and of attention on glance duration and change detection. In the last drive,

the critical trafflc sign (warning for side street from the right as shown in Condition

1) was replaced in 4 out of 5 conditions (see Table 12.1).

"lable 12.l The 5 conditions in the experiment.

Condition Tlaffic sign

(no change)

+ auditory warning
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Condition 5 was similar to Condition 4, but just before 'passing' the critical sign an

auditory warning was provided 'Attention, traffrc situation has changed". Partici-

pants were informed that this message would be played just before presenting the

change. This message was played in order to increase attention.

One of the hypotheses was that with a larger difference between the changed sign

and the original sign, the level of Change Blindness decreases. In order to study this,

the difference between the signs needs to be quantifred. Quantifying the difference

was done by dividing the number of pixels that were the same in both signs by the

total number of pixels in the sign. This was done for the black and the white image;

the red triangle was not included in this calculation. When the different traffc
signs were compared, there was a íVo dlfference between Condition 2 and l, a 32To

difference between Condition 3 and 1, and a 44Vo difference between Condition

4land 5) and Condition 1. There is however also a second measure of the type of

change introduced and this is how well a sign frts the scene. This was calculated by

showing the traffic signs in the scene (pictures as shown in Figure 12.6 to 12.9) and

having 20 naive participants rate how well they though the sign fit that scene on a

scale from 1 (does not ft the scene at all) to 10 {perfectly fits the scene). This led to

an average score of 8.9 for Condition I (the original sign, side street from the right),

a 1.2 for Condition 2 (side street from the leftl, 6.2 for Condition 3 (playing children)

and 7.7 for Condition 4 (running off a quay). Therefore we can say that for Condition

2 and 4, the changed sign fit the scene less than in Condition 3.

Again, Condition 1 was the control condition in which the original traffic sign (side

street from the right) was not changed in the last drive. So participants were asked

for a change whereas there was no change present. In Condition 2, there was only a
small change {5%) in the image that was shown on the traffic sign, with the 'warning
for a side street from the right' being changed in a 'warning for a side street from the

left'. On the other hand, the sign did not frt the scene since there was no side street

on the left side. In Condition 3, the original traffc sign changed into a traffc sign

'warning for playing children'. Even though the physicaÌ change was Iarger l32Vol

compared to the 'side street from the left' sign (Condition 2 líVol), it was a sign that
would fit the residential, areafhat was shown in the videos. In Condition 4, there was

a relatively large change (44Vo), since here the traffic sign now showed a'warning
for running off a quay' , which was a traffic sign that did not very well fit the scene.

Condition 5 was similar to Condition 4 ('warning for running off a quay'), but only
here an auditory pre-warning was given. About 200m before passing the changed

trafflc sign, a voice message said: 'Attention, trafflc situation has changed". This was

supposed to increase the attention level. Participants in this condition knew that they

would receive this warning just before the change, but just like the other participants,



they were also told to pay attention in all drives in order to be able to detect what
had been changed. An earlier driving simulator study (Martens, 2OO5) showed that
an auditory warning for a change improved drivers' response to a sudden change in
a traffr,c situation (indicated by a changed traffic sign) if drivers were not previously
told that there would be a change.

Examples of the original sign and the changed sign that were presented in the scene

are shown in Figure 12.6 to I2.9. The figures show the scene that participants
watched just before the video was stopped and blacked out.
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Figure 12.6 The origiaal scene (warning for a

'side st¡eet from the right'J. This sign was also

shown in the last drive of Condition 1, since this

was the control condition without any change.

Figure 12,8 The scene shown in the last drive

of Condition 3 (warning for 'playing children').

Figt;re L2.7 The scene shown irr the last drive

of Condition 2 (warning for a 'side street from

the left').

Figure 12.9 The scene shown in the last drive

of Condition 4 and 5 (warning for 'running off a

quay'). In Condition 5, participants also received

an auditory warning that the change would

appeal
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11.2.5 Apparatus
The apparatus used in the experiment is schematically represented in Figure 12.10.

Figure 12.1O The apparatus used in the experiment, representing the computers, the Tobii eye

movement equipment, the television monitor, the video recorder playing the video, computer

monitors and the LCD shutter.

As was already mentioned, the Tobii X50 eye tracker was used for measuring gaze

direction. All details about the equipment can be found in Figure 12.10.

12.2.6 Statistical analyses of glances
Glance duration was calculated for traffr.c signs by means of automatic tracking of
the Tobii system. In case of multiple glances to the same object, glance durations
were summed. For the current experiment, it was important to measure whether
participants actually glanced at the changedtrafhc sign and, if they did, whether this
glance duration was longer compared to a traffic sign that did not change. In order
to have a reference value, glance duration to three other traffic signs (trafflc sígn I,2
and 4 as presented in Figure 12.21 was also measured.

DFG/13941c
CVBS to



Total glance duration was measured in msec. Giance duration was analysed by

means of various ANOVAs (analysis of variance), using Condition (with 5 levels),

Drive (with 6 levels) and Trafúc sign (with 4 levels) as independent variables.

Other dependent variables are Change Blind or Change Aware and correct or

incorrect identifrcation of the traffrc signs in the trafúc sign identification test.

For all statistical tests, differences were considered signifrcant if p<0.05 and were

marginally significant (trend) if 0.05< p >0.10.

12.3 Results

12.3.1 Reported change

Participants' ability io detect a change in the trafflc signs is presented ínTable 72.2.

There was only one occasion when a participant claimed to be Change Blind but

reported to have seen the change after this was indicated by the experimenter. This

response was treated as correct detection {Change Aware).

Table 12.2 The results of Change Detection for the four change conditions.

Condition 7o correctly reported change

+ warnrng

{original sign, no change)

17.SVo

38.5V0

50.OTo

65 4Vo

In Condition 1, the condition without the change, none of the observers reported

a change. Tab).e 12.2 shows that there was a relatively high incidence of Change

Blindness in case of a change. Depending on the t)'pe of change that was presented,

Change Awareness varied from 1 1.5%o to 65.4Vo. This means that Change Blindness

varied from 34.6V0 to 88.5%. As was predicted, there was a lower level of Change

Blindness if the change to the original traffic sign was larger. There was an equal
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decrease in Change Blindness with the increase in difference. The effect of the traffic
sign not frtting the scene is less clear.

The number of Change Blind and Change Aware responses were compared using

Chi-square tests. The results are shown in Table 12.3.

Table 12.3 Results of the Chi-square pairwise comparison between the number of correctly and

incorrectly reported changes. n s. is not significant.

,

2-

3 I':5 03, p<0.03 y'z:377,p<0.05

n.s4 X':9.03, p<0.003 n.s

5 X":15 93, p<0.0007 y¿:3.77, p<0.05 n.s

I

.ã

.ä All changes were statistically signifrcant or marginally significant except for the

I ¿ifference between Condition 3 and,4 and between Condition 4 and 5.

ià

-Ë 12.3.2 Glance duration
!)

; By recording the x-y coordinates of the glance direction in time, it was possible to

b automatically analyse whether and how long participants were looking aI trafftc
: signs, as they were approached. Although many traffic signs were encountered

during the route, glance duration was not analysed for all traffrc signs.

Before data analysis, any sign of a difference in glance duration for traffrc signs

between the 5 conditions was assessed, since any difference in glance duration
between the úrst frve drives would have biased the Change Blindness results. There
was no main effect of Condition on glance duration for traffic signs, suggesting that
that in all conditions, glance duration to the four traffic signs along the route was
comparable. There was a main effect of Drive [F(4,50 4l : 8.39, p < 0.01], but a Tukey
post-hoc test did not show any significant differences between the individual drives.

4

A
1'z:5.03, p<0 03 y2-9.03, p<0 003 74¿-\5.93, p<0.0001
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There was also a main effect of Tlaffic Sign [F(3,378) : 84.98, p< 0.0001] if the four
traffic signs that were shown along the route were included. Note that this analysis

did not include any change, since here only the first five drives were included in this
analysis. A Thkey post-hoc test showed that glance duration for traffc sign 1 {priority
road) was lower than for traffic sign 2 {side streets from left and right) and 3 (side

street from right) (p < 0.001 and p < 0.05 respectively), but higher than for traffic sign

  (yield sign) (p < 0.05). Glance duration for traffr.c sign 2 and 3 were higher than for
trafúc sign 4 (p< 0.001 in both cases).

Glances towards the changed traffrc sign in the last drive were frrst assessed for all
participants, regardless of glance duration. This was then eompared to their level of
Change Blindness. This led to four different behavioural categories. These results are

presented in Table 12.4, Condition 1 is not included here since there was no change

in traffrc signs.

Table 12.4 The percentage (and absolute number) of participants for fou¡ different behavioural

categories.
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If participants failed to glance at the traffrc signs, they also failed to report the

change. However, the difference in percentage of Change Blindness between condi-
tions cannot be explained by having a higher percentage of participants not taking a

glance at the critical traffrc sign. Condition 2 in which the sign 'side street from the
right' changed into 'side street from the left' had the highest percentage of Change

Blindness, but it also had the highest percentage of people glancing at the criticai
traffrc sign. Therefore, the difference in Change Blindness between the different
conditions can only be explained by having different Change Blindness levels in the
participants who actuaily did take a glance.

Table 12.5 provides the numbers and percentage of participants that were Change

Blind when only those participants that glanced at the critical traffic sign were
inciuded. Here it is interesting to see that there seems to be a gradual decrease in
Change Blindness with an increasing difference with the original sign, but there is

a disproportionately large decrease for Condition 4, the 'warning for running off a
quay'. This may have been because the sign did not út the driving scene. This issue

will be discussed further in paragraph 12.4.

It may have been that there were differences in glance durations to the critical traffrc
sign between the conditions. The results are indicated in Table 12.6.

Table 12.5 The percentage (and absolute number) of participants that were Change Blind when only

taking participants into account that glanced at the critical traffrc sign.

Condition

Glance and

change blind

83.3% (151

5
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Table 12.6 The glance durations to the critical sign for the four different behavioural eategories

imeaswed in msec).

total

+ warnrng

815

This table indicates that for the 'glance and change awarer category there was no

difference in glance duration between the different conditions. However, there was a

difference in glance duration between the Change Blind and the Change Aware, with
longer glances for the Change l¡n¡are condition.

As a next step, glance duration was analysed including a new variable: Change

Blindness, with 2 levels, Change Blind and Change Aware. In this analysis,

Condition 1 (control condition with the original sign 'side street from the right')
was not included since it did not contain a change. However, the glance duration

for this control condition is plotted in Figure 12.11. Results showed a main effect

of Change Blindness on glance duration [F(1,96) = 49.78, p<0.0001], with higher

glance duration for those participants who detected the change (1803 msec versus

407 msec). There was also a 2-way interaction between Change Blindness and Drive

[F(5,480) : 7.61., p<0.0001], shown in Figure 2.11. Thìs interaction showed that the

difference in glance duration was even larger in case of the actual change (drive 6).
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i figure 12.11 Average glance duration for Change Blind participants, Cha4ge Aware participants and
.!

S the control condition. The bars indicate the standard er¡or.
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! There was no interaction between Change Blindness, Condition and Drive, indi-
g cating that this pattern was similar for all conditions, so there was no difference in
!

glance duration to the changed sign between the different conditions. This means
that the difference in Change Blindness between conditions cannot be explained by
shorter glance duration per se in conditions with higher Change Blindness levels.

12.3.3 Traffic sign identi-ûcation test
Altogether, participants had to identify 10 traffrc signs that were briefly presented

On a computer monitor, according to their own personal threshold time. Table 72.7

shows the results, indicating the percentage of correctly identifred trafflc signs.
. Percentages printed in bold indicate that participants were actually confronted with
, that traffic sign in the video, possibly leading to higher percentages of correct
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What is clearly shown in Table 12.7 ís tl:.at the expected effect of implicit information
processing was not found. There was no better identification for those participants

that were confronted with the traffic sign in comparison to participants that had

not been confronted with the sign. Better identifrcation was expected of traffrc sign

8 ('running off a quay') for Condition 4 ('side street from the right'changed into
'running off a quay') and 5 {'side street from the right'changed into'running off
a qray' + auditory warning) compared to Condition 2 ('side street from the right'
changed into 'side street from the left') and 3 ('side street from the right' changed

into 'playing children'). This did not turn out to be the case. There was also no

better identification of traffrc sign 9 ('playing children') for Condition 3 ('side street

from the right' changed into 'playing children') compared to the other conditions,

nor of traffic sign 10 ('side street from the left') for Condition 2 ('side street from
the right' changed into 'side street from the left') compared to the other conditions.
Also, making a distinction between the Change Blind and the Change Aware did not

lead to better results on this test for the Change Aware. Apparently participants' ability
to identify the briefly presented traffrc signs did not depend whether they
were previousiy confronted with the trafúc sign. Even explicit detection (for the
participants that detected the change) did not help to identify the traffrc sign in this
traffrc sign identification test.

12.4 Conclusions and discussion
In the current experimentr many instances of Change Blindness were found, despite

the fact that the changes were task related. This means that Change Blindness is

not the mere result of the changes not being detected because they are not relevant
for the task at hand. This corresponds to earlier results of a driving related study
by Martens and Fox (in press) that showed that participants failed to respond to an

unexpected change in priority, even though this change was highly task related.

However in that study, participants were not specifically instructed that a change

would be present.

In the current study, Change Blindness clearly depended on the type of change that
was presented. There was a linear decrease of Change Blindness with an increasing
difference between the original and the changed sign. This means that the explicit
detection of a change depends on the amount of difference between the original
and the changed information. A small change only led to 11.5% detection, whereas

a bigger change resulted in 38.5% or even 50% detection. However, even though
Change Detection was statistically higher in case of the larger change, Change

Blindness was still 50%0. This low change detection rate cannot simply be explained
by people generally not paying attention, since one of the conditions actually raised



the attention level just before the change, since it was accompanied by an auditory
message Attention, traffic situation has changed' (and informing participants
that this message would be played just before presenting the change). Detection
was somewhat larger than without this message, but it did not reach statistical
signifrcance compared to the same change without the warning. This low number
can also be explained by some participants not glancing at the change. In contrast
to the results of O'Regan, Deubel, Clark and Rensink (2000), who found some cases

of Change Detection without any glances directly at the changed item, this was not
found in this experiment. There were no instances of change detection without a

glance directly at the sign. This difference may be explained by the fact that O'Regan

and his colleagues used static scenes instead of dynamic scenes. In static scenes,

information in the visual periphery does not change location if an item is frxated

whereas this is the case in a dynamic scene. Therefore it is more difficult in our
experiment to identify visual information in the periphery since both the fixated
item and the item in the visual periphery continuously move. For participants that
gÌanced at the criticaÌ sign, Change Blindness is much lower.

The current experiment showed that when only those participants are taken into
account that glanced at the sign, there is no linear decrease of Change Blindness

with an increasing difference. For the traffrc sign that changed most and did not
frt the scene, Change Blindness was less than was expected on the basis of the

difference alone. Here it may very well be that the fact that the traffrc sign did not
frt the scene may have increased change detection. The traffic sign that changed the

least compared to the original sign did not profrt from this 'not frtting the scene'. In
this case, it may be that the difference with the original sign was so small that the

difference between the original sign and the traffic sign not fitting the scene was

not even noticed. It is very likeÌy that there has to be a sufficiently large difference

between the original information and the changed information before 'not frtting
the scene' will actually lead to improved change detection. Only in case of a bigger

change that did not frt the scene with the auditory message raising attention, Change

Blindness was 0% for all participants that glanced at the critical sign.

A second interesting frnding was that there was a signifrcant difference in glance

duration between participants that explicitly perceived the criticai trafúc sign and

those who took a glance but did not report seeing the sign. This difference in glance

duration between the Change Blind and the Change Aware was already present

before any changes were presented yet. This shows that the long glance duration

for the Change Aware participants was not a consequence of explicitly perceiving

the change but rather the reason that they perceived the change in the flrst place.
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This suggests that there is a value for minimal glance duration in order to allow

explicit processing. Glance durations that are below this limit do not result in explicit
perception. Unfortunately, when looking at the individual glance duration data,

there was no absolute minimal glance duration that guaranteed explicit perception.

There was an overlap between the glance duration data of the Change Blind and

the Change Aware, which means that there was not a strict criterion which allows
a perfect prediction of whether participants will explicitly notice the change. But
the data clearly show that participants with higher glance durations at trafúc signs

are more likely to explicitly perceive the change. And when the change is detected,

glance duration increases even more.

In contrast to what was found in earlier studies (Martens & Fox, in press; Martens
&.Fox, 2007), there was no general decrease in giance duration at traffi.c signs over

the drives. The absence of this decrease in glance duration in contrast to the earlier
studies is most likely the result of the instructions provided to participants in the

current study. Participants were instructed to pay attention to traffic related items
and they knew they had to detect a change that they could only detect if they
paid attention from drive to drive. However, despite the current instruction, about
30Vo of the participants did not glance at the critical trafftc sign. If glancing at a

sign is a minimal requirement for perception, pointing to the visual selection of
that particular information, than this explains about 30% of the Change Blindness

cases. Change Blindness can also result from participants detecting the change but
not realising that this is the change that is meant. In this experiment, participants
were explained in the end what the change had been, offering them the possibility
to indicate that they indeed perceived that sign without having realised that it had
changed. This only happened once in all 131 cases. This means that in almost alÌ
cases, participants immediately detected the change at the moment they passed the
changed sign or they did not at all-

In the current experiment, there are no indications that the Change Blind have
implicitly processed the information. The traffic sign identification test did not show
better performance for those who were confronted with speciflc trafflc signs in com-
parison to those who had not. The problem here may be that the test is not sensitive
enough. Even the change Aware did not show better performance compared to
participants who were not previously confronted with the traffic sign. However,
there are also no indications of implicit processing of the information for the Change
Blind in terms of glance duration. we did not frnd higher glance durations in case

of changes for the change Blind. In case of the change, giance duration for the
Change Blind was even somewhat shorter than glance duration for this specifrc sign
on earlier drives.



In conclusion, there are various factors that play a role in Change Detection. A frrst

factor that plays a role in expìicit perception is selecting the relevant information

as evidenced by a glance at the critical sign. A second factor seems to be the

duration of the glance. This is shown by the fact that people who initially have longer

glances al a\I trafíc signs had a higher chance of Change Detection. An additional

finding is that in case of the explicit perception, the change so to say 'grabs' the

glance for a longer period of time, leading to higher glance durations in case of
changes compared to no changes. So the higher initial glance duration allows deeper

processing, leading to Change Detection {glance duration as a cause), with Change

Detection increasing glance duration even more if it enters awareness (glance

duration as a consequence). And a third factor that seems to play a role is the

type of change. The larger the difference between the original and the changed

information, the higher the chance of change detection. If the difference is large

enough, the fact that the presented information does not fit the scene seems to also

improve change detection. Actively raising the level of attention at the moment of

the change improves Change Detection for those who glance at the trafúc sign.

In traffrc environments, experienced drivers have strong expectations about the

presence of traffrc signs or priority situations. Sometimes these expectations are

based on prior experience of driving the road, sometimes these expectations are

based on the way the road is designed (a.o. Martens , 2005; Theeuwes, 1996; Kaptein

& Theeuwes, 1996; Martens & Fox, in press). This means that there is a risk in
changing traffic related items that are not in accordance with the expectations of the

driver (a.o. Martens & Fox, in press; Martens, 2005). Although a first aim of a road

designer should be to design according to driver expectations, it may be necessary

to change a road situation. In this case, the changed situation will not meet the

expectations of drivers that have been driving the road for a long time. In order to

improve explicit perception, various combined measures need to be taken. One basic

measure is to attract glances in order to guarantee seÌection. The second measure

is to affect glance duration, ensuring longer glances. This allows the selected

information to be processed to a deeper extent. The third measure is to make the

difference with the previously shown information as large as possible, in order to

come to explicit detection. Based on the current findings, we claim that the larger

the difference between the original item and the changed one, the higher the chance

of breaking through their expectations, leading to explicit perception. With respect

to driving, this means that when changing a trafíc situation, there is a risk that the

change will not be detected. Therefore, the cues indicating the new situation would

need to be clearly distinct from the former situation. Simply replacing one traffic

sign with another is not sufflcient. Using various cues could help selection of at least

one cue, increasing the chance of detection of that cue, thereby raising attention and

increasing the chance of detection of other cues.
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The phenomenon, central to this thesis is 'the failure to apprehend'. The pheno-

menon describes the situation in which information is clearly visible in a scene,

but the observer does not act upon the presented information even though the

information is relevant for the task.

The thesis started by discussing literature that is related to this phenomenon. In
Change Blindness and Inattentional Blindness studies, numerous examples are

available of observers not acting upon apparently clearly visible information. This

may be the result of either a failure to select the information or a failure to respond.

If information is not selected (for instance someone does not glance at the informa-

tion), it cannot generate a response. However, even in case of selection, it is possible

that the selected information is not sufficiently processed to generate a response.

After assessing the type of situations in which 'the failure to apprehend' occurs (e.g.

high task load or in case of expectations), an elaborated task performance model

was introduced. This elaborated task model was mainly introduced as a framework
to explain 'the failure to apprehend' in driving and to link the concept of expecta-

tions to Rasmussen's task performance model. Rasmussen's model is elaborated by
introducing the main factors of top-down and bottom-up control. Also, factors that
are influenced by the various task levels, such as attention, arousal, task load and

required time are included.

This thesis focuses on the mid level of the elaborated task performance model. This
mid level is called rule-based behaviour, with a link to schemata and expectations. In
the remaining chapter, we discuss the results of the studies in the light of this model

and discuss what can be done to avoid 'the failure to apprehend' at this task level.

13.1 Top-down versus bottom-up in normal conditions
One of the assumptions of the model is that knowledge-based tasks (or new tasks) are

characterised by bottom-up processing and lack of top-down control. Even though
this thesis did not focus on this task level, the lab tasks in this thesis were initially
performed at a knowledge-based performance level. None of the participants had

any experience with this task. However, by allowing half of the participants to
develop expectations about the occurrence of targets, we manipulated the level at

which the task presumably was performed. We expected that by training half of the

participants with this task, their performance would be executed at a rule-based or
schemata level.

With knowÌedge-based performance, glance duration to all stimuli was equal.

However, expectations (schemata-based performance) changed the way that people

scanned their environment. Expectations introduced top-down control, illustrated



by a change in glances to the presented stimuli. In case of expectations, people

spend more time glancing at information they expect to be relevant for the task.

Even though the bottom-up features ai both task performance levels were exactly the

same, it was top-down control that determined how Ìong people glanced at specific

items.

But how does this relate to real world tasks such as driving? Since we used experi-

enced car drivers as participants, and people did not have to find their route, people

did not perform all aspects of the task at a knowledge-based level. However, we could

still manipulate expectationsr as we did in the lab tasks, by having road users drive

the same road several times. This manipulation did affect expectations as shown

by the observation that after several drives, road users had stronger expectations

about what information was presented at what location. That this also introduced

top-down control was shown by the observation that also in this task, expectations

changed drivers' scanning strategy. With increased familiarity with the road, drivers

spent less time glancing at rraffrc signs. Again, the bottom-up features remained the

same (since the traffic signs are the same from drive to drive), but glance duration

decreased, showing the effect of top-down control.

Together the results of the lab and the driving tasks show that with stronger expecta-

tions, less active information processing takes place. Glance duration to irrelevant

information decreases (lab tests), but also in case of relevant information (e.g. traffrc

signs in the driving tasks), familiarity with aroad decreases glance duration. This

shows the difference between bottom-up and top-down control.

13.2 Top-down versus bottom-up in case of incorrect
expectations
The elaborated task performance model assumes that in case of rule-based

performance, top-down control is so strong that there is not much room for bottom-

up features. This strong top-down control may lead to 'the failure to apprehend'.

In order to study the strength of expectations and top-down control, we introduced

a change in the tasks. In those cases in which the presented information was not

similar to what was previously presented, or so to say did not correspond with

the expectations, 'the failure to apprehend' was found. Apparently the top-down

control was indeed so strong that the bottom-up features were not strong enough

to overcome this. Given the model that we outlined, this was exactly what was

expected. Even though in many cases, the changed information was selected, with
people actually looking at the information, the response often corresponded to the

old situation rather than to the newly presented information. In many cases, there

was no response al all and even if there was a response, response times were long or
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the response was not strong enough. In case of the driving task, there were instances

in which the new sign indeed seemed to affect driving speed, but only to a rather
small extent- An interesting phenomenon in this is that 'the failure to apprehend'
also occurred in situations without familiarity with the road. In these cases drivers
drove the road for the frrst time. This shows that top-down control is not only linked
to familiarity with the road, but also to the design of the road in itself. Apparent-
ly, experience with various roads in the past has also generated schemata of what
to expect in similar road environments. These schemata have a similarly strong
top-down component as being familiar with one specific type of road.

In a Change Blindness task, one cannot really speak about incorrect expectations
in case of a change. People were instructed that there would be a change, which
probably kept the arousal and attention level at a relatively high level. The main
result was that people who noticed the change had longer glances at the traffrc sign
in all 'drives' (even in drives without any change) than people who did not notice the
change. This shows the close link between glance duration and level of processing.
Longer glances allow deeper processing and therefore resulted in less occurrence of
'the failure to apprehend'. In case of the actual change, glance duration was even
longer for those who noticed.

Together these results show that when a change or unexpected information is
presented, the new information is often not selected or selected but insuffrciently
processed. In these cases/ responses are absent or inadequate (e.g. slow response).
'The failure to apprehend' in driving is also present without familiarity with the
specific road. This shows that expectations do not always have to be the result of
experience or familiarity with that exact road. A road may also elicit expectations by
the way it is designed, with strong top-down control even if the road has not been
driven before. The longer the glance at the changed information, the higher the
chance of a response.

13.3 Top-down versus bottom-up: the balance
The elaborated task modeÌ describes 'the failure to apprehend' at all task levels as

the result of the inbalance between top-down and bottom-up selection and process-
ing. In case of expectations or schemata - i.e., at the rule-based level - , the top-down
influence is so strong that there is not much room for bottom-up features. At this
Ievel, 'the failure to apprehend' is the result of this too strong top-down control in
case of incorrect expectations.

In order to avoid 'the failure to apprehend' under those circumstances, there are
three possible approaches.



The first approach is to only design roads that perfectly match driver expectations

and fit the schemata. An attempt to do this has been the Dutch road design concept

of Sustainable Safety. The concept of Sustainable Safety was introduced in order

to decrease the number of injuries and fatalities in road traffic in the Netherlands.

The idea is that all roads should be designed in such a way that road users know

what type of behaviour is expected of them {in terms of speed, having priority,

overtaking etc.) and what type of other users they will encounter (cars, cyclists,

mopeds and slow agricultural vehicles etc.) just by looking at the road. Sustain-

able Safety acknowledges that this self-expaining character of roads can only be

realised if there is a limited number of road categories and if they are designed

according to specific rules. This means that within one road category, design

characteristics have to be similar and between road categories they need to be different.

Although in itself, the idea is excellent (since it allows road users to develop schemata

that are linked to specifrc road categories) the problem is its implementation. The

implementation of Sustainable Safety in the Netherlands is decentralised. This

means that different local road authorities are responsible for implementing

Sustainable Safety in their own region. Since the implementation also has to frt the

local budget, there still may be quite some variation within one road category. Also,

several examples are shown in which road authorities do not implement the right

design characteristics for the road category. For instance, there are already examples

in the Netherlands in which a characteristic that belongs to the design characteristics

of road category A is used in case of road category B. This real-life example shows

that it is not so easy to perfectly harmonise road categories throughout an entire

country let alone harmonise them over country borders.

A second approach would be the opposite: Avoiding any top-down control by

preventing any driver expectations, thereby avoiding schemata. The problem

with this approach is twofold. On the one hand, it requires a rather complicated

co-ordination between road authorities. This co-ordination is even more diffrcult

than the co-ordination required for implementing Sustainable Safety. In order to

avoid the development of schemata, there should be quite large differences and

variation between roads of the same category. Only by making the design within one

type of road very different from one road to the other, expectations and schemata

will not develop. This is a very complicated design process and the risk of developing

schemata and expectations is still there if drivers get familiar with a specifrc road.

The second problem is that this would bring the driving task back to the task level

of a novice driver, that is, to the knowledge-based or new.task level. This poses a

rather high task load and there are many visual elements competing for selection.

This may also result in 'the failure to apprehend', even though here it is caused by

too strong bottom-up control. The advantage of top-down control is completely lost,

with an increase in workload. Since novice drivers are known to have a high accident
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risk, probably due to this high workload, the fact that many more visual elements

compete for selection, and that they are not able to handle complex situations since

they have to rely on bottom-up processing, one may question if this approach really
improves safety.

The third approach is to increase the strength of the bottom-up features of new or
unexpected information in order to get more balance between top-down and bottom-
up. By strengthening bottom-up features, a baiance may be found without losing
the advantages of top-down control. As previously discussed, a first requirement
for a response is the selection of the relevant information. Although it is possible to

aTtract the gaze by means of highly conspicuous items such as a flashing light, this
is not the proper way to proceed. We want to avoid creating a road environment
with many flashing lights to attracl attention, since this will decrease the attentional
value in general if they are used very often. Also, they imminently warn alÌ drivers
whereas the warning is not necessarily relevant for all drivers. Moreover, they may
atLract attention away from other imminent items such as the activation of braking
lights of the car in front or a child that crosses the street. Therefore, it seems more
appropriate to suggest another measure. What we can learn from the experiments is
that in case of an auditory warning, there were no cases of 'the failure to apprehend'
in driving. The most likely assumption is that the auditory warning changed drivers'
scanning behaviour to a more active one. This most probably resulted in more drivers
selecting the new traffrc sign and taking longer glances than without this message,

bringing task performance more towards a knowledge-based level of a novice driver.
However, we have to keep in mind that in knowledge-based or new tasks, there is
much competition between presented elements in the environment. A disadvantage

of a warning - bringing the task performance to a bottom-up level of processing

- could therefore be that a driver selects as many items from the visual surroun-
dings as possible, whereas the purpose of the warning is that the driver selects the
specifrc critical item. Thereforer an auditory warning is only effective if it leads to
the selection of the right information, and not just of any information. In order
to make sure that the relevant information is selected if the auditory message is

provided, there should not be other items competing for selection. It is therefore
important to limit the amount of other signs and signals. This also accounts for
other conspicuous visual elements in the vicinity of the changed or deviant situation.
Limiting the amount of visual information increases the chance of selecting the right
items. But how will this auditory message be implemented? In a future scenario,
a driver always carries a personal driver card. This card contains all sorts of
personalised information such as the preferred position of the mirrors and the chair,
the favorite radio station and information about where the road user has been driving
and what road situations have been changed since the last time he or she drove
there. This personal card will be inserted into the car at each drive and will activate
a system that warns the driver for a changed traffic situation or for black spots where



accidents often occur. The big advantage of these systems is that they are personal,

so they wiìl only be activated if drivers previously encountered a different situation.
This has advantages to flashing lights that will also warn drivers that drive the route

for the frrst time.

Now, if the item is selected, a second requirement for a response is sufflciently
deep processing. This can be done by making the difference with the former or
the expected situation as large as possible. The larger the difference between the

changed situation and the original one, the higher the chance of a response. The

difference can be the location of a sign (not replacing the old sign with a new sign but
also changing its location), the form of the sign (triangle, square, round), the colour

of the sign, the size of the sign (enlarging it), the type of sign {warning sign, informa-

tion sign, etc) and most importantly the pictogram or text shown on the sign. Also,

additional measures have to be taken to increase the strength of bottom-up control,

like road markings (timely in order to allow the information to be processed) and

additional traffrc signs. This does not only hold for road situations that are changed,

but also holds for situations in which there is an exception compared to similar
roads. An exampìe in this case may be that there is a side road that has priority
whereas other similar side roads do not have priority. The more different the road

design is compared to previous designs, the stronger the bottom-up features and the

higher the chance of the proper response. The effectivity of this approach is directly
derived from this thesis. Very subtle implicit additional cues do not have any effects,

bottom-up features really have to be strong.

The idea that information with strong bottom-up features that is not in line with
expectations will lead to selection and deep processing is exactly what is used to

attract attention to advertisements along the road. The purpose of the advertise-

ment agency is to attract as many and as long glances as possible. The purpose of

the road authorities is that advertisements attract as little and as short glances as

possible. Therefore, the question is what type of advertisements are too distracting

for the driving task and what tlpe of advertisement can still be allowed by the road

authorities. Based on this thesis, we claim that only for advertisements that present

a very limited number of items (e.g. one short word together with one slogan or one

pictogram or logo) and present items that are well-known (for instance a well-known
logo or a non-ambiguous picture), glances will be sufficiently short to not adversely

affect road safety. Advertisements that are very large, are dynamic, flash, present

several items, have long text, are ambiguous or show logos or symbols or pictures

that need more than some seconds to be fully processed need to be forbidden along

the side of the road. This is also the case for information shown on advertisements

that have a large subjective relevance, such as advertisements showing people in

their underwear or shocking images like the results of road accidents. These adver-

tisements should not be allowed along the side of the road.
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Responding to relevant visual information is of crucial importance in almost any

task. This thesis studies the mechanisms that underlie 'the failure to apprehend'; the

phenomenon of not acting upon clearly visible and relevant information.

Chapter 1 through 6 describe the literature in the field and provide a theoretical

framework for the thesis. Chapter 7 through 12 describe the experimental work that

has been done- Chapter 13 ends this thesis with the discussion and conclusions.

Chapter 1 describes the 'failure to apprehend' in the context of Inattentional

Blindness and Change Blindness. Inattentional Blindness refers to the phenomenon

that people do not notice unattended objects or events, even though they may be

relevant for their task. In case of Change Blindness, observers are not aware of a
change that took place, even though the change is clearly visible.

In order to respond to information, it needs to be processed frrst. In order for
information to enter the information processing cycle, it needs to be selected from
all available information. 'The failure to apprehend' may be the result of information
not being selected. Chapter 2 describes this role of visual selection in the ability
to respond to information. An important role in selection is played by attention.
Attention is the mechanism that selects stimuli for further (higher-level) processing.

Under normal conditions, with people performing real life tasks, selection takes place

overtly by directing the eye to the visual information. The role of eye movements in
information processing is explained, with a strong link between attention and glance

direction in natural task performance.

Chapter 3 provides evidence that there may also be cases of 'the failure to apprehend'

even though the appropriate information is selected. There may even be indica-
tions that the information was processed to some extent, without the information
leading to a response. This may be the result of not suffrciently deep processing, with
insuffrcient cues to lead to a response or a failure in memory. Therefore, explicit
performance measures (e.g. asking whether people noticed the information) are not
always the best performance measures. Implicit measures, such as glance duration,
response times or the possibility to implicitly use this information for the task at

hand should also be taken into account to get a better insight in the underlying
mechanisms of 'the failure to apprehend'.

Situations in which 'the failure to apprehend' is most likely to occur are provided
in Chapter 4. These situations are conditions in which people have strong expecta-
tions, show automated task performance, have a vigilance tasks tlpe of character or
induce a bigh workload.

Chapter 5 discusses the 'failure to apprehend' in the context of driving. To explain
the underlying causes of 'the failure to apprehend' at each of the three task per-

formance levels of Rasmussen, we propose an elaboration of his original model.



The elaborated model links automated task performance to skill-based behaviour,

with a low level of arousal, attention, and task load. It requires little time to perform
and the task is normally well-practised. The problem with this task level is that
there is hardly any room for top-down control. Rule-based behaviour is linked to
expectations and activated schemata, with an intermediate level of attention, arousal

and workload. It requires more time to perform the task and it is less practised than
tasks at the skill-based level. This level of performance is characterised by a strong
top-down control, leaving little room for bottom-up features. The knowledge-based

level is linked to new tasks, with a high level of attention, arousal and workload.
Performing the task requires relatively much time and the task is hardly practised.

Information processing takes place in a bottom-up manner, with almost no top-
down control. Even though 'the failure to apprehend' may take place at any of these

levels, the causes may occur at different levels. At the new task level, 'the failure
to apprehend' is most likely the result of the failure to select the right information
at the right time because of a limited processing capacífy and no top-down control,
resulting in competition between all displayed items. At the schemata level, 'the
failure to apprehend' is the result of too strong top-down control; top-down control
that is so strong that it does not allow the bottom-up input of signals that do not fit
the top-down schemata. In case of automated behaviour, 'the failure to apprehend'
is also explained by the lack of top-down control; the presentation of an item auto-

matically triggers the response, even if in this case it is not the correct response.

Chapter 6 addresses the focus of this thesis. It explains the difference between the

driving task and some classic Change Blindness and Inattentional Blindness tasks. In
most Change Blindness and Inattentional Blindness tasks, participants are instructed

what to attend to or what to search for, whereas this is not the case in normal
driving. AIso, the information of interest is not always relevant for the observer,

whereas this thesis focuses on task relevant items. A third difference with Change

Blindness tasks is that they speciflcally focus on detecting the change, whether our
main focus is on responding to information that is currently there (irrespective of
whether it was different before). The main research questions of this thesis are:

What is the effect of developing expectations on eye movement behaviour and the
occurrence of 'the failure to apprehend', what type of information results in'the
failure to apprehend' and what type does not, and what type of information can help
break through incorrect expectations, resulting in 'the failure to apprehend'? The

main focus is the driving context.

Chapter 7 investigates the effects of expectations on eye glance duration and on 'the
failure to apprehend' in two laboratory experiments. Glance duration and manual

responses to predefined targets amongst distractors were measured in a dynamic

and abstract environment shown on a computer monitor. Participants received

a continuous flow of stimuli with either a predictable sequence of targets and
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distractors or with a random sequence. In the predictable sequence, participants

were able to develop expectations about the order of targets and distractors. Under

those conditions, glance duration for targets was longer than for distractors. In the

random condition, participants were not able to develop expectations about the

presentation of targets and distractors, which resulted in similar glance duration
for targets and distractors. Responses to targets were much faster in the predic-

table than in the random condition. The problem with these expectations, that in
normal cases decreased response times, was 'the failure to apprehend' in case of
incorrect expectations. Information that did not meet the expectations was either
missed (no response) or responses were extremely slow, substantially slower than in
the random condition. These results clearly show the downside of having expecta-

tions and the strong impact of top-down control. The chapter concludes by stating

that these results have major implications for all tasks that have strong top-down
control over visual selection and information processing, like operator monitoring
tasks or driving. In these types of task, the consequence of'the failure to apprehend'
and strongly delayed responses may be dramatic.

Chapter 8 assesses the effect of expectations on response time, response accuracy

and glance duration, again in a lab type setting. In a dynamic and abstract computer
simulated environment, participants responded to predefrned targets amongst

distractors that were again presented in a continuous flow. The character of
the stimuli was different than that in the previous study decribed in Chapter 7.

Infrequently, participants had to respond to targets that were not expected to appear

at that moment or they had to refrain from responding when a target was not
presented even though expected. Again we found that participants' glance duration
to targets was longer than for distractors. Response times to unexpected targets were
much longer than response times to expected ones. Many errors were made when
unexpected information was presented, with most errors being made when a response

needed to be inhibited. There was no difference in glance duration between partici-
pants with correct and those with incorrect responses in case of unexpected infor-
mation. Interestingl¡ the presence of unexpected information did not change the
glance strategy of observers. Again, these results show the strong negative impact
that expectations and top-down control may have for real life tasks such as assembly
line workers or air lraffic controllers.

Chapter 9 investigates the effect of expectations on glance duration and respon-
ding to unexpected information in the driving context. Participants drove a low-
cost simulator while their eye movements were recorded. In some conditions,
participants got familiar with a particular road by driving this road several times
during various days. The study showed that repeated exposure to the same road
indeed increased familiarity with this road and it changed eye movement behaviour.



With repeated exposure participants spent less time glancing aTfraffic signs along the
route while having a better recollection of the traffrc signs along the route. When the
road situation was changed (a priority road changed into a yield situation) without
any specific instruction, drivers did glance at the sign indicating the new situation but
did not process the information suffrciently to show an adequate response. Repeated
exposure to the same road resulted in many inadequate responses to the change in
priority, even though there was a new sign and there were priority road markings
that were not present before. The current únding that incorrect expectations may
cause drivers to miss important information even though they look at it is relevant
to other monitoring tasks.

chapter 10 assesses glance duration after multiple exposures to the same road
in real driving conditions and when watching videos. since it was already demon-
strated that the duration of glances at traffc signs decreases in simulated environ-
ments, this study investigates whether this also holds in real driving and in a video
condition. In the video condition, a video was taped during driving from the driver's
point of view. While watching this video, participants had to pretend they were
driving the car while simulating steering and braking. one of the main outcomes
of the study was that the decrease in glance duration for traffrc related objects with
increased exposure that has been found in simulated environments was also found
in real driving. A second important outcome is that this decrease has also been
found in the video condition. This means that over all objects, the two methods
lead to comparable results when investigating the duration of glances at objects. For
glance frequency, people have slightly more glances at object when watching a video
compared to real driving and the decrease with increased exposure is not as gradual

as it is with glance duration.
The decrease in glance duration over days was quite comparable between watching
a video and actual driving. However, there were also some differences in glance

duration between the two conditions with respect to specifrc objects. This means
that the video conflguration is not useful for identifying objects that would receive

longest and shortest glances under real driving conditions. Although there are objects
that have long glances in the video condition that also have ìong glances in the real
driving condition, there is no exclusive overlap. Therefore, great care is needed when
using video instead of real driving to investigate glance durations and frequencies to
trafúc related objects. The video method is suitable for exploratory research, Iooking
into glance duration atroad objects and to assess the effect of multiple exposures or
familiarity with the road environment on glance duration without being interested
in exact glance duration in real life situations.

In Chapter 11, a driving simulator study is described that assesses the effects

of familiarity with a road on 'the failure to apprehend'. The central question was
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whether familiarity with the road results in 'the failure to apprehend' and whether
'the failure to apprehend' mainly occurs if drivers drive the same road several times

or whether it also occurs if the road environment partly varies from one drive to the

next. In order to study 'the failure to apprehend', a ctrange to the road lay-out was

introduced from one drive to the next. In this study, a normal road was changed into
a No-Entry road. Participants were warned for this change in various ways, from just
putting up the No-Entry sign to additional signs warning for a change via auditory in-
vehicle messages. The driving simulator study showed that there was no difference
in the occurrence of 'the failure to apprehend' between the same drives and drives
that were varied. Even more so, 'the failure to apprehend' was not a consequence of
driving the same or a similar road numerous times, but rather the result of expecta-

tions that the drivers already had on the frrst drive. This indicates that there are situ-
ations in which 'the failure to apprehend' is not the mere result of prior exposure to
that particular road, but rather the result of the wrong expectations induced by the
road design itself. Even on the first drive, one did not expect the No-Entry situation,
leading to drivers entering this road. Adding information to point the driver to the
changed situation does decrease 'the failure to apprehend'. Although fewer errors
were made in case of an additional yellow sign indicating a change in the traffic
situation, there were still cases of 'the failure to apprehend'. Only by means of an

auditory in-vehicle messager there were no cases of 'the failure to apprehend'.

Chapter 12 used a Change Blindness task to assess 'the failure to apprehend' in a
driving related context. The purpose of the experiment was to study how large the
problem of Change Blindness actually is in case of task relevant changes. With task
relevant changes we refer to changes related to the task people are performing. In
this case, drivers were instructed to detect a change inatraffrc related item, which in
this case was a change to a traffic sign. Another purpose was to study how the type of
change affects Change Blindness and to study the role of glance duration in Change
Blindness. The study was performed by having car drivers watch video fllms, taped
from the driver's point of view showing 6 drives around a block. Participants were
instructed to pay close attention to traffrc related issues and to imagine they were
the driver of the car. They were also instructed that they had to look for a trafftc
related change. G1ance duration to traflc signs was measured as well as Change
Blindness (are participants able to explicitly detect the change). In drive 6, one of
the trafflc signs was changed into a different traffic sign. There were frve different
conditions, including one control condition without any change to the traffrc sign.
In the four experimental conditions, the original sign was replaced by a different
offrcial traffic sign. Implicit processing of the change was measured by studying
glance duration and by having participants perform a trafftc sign identification test
after watching the video. of those participants not looking at the traffic sign, no one

was able to detect the change. of those participants that did glance at the changed



traffrc sign, participants who detected the change had overall longer glances than the

participants who did not detect the change. In case of the actual change, the glances

for the Change Aware participants were even longer than in other drives. Even in
case of task related changes, in this case traffic related changes, Change Blindness

was still high. However, Change Blindness was lower if the image presented on the

traffrc sign was more deviant from the original one, when it did not frt the driving
scene and when attention was raised by means of an auditory warning. Under those

circumstances, all participants that glanced at the critical sign were Change Aware.

However, even under those conditions, there were still people who did not glance at

the critical traffic sign and were therefore Change Blind. There were no indications
of implicit change detection for the Change Blind.

Chapter 13 relates the experimental results to the literature and to the elaborated

task performance model. This thesis focuses on the rule-based or schemata task

level, with strong top-down control. The 'failure to apprehend' at this task level is

the result of a too strong top-down control, hardly leaving any room for bottom-up

features. There are several approaches to avoid this. One approach would be to
design roads that perfectly match the driver's expectations and flt the schemata.

However, this does not seem a realistic option since the introduction of Sustainable

Safety has akeady shown that it is not possible to implement roads that perfectly
match throughout the country. Another approach would do the opposite, that is,

to avoid any development of schemata or expectations by designing every road in
a very different way. This approach does not seem plausible since this asks for an

even stricter coordination throughout the entire country, since sufficient variation

needs to be implemented from one road to the next. Also, road users would still
develop expectations if they drive the same road various times. Another reason why
this approach is not suitable is that it brings the driving task to the knowledge-based

level of novice drivers, with an increase in task load on all roads. Novice drivers are

known to have a relatively high involvement in accidents and do not have the advan-

tages of top-down control that experienced drivers have.

A third approach would be to increase the bottom-up features in order to receive

some balance with the strong top-down control. One basic measure would be to
present an auditory in-vehicle warning. This most probably resuits in more drivers

selecting the new information and taking longer glances than without this message.

This would temporarily bring task performance more to the knowledge-based level

of a novice driver, with the possible disadvantage of strong competition between all

different visible objects. An auditory warning will only be effective if the amount

of non-change related traffrc signs and conspicuous visual elements in the vicinity
of the changed or deviant situation is severely limited. Otherwise the disadvantage

of knowledge-based performance, or competition between all items presented,



may lead to other problems. In a future scenario, a driver always carries his or her

personal driver card. This card holds information about where the road user has

been driving and what road situations have been changed since the last time he

or she drove there. This personal card that is inserted into the car at every drive,

activates a system that warns the driver for a changed traffrc sifuation or for black

spots where accidents often happen. The driver will then actively look for visual

information, and if the item is then selected, it is important that the item contains

suffrcientþ strong bottom-up features to allow deeper processing. This can be done

by making the difference with the former or the expected situation as large as

possible. The larger the difference between the changed situation and the original
one, the higher the chance of a response. This means that as many things as possible

should be changed, for instance location of a sign, its form, colour, size, type of sign

and most importantly the pictogram or text shown on the sign. Also, additional
measures such as road markings and additional traffic signs need to be provided.

The more deviant the road situation is compared to the old situation, the stronger
the bottom-up features.
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Reageren op relevante visuele informatie is van cruciaal belang in bijna elke

taak. Dit proefschrift bestudeert de mechanismen die ten grondslag liggen aan de

zogenoemde 'failure to apprehend'; het fenomeen dat er niet gereageerd wordt op

duidetijk zichtbare en relevante informatie.

Hoofdstuk 1 tot en met 6 beschrijven de literatuur op dit gebied en geven een

theoretisch kader voor dit proefschrift. Hoofdstuk 7 tot en met 12 beschrijven de

experimentele studies die zljn uitgevoerd. Hoofdstuk 13 geeft een aantal conclusies.

Hoofdstuk 1 beschrijft de 'failure to apprehend' in de context van 'Inattentional
Blindness' en 'Change Blindness'. Inattentional Blindness is het fenomeen waarbij
mensen objecten of gebeurtenissen waar ze geeî aandacht aan besteden niet
opmerken, alhoewel deze soms wel relevant zijn voor de taak. In het geval van
Change Blindness zijn mensen zich niet bewust van een verandering die heeft
plaats gevonden, alhoewel de verandering op zich duidetijk zichtbaar is. Om te
kunnen reageren op informatie moet deze eerst verwerkt worden. om informatie
te verwerken moet deze eerst geselecteerd worden uit alle beschikbare informatie.
De'failure to apprehend'kan het resultaat zijnvan het feit dat informatie niet is
geselecteerd. Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft de rol van visuele selectie in het kunnen
reageren op informatie. Aandacht speelt een belangrijke rol bij visuele selectie.
Aandacht is het mechanisme dat informatie selecteert voor verdere cognitieve
verwerking op een hoog niveau. wanneer mensen onder normale omstandigheden
een taak uitvoeren vindt selectie plaats door de ogen te richten op locaties waar zidn
relevante informatie bevindt. De rol van oogbewegingen in het verwerken van infor-
matie wordt verder uitgelegd, waarbij dient te worden opgemerkt dat selectie d.m.v.
het richten van de ogen naar een bepaalde plaats sterk gekoppeld is met selectie op

basis van het richten van aandacht.

In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt geïllustreerd dat er gevalren zljn waarin de 'failure to
apprehend' optreedt ondanks het feit dat de informatie is geselecteerd. Er zijn soms
zerfs aanwijzingen dat de informatie tot een bepaald niveau verwerkt is, zonder dat
de informatie tot een reactie leidt. Dit zou dan het resultaat kunnen zijn van het
feit dat de informatie niet diep genoeg verwerkt wordt, waardoor er onvoldoende
prikkels zljn die kunnen leiden tot een response of dat men de informatie inmiddels
vergeten is. Om deze reden zijn expliciete prestatiematen (bijvoorbeeld het vragen
of mensen bepaalde informatie hebben gezien) niet altijd de beste prestatiematen.
Impliciete maten, zoals hoe lang men ergens naar kijkt, reactietijden of de mogelijk-
heid om deze informatie impliciet te gebruiken in de rest van de taak, moeten
daarom overwogen worden bij het verkrijgen van inzicht in het mechanisme dat ten
grondslag ligt aan de 'failure to apprehend'.



Situaties waarin de 'failure to apprehend' het meest waarschijnlijk is worden be-

schreven in Hoofdstuk 4. Deze situaties zijn situaties waarin mensen sterke

verwachtingen hebben, taken min of meer automatisch uitvoeren, in geval van

vigilantie-achtige taken en taken die een hoge werklast met zich meebrengen.

Hoofdstuk 5 bespreekt de 'failure to apprehend' in de context van de rijtaak. Om

de onderliggende oorzaken van de 'failure to apprehend' toe te lichten aan de hand

van de drie taak-prestatiematen van Rasmussen introduceren we een uitbreiding

op z4n model. Dit uitgebreide model relateert automatische taakuitvoering met

wat Rasmussen 'skill-based behaviour' noemt, met een laag niveau van alertheid,

aandacht en werklast. Het kost weinig tijd om de taak uit te voeren en de taak

is normaliter goed geoefend. Het probleem met dit taakniveau is dat er

nauwelijke ruimte is voor top-down controle. 'Rule-based' gedrag is gerelateerd

aan verwachtingen en geactiveerde schemata, met een gemiddeld niveau van

alertheid, aandacht en werklast. Het kost hier wat meer tijd om de taak uit te voeren

en de taken zljn doorgaans minder geoefend dan taken op het skill-based niveau.

Dit niveau van prestatie wordt gekenmerkt door een sterke top-down controle,

met weinig ruimte voor bottom-up kenmerken. Het 'knowiedge-based' niveau is

gerelateerd aan het uitvoeren van nieuwe taken, met een hoog niveau van alertheid,

aandacht en werklast. Het uitvoeren van de taak vraagt relatief veel tijd en de taak

is nauwelijks geoefend. Informatie wordt op dit niveau bottom-up verwerkt, met

bijna geen top-down controle. Alhoewel de 'failure to apprehend' plaats kan vinden

op elk van deze niveaus zijn de achterliggende oorzaken duidelijk anders. Op het

taakniveau van nieuwe taken is de 'failure to apprehend' hoogstwaarschijnlijk het

resultaat van het niet selecteren van de juiste informatie op het juiste moment

door de beperkte verwerkingscapaciteit en de afwezigheid van top-down controle,

resuÌterend in competitie tussen alle zichtbare elementen. Op het schemata niveau is

de 'failure to apprehend' waarschijnlijk het resultaat van de top-down controle die

zo sterk is dat de bottom-up input van informatie die niet in de top-down schemata

valt niet meer door komt. In het geval van automatisch gedrag wordt de 'failure to

apprehend' ook uitgelegd door het gebrek aan top-down controle; de presentatie van

een item genereert automatisch een reactie, zelfs als dat in dit geval niet de juiste

reactie is-

Hoofdstuk 6 bespreekt de focus van dit proefschrift. Het verschil wordt uitgelegd

tussen de rijtaak en de klassieke Change Blindness en Inattentional Blindness taken.

In de meeste change Blindness en Inattentional Blindness taken worden proef-

personen speciflek geïnstrueerd waar ze op moeten letten of wa| ze moeten zoeken,

terwijl dit niet het geval is bij de normale rijtaak. Ook is bij dit soort taken de infor-

matie waar men op moet letten niet altijd relevant voor de proefpersoon, terwijl dit

proefschrift zich juist richt op informatie die relevant is voor de uit te voeren taak.
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Een derde verschil met Change Blindness taken is dat die zich specifiek richten op

het waarnemen van een verandering, terwijl dit proefschrift zicln in eerste instantie
richt op het reageren op aanwezige informatie, los van of deze is veranderd. De

belangrijkste onderzoeksvragen van dit proefschríft zçn: Wat is het effect van het

ontwikkelen van verwachtingen op kijkgedrag en het optreden van de 'failure to
apprehend', welke informatie leidt tot de 'failure to apprehend' en wat voor soort in-
formatie kan helpen in het doorbreken van incorrecte verwachtingen die resulteren
in de 'failure to apprehend'? De belangrijkste focus is de rijtaak.

Hoofdstuk 7 onderzoekt de effecten van verwachtingen op kijkduur en op de

'failure to apprehend' in twee laboratorium experimenten. Kijktijden naar en

reacties op vooraf gedefinieerde targets tussen distractoren zijn gemeten in een dyna-
mische en abstracte taakomgeving die werd getoond op een computerscherm. Proef-
personen zagen een continue stroom van stimuli met ofwel een voorspelbare
ofwel een random volgorde. In de voorspelbare volgorde konden proefpersonen
verwachtingen ontwikkelen over de volgorde van targets en distractoren. In die
omstandigheden was de kijkduur naar targets hoger dan naar distractoren. In de

random conditie waren proefpersonen niet in staat om verwachtingen te ontwikke-
len over de presentatie van targets en distractoren, hetgeen resulteerde in een ver-
gelijkbare kijkduur naar targets en distractoren. Reageren op targets ging veeÌ sneller
in de voorspelbare conditie dan in de random conditie. Het probleem met deze

verwachtingen, die normaliter ervoor zorgeî dat mensen sneller kunnen reageren, is
het optreden van 'failure to apprehend' in het geval van incorrecte verwachtingen.
Informatie die niet aansloot bij de verwachtingen werd ofwel gemist (geen reactie)
ofwel de reacties waren extreem traag, veel trager dan in de random conditie.
Deze resultaten laten duidelijk zien dat er een keerzijde zít aan het hebben van
verwachtingen en de sterke invloed van top-down controle. Het hoofdstuk sluit
af met de constatering dat deze resultaten grote implicaties kunnen hebben voor
alle taken die sterke top-down controle hebben over visuele selectie en informatie-
verwerking, zoals monitoring taken of autorijden. In dit soort taken kunnen de

'failure to apprehend' en sterk vertraagde reacties dramatische gevolgen hebben.

Hoofdstuk 8 brengt het effect van verwachtingen op reactietijden, reactiefouten
en kijktijden in kaart, wederom in een laboratorium omgeving. In een dynamische
en abstracte computer gesimuleerde omgeving reageerden proefpersonen op vooraf
gedefrnieerde targets tussen distractors, die wederom in een continue stroom werden
gepresenteerd. De eigenschappen van de stimuli waren anders dan die gebruikt in
Hoofdstuk 7. sporadisch moest een proefpersoon reageren op een target die niet op
dat moment werd verwacht of men moest juist niet reageren wanneer een target niet
verscheen die wel werd verwacht. ook hier vonden we dat de kijktijd voor targets



langer was dan voor distractoren. Reactietijden voor onverwachte targets waren veel
langer dan reactietijden op verwachte targets. Veel fouten werden gemaakt wanneer

onverwachte informatie werd gepresenteerd, met de meeste fouten wanneer

men een reactie moest inhiberen. Er was geen verschil in kijktijd tussen proef-

personen die correct reageerden en de proefpersonen die niet correct reageerden in
het geval van onverwachte informatie. De aanwezigheid van onverwachte informatie
veranderde de kijkstrategie van proefpersonen niet. Ook hier laten de resultaten een

sterk negatieve invloed zien van verwachtingen en top-down controle met gevolgen

voor taken als het inspecteren van producten op een lopende band of voor lucht-

verkeersleiders.

Hoofdstuk 9 onderzoekt het effect van verwachtingen op kijktijden en het reageren

op onverwachte informatie binnen de rijtaak. Proefpersonen reden in een low-cost

rijsimulator terwijl hun oogbewegingen werden geregistreerd. In bepaalde condities

raakten proefpersonen bekend met een bepaalde omgeving door dezelfde weg

verschillende malen per dag te rijden gedurende meerdere dagen. Het onderzoek liet
zien dat het herhaald rijden op dezelfde weg de bekendheid met de weg verhoogde

en dat dit effect had op het kijkgedrag van bestuurders. Met toenemende bekend-

heid met de weg keken de proefpersonen minder Iang naar de verkeersborden

langs de route, terwijl men beter wist welke verkeersborden er waar langs de weg

werden getoond. Wanneer de verkeerssituatie werd gewijzigd (een voorrangsweg

werd veranderd in een situatie waarin men voorrang moest verlenen) zonder een

specifieke instructie, keken weggebruikers naar het bord dat de nieuwe voorrangs-

situatie aangaf maar men verwerkte dit niet voldoende om tot een reactie te komen.

Het herhaald blootstellen aan dezelfde weg resulteerde in veel inadequate reacties

op de verandering in voorrang/ ondanks het feit dat er een nieuw verkeersbord

stond en dat er haaientanden werd getoond die hiervoor niet aanwezig waren. Het

gevonden resultaat, dat incorrecte verwachtingen ervoor kunnen zorgerr dat auto-

mobilisten belangrijke informatie missen ondanks dal ze er naar kijken, is ook

relevant voor andere monitoring taken.

Hoofdstuk 1O bestudeert kijktijden bij het bekend raken met een bepaalde weg-

omgeving. Omdat al bekend was dat kijktijden voor verkeersborden afnemen in een

gesimuleerde omgeving onderzocht deze studie of dit ook het geval is voor echt rijden

en voor een video-conditie. In de video-conditie was een video opgenomen vanuit

het oogpunt van een automobilist. Terwijl proefpersonen de video bekeken moesten

ze net doen alsof zij de bestuurder waren van de auto, dus online meesturen en

remmen. Eén van de belangrijkste resultaten van deze studie was dat de afname in

kijktijd voor verkeersgerelateerde objecten met een toenemende bekendheid met de

weg, zoals gevonden in een gesimuleerde omgeving, ook werd gevonden in de echte
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rijtaak. Een tweede belangrijke uitkomst is dat deze afname ook werd gevonden voor
de video-conditie. Dit betekent dat over alle objecten genomen de twee methoden tot
vergelijkbare resultaten leiden wanneer we de kijkduur voor objecten bestuderen.
voor kijkfrequentie geldt dat mensen wat vaker naar een object kijken wanneer men
video kijkt dan wanneer men in het echt rijdt. De afname in kijkfrequentie is minder
geleidelijk dan die voor kijkduur.
De afname in kijkduur over dagen heen was redelijk vergelijkbaar tussen het bekijken
van de video en het echte rijden. Echter, er waren wel verschillen in kijktijd tussen
de twee condities voor individuele objecten. Dit betekent dat de video-configuratie
niet geschikt is voor het identifrceren van objecten die in het echt de langste en
kortste kijktijden zouden hebben. Alhoewel er objecten zijn die zowel in de video-
conditie als in het echt de langste of juist de kortste kijktijden hebben, is er geen

exclusieve overlap. Daarom is voorzichtigheid geboden wanneer men video gebruikt
in plaats van de echte rijtaak wanneer men kijktijden en kijkfrequenties voor
verkeersgerelateerde objecten onderzoekt. De video methode is geschikt voor ex-
ploratief onderzoek waarin gekeken wordt naar kijkduur voor verkeersobjecten en

om het effect te onderzoeken van bekendheid met een wegomgeving op küktijd
zonder geïnteresseerd te zijn in de exacte kijkduur in echte rijomstandigheden.

In Hoofdstuk 11 wordt een rijsimulatorstudie beschreven die de effecten van
bekendheid met een weg onderzoekt op de 'failure to apprehend'. De centrale vraag
was of bekendheid met een weg resulteert in de 'failure to apprehend, en of de

'failure to apprehend' vooral voorkomt wanneer mensen meerdere malen precies
dezelfde weg rijden of ook wanneer er dingen in de wegomgeving veranderen. om
de 'failure to apprehend' te bestuderen werd een verandering in het wegontwerp van
de ene rit op de andere aangebracht. In deze studie werd een normale weg veranderd
in een 'verboden in te rijden' weg nadat mensen bekend waren geraakt met de
weg. Proefpersonen werden op verschillende manieren gewaarschuwd voor deze
situatie, van het tonen van alleen een bord tot auditieve in-voertuig boodschappen.
De rijsimulatorstudie liet zien dat er geen verschil was in het optreden van
de 'failure to apprehend' tussen de gevarieerde wegomgeving en exact dezelfde weg-
omgeving. Sterker nog, de 'failure to apprehend' was niet eens het negatieve gevolg van
dezelfde of een vergelijkbare weg meerdere malen berijden, maar het gevolg van
verwachtingen die automobilisten al hadden tijdens de eerste rit. Dit geeft aan dat
er situaties zljnwaarin de 'failure to apprehend' niet het resultaat is van bekendheid
met een weg, maar meer het resultaat van verkeerde verwachtingen die worden
opgeroepen door het wegontwerp zerf . zelfs tijdens de eerste rit verwachtte men
geen 'verborden in te rijden' situatie, wat leidde tot het inrijden van deze weg. Het
toevoegen van informatie om weggebruikers te wijzen op de gewijzigde situatie doet
de 'failure to apprehend' afnemen. Alhoewel er minder fouten werden gemaakt
wanneer een geel bord werd toegevoegd dat aangaf. dat de verkeerssituatie was



gewijzigd kwam de 'failure to apprehend' in die omstandigheden nog steeds voor.

Alleen in het geval van een auditieve in-voertuig waarschuwing was de 'failure to
apprehend' niet aanwezig.

Hoofdstuk 12 onderzoekt de 'failure to apprehend' in een rijtaak gerelateerde

context met behulp van een Change Blindness taak. Het doel van het experiment
was om te onderzoeken hoe groot het probleem van Change Blindness is in het geval

van taak gerelateerde veranderingen. Met taak gerelateerde veranderingen doelen

we hier op veranderingen gerelateerd aan de taak die mensen uitvoeren. In dit geval

werden automobilisten geïnstrueerd om een verandering in een verkeersgerelateerd

item te zoeken, in dit geval een verandering in een verkeersbord. Een ander doel was

om te onderzoeken hoe het type verandering Change Blindness beïnvloedt en om

de rol van kijktijden op Change Blindness te bestuderen. De studie werd uitgevoerd

door automobilisten video's, gefrlmd vanuit het oogpunt van de bestuurder, te laten

bekijken, waarin 6 ritjes werden getoond van eenzelfde blokje rond. Proefperso-

nen werden geïnstrueerd om goed te letten op verkeersgerelateerde zaken en om

zich voor te stellen dat 211 de bestuurder waren van de auto. Er werd ook verteld
dat ze moesten zoeken naar een verkeersgerelateerde verandering. Kijktijden naar

verkeersborden werden gemeten net als Change Blindness (zijn proefpersonen in
staat om de verandering expliciet op te merken). In rit 6 werd één van de verkeers-

borden veranderd in een ander verkeersbord. Er waren vijf verschillende condities,

inclusief een controle conditie zonder een verandering aan het verkeersbord. In
de vier experimentele condities werd het originele verkeersbord vervangen door

een ander offrcieel verkeersbord. Impliciete verwerking van de verandering werd
gemeten door het registreren van kijktijden en door proefpersonen een verkeers-

bord identifrcatie test te laten uitvoeren na alle video's te hebben bekeken. Van de

proefpersonen die niet naar het veranderde bord keken was niemand in staat om

de verandering te rapporteren. Van de proefpersonen die wel naar het veranderde

bord keken hadden proefpersonen die de verandering konden rapporteren in alle

ritten langere kijktijden dan de proefpersonen die de verandering uiteindelijk niet

konden rapporteren. In het geval van de eigenlijke verandering waren de kijktijden
voor diegenen die de verandering expliciet konden rapporteren nog langer dan in
eerdere ritten. Zelfs in het geval van taakgerelateerde veranderingen, in dit geval dus

verkeersgerelateerde veranderingen, was Change Blindness relatief hoog. Change

Blindness was lager wanneer het plaatje dat werd gepresenteerd op het bord meer

afweek van het origineel, wanneer het minder goed in de omgeving paste en wanneer

extra aa¡dacht werd gevraagd door een auditieve waarschuwing. In die omstandig-

heden rapporteerden alle proefpersonen die naar het bord keken ook de ver-

andering. Echter, zelfs in die omstandigheden waren er nog mensen die niet naar

het veranderde bord keken en daarom dus Change Blind waren. Er waren geen

aanwijzingen voor impliciete waarneming van de verandering.
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In Hoofdstuk 13 worden de experimentele resultaten in verband gebracht met de

literatuur en het uitgebreide taak prestatie model. Dit proefschrift focust op het

rule-based ofwel het schemata niveau, met sterke top-down controle. De 'failure to
apprehend' op dit taakniveau is het resultaat van een te sterke top-down controle

die nauwelijks ruimte laat voor bottom-up kenmerken. Er zljn een aantal manieren

waarop dit zou kunnen worden voorkomen. Een manier van aanpak zou zijn om

alleen nog maar wegen te ontwerpen die perfect aansluiten bij de verwachingen van

weggebruikers en passen binnen de schemata. Dit lijkt echter geen realistische optie
omdat het introduceren van Duurzaam Veilig ai heeft Iaten zien dat het niet mogelijk

is om wegen te implementeren door het heÌe land die perfect op elkaar aansluiten.

Een andere aanpak zou het tegenovergestelde kunnen 211n, om de ontwikkeling van

schemata of verwachtingen helemaal tegen te gaan door elke weg weer compleet

anders te ontwerpen. Ook deze aanpak lijkt niet realistisch aangezien het realiseren

van voldoende variatie tussen de verschillende wegen een nog sterkere landelijke

coördinatie vergt. Ook zullen weggebruikers nog steeds verwachtingen opbouwen
wanneer ze bekend raken met een bepaalde weg. Een andere reden waarom deze

aanpak niet de juiste is, is dat het het niveau van de rijtaak overal terugbrengt naar

het knowledge-based niveau van een onervaren weggebruiker, met een bijbehorende
hoge werklast. Onervaren weggebruikers hebben een relatief hoge ongevalskans

en hebben niet de voordelen van de top-down controle die ervaren weggebruikers
hebben.

Een derde manier van aanpak zou zljn om de bottom-up kenmerken te versterken
zodat er een betere balans ontstaat met de sterke top-down controle. Een manier
is het gebruiken van een auditieve in-voertuig waarschuwing. Dit zorgt er hoogst-

waarschijnlijk voor dat meer weggebruikers de nieuwe informatie selecteren en langer

kijken dan zonder deze waarschuwing. Dit zou het taakniveau tijdelijk terug brengen

naar het knowledge-based niveau van een onervaren weggebruiker, mogelijk met
het nadeel van sterke competitie tussen alle verschillende objecten die te zien z\1n.

Een auditieve waarschuwin g zal aIleen effectief zijn wanneer de hoeveelheid andere

visuele informatie beperkt is. Anders leidt het nadeel van knowledge-based prestatie,

ofwel competitie tussen alle gepresenteerde informatie, tot andere problemen. In
een toekomstscenario draagt een bestuurder altijd een persoonlijke kaart met zich
mee. Deze kaart bevat informatie over waar de weggebruiker heeft gereden en welke
verkeerssituaties veranderd zijn sinds de laatste keer dat hij of zij daar heeft gereden.

Deze persoonlijke kaart wordt in de auto ingevoerd bij elke rit, en deze activeert een

systeem dat de bestuurder waarschuwt voor de gewijzigde situatie maar weÌlicht ook
voor zogenaamde black spots waar veeÌ ongevallen gebeuren. Een bestuurder zaldan
actief op zoek gaan naar informatie, en wanneer deze informatie wordt geselecteerd

is het belangrijk dat het item voldoende sterke bottom-up features bevat om diep
verwerkt te worden. Dit kan bereikt worden door het verschil met de oude of de
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Begin 2006 besloot ik dat het tijd werd te gaan schrijven aan mljn proefschrift. Alle
onderzoeken waren zo goed als gereed, maar ondanks alle geschreven TNO rapporten

over deze studies Ìag er nog niets dat in de verste verte iets te maken had met dit
proefschrift. AIIes diende nog opgeschreven te worden tot een waardig geheel. En

nu, na ruim een jaar lang zwoegen, kan ik inderdaad zeggeî dat het proefschrift
gereed is, deze kroon op mijn werk. Zonder de enorme steun in mijn omgeving zou

dit niet zijn gelukt.

Als je als TNO-er wilt promoveren op studies gedaan als onderdeel van je TNO-werk
dan bevind je je in een aparte positie. Ondanks het feit dat vele TNO-ers roepen:

'Het is een kwestie van een nietje erdoor' denken de promotor en de promovendus

daar zelf heel anders over. Niet alleen moet het aan je eigen normen voldoen en aan

de normen van de promotor, een echte onderzoeker kan altijd weer nieuwe vragen
bedenken, waardoor er nooit een natuurlijk einde in zicht is.

Het zwaarste van het niet AIO zijn is dat het echte schrijven van het proefschrift in
je eigen tijd moet gebeuren. Hiertoe heb ik me bewust moeten afsluiten van gezellige

bezigheden en happenings waar ik normaal graag bij had willen zijn. Door de belofte
dat het echt maar voor één jaar zou zijn was het (geloof ik) acceptabel voor mijn
omgeving, met alle ups and downs.

Zoals gezegd, dankzlj de steun in mijn omgeving heb ik dit kunnen volbrengen.

Erwin wil ik graag als eerste bedanken, omdat hij mij de ruimte heeft gegeven om

dit jaar erg egoistisch te zljn. Ook al was het voor een hoger doel, voor jou is het

soms best lastig geweest als ik weer eens niet meeging. Geen glaasje wijn bij het
eten, en avond aan avond en in de weekenden was ik {geestelijk) niet aanwezig.

Dankje wel voor het opofferen van onze vakantie zodat ik kon schrijven, dank voor
de veÌe avonden die je zonder mij moest doorbrengen, dank voor je onvolwaarde-
Iijke steun en de kopjes koffre met chocola die je laat op de avond aan mijn bureau
kwam brengen. Je bent een held!

Verder natuurlijk veel dank aan Jan Theeuwes. We hebben samen een lange weg
bewandeld, die soms bezaaid lag met grote rotsblokken. Er zijn momenten geweest

waarop ik me afvroeg of het ooit nog goedkwam. Gelukkig heb je me bijzonder
scherp gehouden en kreeg je het voor elkaar om me op momenten te stimuleren
en op andere momenten juist gerust te stellen. Met name de momenten dat we
samen om tafel za|eî op de VU waren inspirerend. Het was altijd dankbaar om de

wetenschappelijke discussies af te sluiten met de laatste TNO roddels. Dankzij jouw
inspiratie en uitdaging is er een mooi stuk werk verricht.



Mijn ouders en zus wil ik graag bedanken, zij die letterlijk aan mijn wieg hebben

gestaan en me hebben gevormd tot wie ik ben. AÌtijd zijn ze er voor mij, welke wilde
plannen ik ook heb, altijd paraat voor een wijze raad of advies. Dankzij hen ben ik
wie ik ben, en mijn leven is niet voorstelbaar zonder hen. Wat heerlijk voelde het

voor mij om eindelijk volmondig 'Goed' te kunnen zeggeî op jullie vraag: 'Hoe staat

het met je proefschrift?' Jarenlang had ik deze vraag slim ontweken.

Dank ook aan mijn lieve paranimfen Eva en Maayke, die mij al vele jaren volgen

en dit vage plan langzaam hebben zien omvormen tot een concreet proefschrift.

Jullie vriendschap is voor mij erg belangrijk. Ik realiseer me terdege dat ik me in
2006 redelijk vaak afzljdig heb gehouden en dat er zoveel minder ruimte was voor

spontane thee of gezellige wijntjes dan daarvoor. Hopelijk komt hier snel weer

verandering inl

Ook heel veel dank aan de TNO-ers (Rino, zou díe enepizzahet hem dan toch hebben

gedaan?; Wiel: 'Je moet gewoon even iets slims bedenken'; Richard: altijd gÌinsters

in je ogen als ik je vroeg naar je eigen promotietijd; Jeroen: allebei in hetzelfde

schuitje, hoe komt dit ooit af? Marika: 'Ik denk dat ik dit nu nooit meer zou kunnen

opbrengen'). Jullie zijn de kern die mij gedurende het schrijven van mijn proefschrift

hebben meegemaakt en mij ook de tijd hebben gegund. Het is fijn en goed om dingen

te delen en het idee te hebben dat er mensen zijn die begrijpen wat je doormaakt

en het soms ook zelf hebben meegemaakt. Ook daaruit haal je energie om te weten

dat promoveren nou eenmaal gepaard gaat met vallen en opstaan, maar het uitein-

delijk echt wel lukt!! Dank ook voor alle ondersteuning bij de technische opzet van

experimenten en de oogbewegingsapparatuur, met name Ingmar, Sjaak, Antoon en

Sjouke. Dymphie, enorm bedankt voor alle honderden artikelen die je voor me hebt

uitgezocht en je geduld om me te helpen.

Ook wil ik Jantine en Henk bedanken voor hun (digitale) aanwezigheid. Wat was

het heerlijk om te merken dat ik op de late momenten op de avond, zielsalleen achter

de laptop, toch niet alleen was! Kleine en grote frustraties kon ik vaak direct delen

en altijd werd ik opgevangen met bemoedigende woorden en adviezen. Dankzij jullie

hield ik het vaak nog een paar uurtjes langer vol.

Last but not least gaat mijn dank uit naar al mijn vrienden en mijn schoonfamilie
die ik dit jaar vaak'nee' hebben moeten verkopen. Dankzij jullie opoffering heb ik
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zijn, dus ik zou zeggen: Let's partyl!! Van nu af aan ben ik overal weer bij........
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